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ABSTRACT 

The integmtion of Aboriginal oral tradition withh many academic disciplines, 

legal cases and land-use disputes rneans that Euro-Canadian institutions now have to 

examine their relatimship to and their understanding of Aboriginal oral tradition. 60th 

the legal and the contextual issues involved in cross-cultural inteipretation of oral and 

written historical materials have implications for how Aboriginal communities may chose 

to share, validate and evaluate their oral briditkns. As well the identifimtion of these 

issues have implications for how EuManadian institutions may choose to approach 

Aboriginal oral tradition as evidence. 

The eight people intervieweci gave their thoughts and opinions about the use of 

Aboriginal oral tradition as evidence, using the Supreme Court recummendatbns in 

ûelgamuukw (1997) as a bcus. nie interviewees had cher; a) given evidence in the 

fom of Aboriginal oral histories in a court case; b) been involved in a court case where 

Aboriginal oral histories were called upon as evidence; or c) done r688arChlLvriüng in 

the area of Aborigidl oral histories. Thdr opinions iepresent a particuiar segment of 



infomied opinion post-DeIg8muukw (1 997). The combination of the issues that 

emerged h m  the legal research and the interviews contrikites to two main bodies of 

research and literature: 

1. Aboriginal rights and title litiiation: systemic barriers were identified that make 

it dHficult for Aboriginal oral histories to be evaluated equally alongside written historical 

evidence. A number of issues such as testing for Aboriginal rigMs, b e n  rights, how 

rights can be exthguished by the Clown and how the Cmwn ratknalizes assertions of 

sovereignty, emerged as systemic barriers within Aboriginal rights and title litigation. 

2. Cmsstultural cornmunicatkn: issues such as interpretation, evaluation and 

cornparison of Aboriginal oral histories alongsiâe of written historical documents were 

identifid as some of contextual issues that need to be dealt witti. These issues have 

more to do with the nature, the content and the role that Aboriginal oral histories play 

not just in the courts, but in other forums whem Aboriginal oral histories are k i ng  

evaluated and compared in cross~uitural contexts. 
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 Introduction 

Stories conned people in such a worîd, and they unify intempted 
memories that are part of any cornplex Iife. Rooteâ in ancient traditions, 
they can be used in strikingly modem ways. (Cruikshank, 1 998, p. 46) 

Stories rooted in Aboriginal oral tradition1 face new challenges in modem cross- 

cuîtural contexts such as law. While Aboriginal peoples h m  many diffeient cultures 

use oral tradition to teach thek children, to validate land stewardship, to œlebrate births 

and honour deaths, EuManadian culture honours the written word as an aspect of 

what it is to be 'civilized". This diffeience in perspective has led the Euro-Canadian 

power structure to dismiss and degrade aie Aboriginal oral tradition. For example, 

amendments to the lndian Act in 1884 outlawed the potlatch ceiemony, a ceremony of 

which oral performance and histories were an intn'cate part (Miller, 1 Qglc, p. 325). 

Similady, due to the prohibition on fund raising for landdaims ?(Dichson, 1997, p. 248) 

and the rule of hearsay evidence within legal cases3, Aboriginal oral tradition was rarely 

head within the courts until fairly recently. These are only a few of th8 factors which 

served to silence the voice of Aboriginal peoples. 

Much of the collective powet of Aboriginal communiaes is embodied in oral 

' Sec p 12 for a defînition of orai tradition. 

In 1924 the bt Act wr, amcnArA to p h i i i t  'IndYosD h m  tuing band ruiidr for hnd c h m i  actions 
without the approwl of the Deparbnent of Iiuliiui A f h b .  ln 1927 this wu s t r e n g t h d  by olso ptoh'bitiug 
tauauthorized soliciting for ouîside f W ,  a measun that tenrained in law und 19s 1. 
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tradition (krmws, 1999a). and this knowledge is central to their understanding of 

Aboriginal rights and title within a legal wntext. A crucial issue in this thesis is whether 

the collective power that lies wiüiin oral ûadiüons can be translated in a cross-cuîtural 

conte&- After many years of the courts sometimes accepüng Aboriginal oral tradition 

as evidence, sometimes not, and sometimes disrnissing them after they have been 

heard, the Supreme Court of Canada recommendatlons in Delgamuukw v. Britsh 

CoIumbia (1 997) have provided some guidance for the use of oral tradition as evidence. 

the legal system and parücularly DeIgamuukw (1991,1997) is used as a focus for this 

thesis and the issues identifid in chapten 5 and 6 such as community validation and 

control of Aboriginal oral tradition. also pertain to the use of Aboriginal oral traditions in 

other cross-cultural contexts. 

There were two signiRcant deciskns made regarding C)e@8muukw v. BMish 

Columbia. The first took place in 1991 in the British Columbia Supnm Court. The 

Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en claimed ownership and jurisdiction over theit traditional 

territories, using their oral traditions as a significant part of the evidence. In that case 

Judge McEachern dismissed their daims for ownership and jurisdidkn and stated that 

he was 'unable to accept adaawk, kungax. and oral histories as reliable bases for 

detailed history, but they couM confkm findings based on other admissible evidenmu 

(Delgemuukw v. BMsh CoIumbia [1991], 3 W.W.R 97). The Giksan and W e t 9 s ~ e n  

eventuaWy took their case to the Supreme Court of Canada, alter an appeal in the 

Bliosh Cdumbia Supreme Court. 

In Decetnber of 1997. the Supreme Court of Canada mleased a set of 



recommendations in the case of Delgamuukw v. British Cdumbia. A section of the 

recornrnendations pertain to the use of Aboriginal oral tradition in the courts. These 

recommendatkns were used as a bcus for the intenrierm and the subsequent 

conclusions made in chapters 6 and 7. 

Among many other kinds of evidence that non-Aboriginal pawer structures are 

beginning to take seriously, the Supreme Court as part of the Delgemuukw (1997) case 

has granted equal weight to Aboriginal oral tradition alongsiûe wT/ffen historical 

evidence. What are the advantages and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral tradition 

being evaluated equally alongside written historical evidence? Also, what are the 

contextual issues that need to be considered when using Aboriginal oral tradition in 

Now, in the aftermath of Oelgamuukw (1997), is the time to take stock and 

identify the possibilities as well as the problems of bringing Atmriginal oral tradition into 

cross-cultural cantexts. One possible problem, for example, is mat Aboriginal oral 

tradition is meant to be told and valiûated in a certain community context. When the 

state takes an interest in Aboriginal hiterpretatkm, the# is the risk that Aboriginal 

conbol will be lost and reinteipreted by the state for its own purposes. Community 

control and validation are only twa amas of discussion. Issues such as evaluatkn. 

interpretation and the cornparison of oral and written evidence will al= ôe examineci. 

Wlthin the legal system, the power and control of crossixiltuml interpretatbn 

rernains within a EumCanadian fremewoik. The integretkn of Aboriginal oral Wiüon 

within many academic disciplines, legal cases and lanbwre dispubs means that Euro- 
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Canadian instiiutiins now have to examine their relationship to, and understanding of, 

Aboriginal oral tradition. Both the legal and the amtextual issues involved in cross- 

cultural interpretation of oral tradition and written historical materials have implications 

of how Aboriginal wmmunities may chose to share, validate and evaluate their oral 

traditions. 

1.2 Aboriginal Onl Tradition and Aborfginrl Rightl and Tttk Utigation 

In cases where an Aboriginal gmup is trying to prove its Aboriginal Utle to the 

land, there is typically an assumption within the legal system that Crown sovereignty 

already exists (Kellock 8 Anderson, 1992, p. 08-99). therefore the burden of proof falls 

to the Aboriginal gmup to prove landuse and oawpawn prior to contact and 

consistently after. Judges typically use a test in order to evaluate certain criteria that the 

court sets out. The aiteria will Vary fiom case to case, and are based on precedent 

from previous sirnilar cases as well as concepts and comrnents that may not have been 

part of the final judgment, expounded on by judges, lawyers and academics. 

As there is a lesi requirement for historic evidence to prove land-use and 

occupation, and there may be no written historical documents, oral tradition have 

becorne extrernely important. Oral tradition has always been important k r  al1 Canadian 

Aboriginal cultures as a validation of historic systems of govemance, land tenum. and 

social systems; however, it b only recentiy that these andent trriditkns are being usal 

in modem ways (Cruikshank, 1998, p. 46). 



1.3 Purpose of the Stuây 

The primary purpose of this investigation is to idenüfy the advantages and 

disadvantages of Aboriginal oral tradition being evaluated equally akngside written 

historical evidence. 

There are four questions related to this prime purpose: What are some current, 

informed opinions regarding the Supreme Court recommendations in Delgamuukw, 

particularly with reference to the use of oral histories in the courts? Do judges need a 

'cultural hearing aici'', so to speak, to evaluate evidence such as Aboriginal oral 

traditions, which are typically outslde their own cuLm and experience? What issues 

emerge as a result of the contextual differences identified between the culture of the 

couflroom and the culture of Aboriginal cornmunitles? And how do these issues affect 

community validation and contiol of Aboriginal oral tradition? 

It is necessary to consider the research framework to deetemhe the angle of 

perspective, and then to amsider my personal perspective. Since I am a non- 

Aboriginal pemn studying Aboriginal issues, it is particularly important for me to be 

clear about my approach. I must al- be able to place rnyseif either inside or outside of 

the reseaich, depending on which approach is appropriate. 
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First of all, in ternis of content, this is not a study of Aboriginal oral tradition in 

itself. It is a study of the advantages and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral tradition 

being evaluated equally akngside of W e n  historical evidence. Secondly, il is a study 

of legal precedents which have played a role in Aboriginal rights and Me cases, and the 

contentbus issues which emerge from both legal precedents and from infomied 

opinion. And thirdly, this is a study of the contextual issues that arise when Aboriginal 

oral tradition is taken out of the context of the cornmunity and evaluated and compared 

with wrCtten historical documents. 

My evidence in response to the primary research question is experiential and 

opinion oriented. To colled data I utilizeâ the unstnictured or semi-stnictured interview 

approach as recognized by qualitative researchers (Memam, 1988; Douglas, 1985; 

Marshall 8 Rossman, 1995; Kirby 8 McKenna, 1989) as a style appropriate to 

accomrnodating 'insights and understandingsw (Merriam, t 988, p. 74). Using a 

framework based primarily on qualitative interviews, but which also integrates legal 

case materials and other literature. I have provided a measure of interna1 validity and 

a variety of perspectives on the research questions (Bailey, 1996, p. 78) through 

Wangulation": the use of multiple investigators and multiple sources data to confimi 

aie emerging findings (Meniam, 1988. p. 169). 

My aiesis is based on the premise that polides, images and interacüons wiai 

Aboriginal people hidorically and cunently am often founded in an unfaMurable 

cornparison of the ways that Aboriginal peoples am not like Euio-Canadigns'. The 

history of cuttures which are baseâ ki an oral tradition are often heard (or not heaid) 



with a 'tin eat. One premise of qualitative research is the fact that there are only 

'perspectives rather than truth pet se" (Merriam, 1988, p.188). In this type of research 

it is important to 'understand the perspectives of those involved in the phenornenon of 

interest, to uncuver the complexity of human behavior in a contextual hmewaik, and to 

present a holWic interprebtion of what is happeningn (Merriam, 1988, p. 168). By 

beahg witness to Aboriginal viewpoints, the analysis hem can begin to challenge 

earlier distortions. 

1.5 Pemonal P wspactiv@ 

Why am I interested in Aboriginal oral tradition? I have had a number of 

experiences that did not seem very signifiant at the time, but pieced together fonn the 

foundation of my interest in this topic. 

In 198364.1 was working with the P articipatory Research Group and I had the 

oppominity b lead several week-long wolkshops in the community of Big Trout Lake in 

Nolthern Ontario. These workshops were experientially oriented in order to teach 

community research sklls. Many of the participants were community members who 

chose to do taped interviews wiüi Elders regarding some hlstorical questions to which 

they sought answers. After these intewiews there was a tmnsfomiation conceming aie 

a W e  of the group. For the fimt few days, the group was withdrawn and seemkigly 

disinterested; however. after doing the oral historical interviews. the group was both 

stimulated and yet sometimes angry at what they wem Ming out. Som of the 

participants wre listening to &ries about how their mktives were treated by Hudson 
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Bay store managers or local priests. It was an incredible learning expeience br me for 

two reasons; these stories (a) pulled the patticipants into their community histocy; and 

(b) it helped them undentand cumnt policies in an historical context. The power and 

the knowledge contained in this community's oral histories wem quite evident to me and 

to the workshop participants. 

Within a few years I was pu#*ng proposab in to C.B.C5 radio's 'Ideas* program. I 

was fascinated by the art of listening and aie fact that our Society rarely has aie 

opportunity to listen to the experience and stories of people h m  Aboriginal 

communlies. I completed three series for 'Ideas", traveling to Aboriginal communities in 

many parts of Canada (Simpkins, 1990.1991). In British Columbia, I visiteâ the 

Gitxsan and the Wet'suwet'en to talk with them about their stniggles with both the 

provincial and federal govemments to gain jurisdiction over aieir traditional terrltories. 

This visit took place during the farnous summer of 1990 when Aboriginal communities 

across Canada were in constant contact over the confrontation at Oka. This was also 

just before the final decision was announced in the Delgamuukw (1 991 ) case. 

In the short time I spent with the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en, the importance and 

reliance on oral tradition became quite evident to me. At one point, I was invited to a 

planning meeting for an upcoming naming potlatch. The oiganization and rscitation of 

stories and songs at that meeting had been handed dom from generatkn to 

generatiin. If sonteone cou# not mmernbsr his or her part, an Elder was behind him or 



her to ghre support and encouragement with centuries-old mnds and stories. 

Also in 1991, as the final judgment was handed down in the Wgamuukw case, I 

was teaching a course in Aboriginal oral history methodokgf in aie Native Studies 

Department at Trent University. I am continuing to teach that course into 2000. Some 

of the issues that I focus on in this thesis are a result of many discussions wiai both 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal students in that course. 

My perspective cornes from being a participant, an obse~ef, an interviewer, a 

writer and also an outsiâer in the Aboriginal communities and organizations that I have 

worked and spent tirne in. The experiences that I cite, woven together, have influenced 

who 1 am today and have shaped why I have adopted certain perspectives. I am 

reaearching and writing ails thesis as an academic striving to apply the pradical 

knowledge and importance of Aboriginal oral tradition to Abonginau non-Aboriginal 

relations in Canada. 

Fmm my experience, 1 assume that much can be leamed about a cuîture through 

its oral traditions. Oral traditions can teach young community members about thek 

culture, and can also be used as a powerful tool for community change (Slim & 
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Thompson, 1995, p. 95-1 39). Examples range h m  communlty immunizatbn programs 

in Somalia, where oral traditions pmvided much needed information about tradiüonal 

health pmcüces and historical probtems, to the Dene in noraiem Canada, who 

documented traditional environmental knowîedge to be integrated with western 

scientific methods in order to develop a cornmunity-based natural resuurce 

management system (SWm 8 Thompson, 1995, p. 116). 

I undertook this research under the assumpdion that the inclusion of Aboriginal 

oral tradition in Canadian courts held the possibility of educating the judiciary about 

Aboriginal oral traditions, hence hrrthering the cause of Aboriginal rights and title. I 

knew that this would not be an easy process, but I was interested in identifying exactly 

what some of the contentious issues are. The Mentification of these issues will, in tum, 

be useful in a variety of venues where Aboriginal oral tradition is k ing heard as 

evidence, or where it is being evaluated and compared with written historical evidence. 

When I read Judge McEachem's final judgment in Delgamuukw in lgQl, I  

despaiied, as many other people did. The words he used invoked the same colonial 

sentiments set out in Re: vs. Rhoûesia in 191 9'. Yet, when the Supreme Court of 

Canada made positive recommendations in ûelgamuukw in 1997, l feît it was a huge 

step fonnrard for aie inclusion of Aboriginal oral histories8 in Canadian courts. At the 

"Ibt atimirion of the n@ts of rbaiginil m i  is dwaya bhcmtly diffidt.  Some üii uc so low in 
tbe d e  of sociai ocpbtion that thc i rwag~~~  and colpc~ptions of ngbg and dutics are not to be mmdcd with 
the inra'tutiom or the le@ idcas o€&üized sockh'' (Re: Iroutkern Modesta, I9 19, AC. 21 1 at 2334 ) 
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same time, I remain a bit cynical about wheaier the Canadian legal system can truly 

respect and accommodate the uniqueness of Aboriginal oral histories as evidence. I 

could see the possibiliRy that aiese recommendations would eventually resuit in a more 

equitable assessrnent of Aboriginal rights and title cases, but I wanted to talk to those 

who had mre experience in the area. I also wanted to identify some of the contextual 

issues involved with the use of Aboriginal oral tradition in cross-cultural settings. 

In essence, I assumed that there were both advantages and disadvantages to 

Aboriginal oral tradition being evaluated equally alongside written historical evidence, 

and that the issues identifid may be transferable to venues outside of the courts where 

Aboriginal oral tradition is being evaluated and cornpared. I decided that doing elite 

intenriews along with legal case reseatch would add to the richness of the data and the 

analysis. 

1.7 Minition of Key Ternis 

There are a number of key t e m  that appear throughout the thesis. A brief 

discussion of these ternis rnay be helpful for understanding intended definitions. 

Ternis such as Indian, First Nation, Native, lndigenous and Aboriginal are 

commonly used in academic texts and the media. The word 'Indian' typicaily has a 

derogatory connotation, as it is associated with Christopher Columôus believing that he 

reached lnâia when he anhred in Nom America. Yet, lndian people are one of the three 

groups of peoples (Inâian, Inuit and Metis) mognized as Aboriginal in the Consatuaon 

Act, s.35 (2).1982. The terni Indian remains embedded in legislath such as the Indian 
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Act. (R.S.C 1970). 'First Nation" is a new terni which is widely used acmss Canada 

and refenr to the lndian people of Canada, both status and non-status. The terni First 

Nation is oRen used to replace the woid 'band" in the name of a community 

Both the ternis 'Native" and 'Indigenousu tend to be used interchangeably; 

Native is defined as "a member of an indigenous people of a country or region; 

descended from the original inhabitants of a region or country" (Baiber, 1988, p. 967). 

Similady, indigenous means 'pertaining to or concemed with the aboriginal inhabitants 

of a region' (Barber, 1998, p. 718). 

I have chosen to mainly use the terni "Aboriginal" throughout this thesis for 

reasons of consistency. The term Aboriginal peoples refers to al1 those peoples 

considered indigenous to North America, including Inuit, Metis, status and non-status 

Aboriginal peoples. 

Trying to find a tenn which relates to people who are non-Aboriginal is quite 

problematic, as the terni 'Canadian' refers to people with a muiütude of cultural 

backgrounds. I have chosen the term Eum-Canadien. fbr lack of a more accurate term. 

Euro-Canadian refers to those original immigrant cultures who m t  influenced the 

underlying foundations of the Cenadian legal and govemrnental systems (English and 

French). 

nie terni litemcy can also be problematic because of the cultural connotations 

that the t m  tends to infer. David Olson lists a number of assumptkns about literacy 

which are cunently under debate, such as: 1) WMng h the transcription of speech; 2) 



Writing is supefior to speech; 3) The alphabetic Mit9ng system is techndogically 

superior to non-alphabetic fwms of writing (Olson, 1994, p. 34). Particulaily in the 

context of this thesis, which is focusad on Aboriginal oral tradition and Aboriginal 

peoples who did not possess an alphabeüc mode of literacy before contad with 

Europeans, the terni lbracy has cultural implications. Literacy can also simpiy refer to 

"aie ability to read and writem (Barber, 1998, p. 836)? 

The ternis oral history and oral tradition are often used interdrangeably, which 

tends to mate some confusion. von Gemet (1996) notes that scholan often object to 

the dichotomy between oral history and oral tradition because a 'single oral narrative 

may include traditions, eyewitness accounts, hearsay and other foms of evidence, and 

that narrators may conflate various pasts or a past with a present" (p. 5.1). While this 

is a legitimate wncern, there is still a need for a distinction between the two. Typically 

oral history is based on first hand experience occuning during the lifetme of an 

eyewitness (Cruikshank, 1994, p. 404). One example might be a fathw relating his own 

childhood experiences to his progeny. Oml tradition on the oaier hand, typically refers 

to a 'process by which information is transmittd h m  one generation to the next* 

(Cruikshank, 1994, p. 404). 0th this information is second or thiid hand. Yet, in 

pradice the definitions of oral tradition and oral histoiy are rot so Mid. Julie 

Cruikshank elaborates on Mis: 

Oral tradition is more than a body of stories to be mrded and stored 



away. lt is not always passed on in the fom of complete narrathces. In 
communlies where I have worked, oral kadiaon is discussed and debatd 
as part of a lively process, a way of understanding the prsrent as well as 
the past. More important than the search for a body of diable oralîy 
namted texts, then, is the question of how oral tadition is used to discuss 
the past. The same question must be asked of written records. 
(Cruikshank, 1993, p. 2) 

In many Aboriginal rights and title cases, Aboriginal witnesses are asked to recite 

or relay oral tradition, which is the knowledge and the $tories that have been passed 

down fmm generation to generation. Yet oral tradition is often referred to as oral history 

in legal contexts (Deigamuukw vs. Queen 1991,1997). 

Oral testlmony, as Ted Chamberlin describes, is people telling a story infonnally 

about what they heard. This differs h m  oral history, which for the Gitxsan and 

Wet'suwet'en is the adaaks and the kungax, a highly formaluecl tradition of sequences 

of stories and songs. Chamberlin describes this fomalized tradition as me discursive 

tradition itself, its language and its styles, its verbs and its nouns, its ceremonial 

requirements, the appropriate people speaklng and singing in the pmper places with 

their customary chests and blankets and headgear. ..is the ultimate guarantor of truth" 

(Chamberlin, 1906, p. 7). For some communities oral traditions are highly fmalizeâ, 

but for others they are less fomaliied but no less important. 

1.8 Summary 

The purpose of a thesis introduction is to frame and give conte& to the 

subsequent study. The evolution of Aboriginal/ non-Aboriginal ielatkns in Canada is 

part of this fiaming, but ît also entails a k u s  on the fact that there was not much 
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listening going on from EuManadians. Cross-cultural communication is a leamed 

practice, and there is not rnuch evidence to show that when Aboriginal policy was being 

created in Canada in its varkw forms, the history and aspirations of Aboriginal peoples 

were listenec! to or taken into consideration. 

Afîer years of land daim court trials and govemment negotiations, the Supreme 

Court of Canada has m e  out with some recommendations regarding the use of 

Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. Within the courts, aie terni oral tradition is 

refemd to as oral history. While these recommendations are a giant step forward for 

Aboriginal relations within a legal conte*. it opens up a number of issues, such as 

cross-cultural interpretation and evaluation of oral as compared to written historical 

evidence. This thesis identifies some of the issues involved with granting equal weight 

to Aboriginal oral histories alongside of the written historical evidence thmugh the use 

of elitel0 interviews and legal case research. 

Chapter 2, the Literature Review presents some perspecüves: on what has been 

written about Ddgarnuukw (1 991 ) in connediion to the use of Aboriginal oral histories 

as evidence; on aie foundations of oral venws wmen debates based in 'Great Divide' 

theories which have in tum influenced how evklence is acceptecl wiarin the legal 

system; approaches to cross-cu(tural understanding of Aboriginal oral histories; and 

perspectives on the history of land acquisition in Canada and the evolutkn of Western 
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perspectives on Aboriginal rights, which form the foundations of thought and precedent 

used in land daim cases. 

Chapter 3 discusses some of the legal issues touched upon in Chapter 2, such 

as Aboriginal rights and title and the reasons that Aboriginal oral histories are often 

calleû upon in Aboriginal rfghts and alle litigatlon. Much of Chapter 3 is a selected 

review of legal cases, the precedent they set and their eventual influence on 

Delgamuukw (1 991 ) and Delgamuuùw (1 997). 

Chapter 4 outlines in detail the research process, h m  idenüfying the type of 

research methodology to the data oganization and inteipietation. Chapter 5 contains 

the interviewees' responses from the interviews, and Chapter 6 takes the interviewees' 

responses and the legal research h m  Chapter 3 and provides a more critical 

discussion of the emerging issues. Chapter 7 is a summary of conduskns made and 

recornmendations for future research. 



CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE R M E W  

2.1 introduction 

The story of my own evolvhg interest In oral history, oral tradition and aie law 

began with my visit to Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en territory in north-centrai British 

Columbia and aie final judgment in Delgamuukw vs. BrMish Columbh (1991). After 

completing a documentary for C.BDCD radio called Ho#hg Their Ground (Simpkins, 

1991), of which aie Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en were a part. I waited to hear the final 

judgement in their case. Along with many Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples 

across aie country, I was shocked and saddened not just by the judgmentl itseif 

regarding Aboriginal title, but also with the racist descriptions and aichaic language that 

the judge used? I knew then that I wanted to know more about how this could happen 

in the 1990s. Gradually it became clear to me that the use of Aboriginal oral histories 

as evidence would be the focus of my thesis research. nrst of al1 I wanted to know 

more about Delgamuukw (1991) and paftkulaily the evidentiary issues which allowed 

~ ~ ~ e ~ c ~ a i c h c r n ~ c h u " t b c ~ i a p n u d ~ a ' m ~ c ' a i w o n b ~ b ~ l o r i a l ~ a p r i m i t i v t  
people .....Tb M i t s  ...augjpt the Giktrn riad Weâ'aawet'en cnriliptioni, if* qiirlifl for tbrt 
descnption, fàü withM a much lowcr, evm primiîivc ondd' ( M g d  v Bn&h CoIiabiu [Mg 1],3 W.Wk 
97). 



'oral histoV3 to be heard, but later disardecl. 

This review progresses into four sedkns and beglns with Delgamuukw v. BMsh 

Columbia (1 991) and in padcular with: (a) an explmation of exceptions to the nile of 

hearsay; (b) a review of Judge McEachem's beatment of evidence; (c) Aboriginal rights 

which are hzen in orne; (d) a discussion of the primitive versus civiiized cornparisons in 

Delgamuukw; and (0) a brief overview of the distinction between oral versus written 

evidence in Delgemuuùw. 

Secondly, due to the judge's mference to the fact th& the Gitxsan and 

Wet'swet'en had no wrl#en language as a criterion to conondude they were a 'primitive* 

people, I felt R was important to gain some understanding of the Great DMde", literacy 

versus orality debates which may have influenced law. These sub-sections are entitled: 

(a) W n g  as Wuth*; (b) 'primitive" versus %ivilizedn debates; and (c) the soda1 context 

of literacy. 

It was also dear that Judge McEachem had difficulty listening to and 

comprehending Aboriginal oral tradition. Thirdlly, I fek il was important to review what 

had been written about cross-cultural approaches to understanding, particularly with 

reference to cultures without a wmen language historically. 

And finally, the Delgemuukw (1991) case was king fought to assert Aboriginal 

rights and Wle in British Columbia, a province that undil m n ü y  would not admowledge 

the existence of Aboriginal rights. Some of the questions that I had in relaüon to 
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DeIgamuukw (1 991) were: H a t  a n  Aboriginal tights as opposed to C m  tights? What 

is aie history of EuManadian land aquisioon, and how did that affect Aboriginal 

peoples, parücularly in British Columbia? 

2.2 D.I#amuukw vr. BrIffsh Co~umbi' (1991) 

On May 1 1.1987, the case of DeIQamuukw vs. Btitish Columbia began. 

Together the Gitxsan and Wet'suweten have lived on 22,000 square miles of territory 

govemed by their chiefs. They have never signed a treaty and, in their view, aiek 

Aboriginal rigM to this land has never b e n  exünguishsd. The Gitxsan and 

Wet@suwet'en sought ownership and jurisdicüon over this tenitory (Monet & Wilson, 

1992, p. 187). At that time, the province of Briash Columbia would not acknowledge the 

existence of Aboriginal rights, claiming üiat anything outside of reserve lands was 

Crown land. 

The Giksan and Wet'suwet'en peopîes have a rich and enduring oral tradition 

that includes a particular phibsophy of law and soda1 organization. 

Our histories show that whenever new people came to this land they had 
to btoUow its Iaw if they wished to stay. the Chieh who were alieedy h m  
had the responsibility to teach the law b the newcornem. They then 
waited to see if the land was respected. If it was not, the newcome~ had 
to pay compensation and leave. (Monet & Wilson, 1992, p. 22-23) 

One of the biggest challenges in this case was k r  the courts to truly try to 

understand and overcome the law's tendency to view Aboriginal 80C/eties as existing at 

an eailier stage of evdutknery devebpment (Giday Wa, 1989, p.21). fhe a M 8 f  
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case of 1973 was a case in point The judgment of the Court of Appeal in the Calder 

case stated that aie Nisgaa (a neighbour of the Gitxsan and Wetsuweten) ïuere 

undoubtedly at the time of settlement, a very pn'mitive people with few of the institutions 

of civilized society and none at all of our notions of private property" (Gisday Wa, 1989, 

p. 21). On the other hand, one of the expert witnesses, an anthmpologist named 

Wilson DM, stated, 'lt is not correct to Say that the Indians dM not 'own' the land but 

only roamed over the face of it and 'used* it. The patterns of ownership and utilization 

which they imposeû upon the lands and waters were different h m  those recognired by 

our system of law, but they nonetheless were clearly defined and muhrally mspectedn 

(CaMer v A.G. B.C [1973],34 D.L.R. (3d) 145(S.C.C). Land daim cases often pit 

Eumpean ownership and utilization of land against that of Aboriginal peoples. 

In the Calder case, the Nisgaa lndian Tribal Coundl went to court in 'search of a 

dedaration that they held an unexthguished Aboriginal ütle to thek traditional territories. 

60th the lower court and aie BWsh Columbia Court of Appeal nileâ against aiemm 

(Kulchyski, 1994, p. 61). This "primitiven versus I%ivilizedn cornparison as stateâ in 

Cekld is qub cornmon in Aboriginel title cases and emerged in Delgammuukw. nie 

judgment in the CaIder appeal to the Supreme Court was al= handed d o m  in 1973. 

Even though the Nisgaa dM not gain recognition of their Aboriginal titles, an 

"ïbc ~ i s î ~ g a  wno u~doubtediy at ihe iime of uniement a v y  primitive people wia f i  otibs inaîjtutioa~ of 
civilized aociety a d  aone of out notions of private piopaty" (Wdw v. A.GJ?.C. [1973] 34 D U  (34  145 
(S.C.Q. 



acknowledgement by several judges of Aboriginal rights in Blitish Columbia 

represented a precedent that the Wbcsan and Wet'suwet'en hoped that they could buiM 

upon in the B.C. provincial court? 

Historically, as well as cumntly, each Giksen and Wet'suwet'en person is bom 

inb a House gmup? TMs House group, and hence the individual hes certeln roles and 

responsibilities. The Giksan and Wet'suwet'en worM view is embodied in the 

witnessing and validation of the House's historical idenüty, territorial ownership, and the 

spirit power that is integral to the Feast. The Feast represents a s ignhn t  part of social 

organization that may validate the roles imparted when a new name is given, to 

celebrate a marriage or to rnoum the death of a house member. The fomal telling of 

the oral histories in the Feast, together with the display of crests and the perbnnance 

of the songs, witnessed by the House Chiefs, is the official history of the House (Giday 

Wa & Delgamuukw, 1989, p.26). Time is not linear but cyclical; the events of the past 

are not just history, but affect the present and the Mure (Gisday Wa 8 Delgamuukw, 

By asserting juridicüon over the territory that they have used since time 

immemorial, the Gitxsan and Wet'sweten were faœd with the task of educating aie 
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judge and the Canadian legal system regarding their woM vim. fhe way they did this 

was by recitation and translation of aieir oral histories. The Giksan and Wet'suweten 

had no written language before contact with Europeans. To this day, aiey have a 

fonnalhed, stmng oral tradition. This oral tradition wm extremely important to their 

case. Thek stmtegy was to use aiese oral histories dong wiai archival M e n  evidence 

presented from historians and anthropologists. It was their hope that the oral historical 

testimony would be given equal weight along side other types of evidence. Just as 

European ownership and Jlization of land had been juxtaposed with aiat of the Nisgaa 

in the CaIder(1973) case, Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en oral histories could be compared 

favourably with the literate traditions of Euro-Canadian society. 

In Canadian law, testimony based on oral tradition falls under the category of 

hearsay. The hearsay rule requires that witnesses only give testimony baseâ on 

something that they thernselves have perceiveci. Consequently, most of the evidence 

admMed in DelQamuukw vs. Brftish Cdumbia (1991) falls under exceptions ta the 

hearsay nile. Exception to hearsay is an area where more disctetionary power is used 

to stretch the limb of law and give equal weight to oral historical testimny, when no 

M e n  mmds are available h m  the Aboriginal group in question. Mcleod (1992) 

argues mat the exception to the hearsay rule shouiâ be an area of flexibility, with an 

appropriate amount of weight. He dtes th8 case of R v. Khen (1990) whem the court 

admitted the heamy evidence of a child's statements to her rnother because it was 
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considered both necessary and tnistvuorthy (McLeod, 1992, p. 1286). This logic could 

also k used bi Aboriginal land dbpute cases when them is no written history of a 

parücular group, and when the historical occupation of a temitory is in question. 

At times there has b e n  a 'catch 22' type situation around the use of oral 

historical testimony. In the Beer lslend case (1 98g), a land daims Mal. aie judge 

remarked: 'how disappointed I was that there was so lMe evidence given by lndians 

themselves ... ln a matter of this importance I expected that al1 of the older people in the 

Temagarni Band who were able to give usehl evidence would have been calledm 

(Ontario A.G v Bear Island Foundetion [lQ80], 68 O.R. (2d) 394,38 D.L.R (4n) 1 17). 

Aboriginal group across Canada choose particular stmtegies in land-daim or 

sovereignty cases, rnost often based on the precedents that have b e n  set. W i  the 

expense and time involved in these coufl cases, some feel it is better to present only 

evidence that the courts are familiar wiai, to the excluskn or partial exclusion of 

Aboriginal oral historical voice. Yet, the exception to hearsay rule provides the 

oppoiainity for Aboriginal oral histories to be heard akngside of other types of 

evidence. 

At the beginning of Delgemuukw v. BE., Judge McEachem ruled that ?hem is 

little douM that the oral Mstory of a people based upon successive declaiatkne of 

deceased pemons may be given in evidence ... for [the matter in question] could not 

otherwise be pmvenW(Delgamuukw v BriTOsh Cokrmbie [1991], 3 W.W.R. 97). As 

Shenott argues, it is one Wng to admit the eviâence for consideration, and quite 



anothew for that eviâence to be given equal weight alongside the historical written 

documents (Shemtt, 1992, p. 445). 

Asdi and Bell (1 004) wiite that the question of weight became apparent when 

McEachem accepted documents fiwn the Hudson's Bay archives as reliaMe and 

trushivorthy. Them was no discussion of the bias of the writer. McEachem saw these 

documents as a adch source of historical information about the people he rrader 

Brown] encountered" (Asch 8 Bell, 1994, p.536). The judge went on to Say that this 

archival evidence was the best independent evidence presented at the trial. Based 

solely on this archival evidence and rot considering the oral histories, Judge 

McEachern concludeâ that the Gksan and Wet'suwet'en had a 'rudimentary fom of 

social organkaüon ' (Asch 6 Bell, 1994, p. 536). 

The judge stated that he had concems regarding the use of oral historical 

tesümony. These concems relate to the frailty of human memory, the accuracy of the 

oral record and the mle of culture (as separate from historical fact). Judge McEachem 

stated that oral histories reflect a subjective or "romantic view of their history which is 

not literally tiuen (Delgamuukw v BMish Cokrmbie [1991], 3 W.W.R. 97). Facb as 

defined by Judge McEachem can only be produceci by historical documents and M e n  

records. Hence, he suggested that if what the Gitxsan and Wet'suwefen had to say 

had been wrRten d m  at the time of esch event of history. they wouîd have had =a rock 

solid casen (Cox, 1992, p. 148). Even though Judge McEachem admitted oral historical 

evidence under exceptions to the rule of heamay, he had dMicutty gmntlng it equal 

weight. 



2.2.3 Aboriqijtal rlght): fman in Umm 

In Delgamuukw vs. BMsh CaIumbia (1 991), the onus was on aie GRnan and 

WefsuweYen to pmve that they had ben an organized society and that they continued 

to occupy heir traditional territories ffbm time immemorial. Meeting these criteria could 

have theomtically then proven that their Aboriginal rigM to land tRle had never been 

edng uished. 

In Delgamuukw v. BMsh Columbia (1 991), the judge modified earlier versions of 

tests for Aboriginal Me. There are Iwo intemnneded aspects of this test that involve 

the use of Aboriginal oral histories as evidenœ: 1) that aieir traditional lifestyie has 

been consistent over time ; 2) that they consistently had an 'organized' society. 

For aie Giksan and WeYsuweYen to prove that they lived a Witional Aboriginal 

Ive consistently over t h e  calleci into question cultural change or the use of anyaiing 

modem. In Judge McEachem's view, eaüng a pizza, drMng a car, using a hunthg 

license or using elBCfn*city was enough to p m e  that the Gbsan and Wet'suwet'en no 

longer lived an Aboriginal life. On the basis of their Iffestyîe, their Aboriginal rig Ms were 

fiozen in time as if their cultwe was not changing and evohiing. 

In the case of DeQamuukw v. British Columbia (1 M), aie judge al= asserted 



that they lhred a primitive Ik at the time of contact, denying any sort of societal 

organization. B. Douglas Cax (1992) expiores in detail how the judge in the 

Del&muukw case constructecl the evidenœ and aie use of legal precedent tu support 

the idea of the Gitxsan and Wet'su~cret'en as primitive peoples, thus incapable of 

holding proprietary intemts (p. 14 1). 

In Delgemuuûw v. British &Iutnbi8 (1 991 ), testing for Aboriginal rights set up a 

comparative strategy whereby Euro-Canadian culture was seen as superkr, organized 

and civilized. In anthropological and lbracy studies, these primitive versus civilized 

cornparisons are no longer acceptable, yet this notion lingers on in th8 courts. 

2.2.5 Q n l  varrus wdmn mvid.nco 

While it may be difficuît to maintain a char distinction between those cultures 

which employ the written word and thos8 that do not, Judge McEachem distinctly 

sepamtes the Iwo and in fa& gives more weight to the written wd. Judge McEachem 

states '1 am unable to accept adaawk. kungax, and oral histones as nliaôîe bases for 

detailed history, but they cwld confimi findings based on other admissible evidence" 

(Delgemuukw v. BriOsh Cdumbia [lQBl], 3 W.W.R. 97). The admissible evidence he 

refers to Is based on the wr/tfen journal8 of eady traclem in the area. How8ver, the 

evidenm containecl in traders' joumals also holds the cultural Mas and judgrnents of the 

miter and shows a limked understanding of the Aboriginal cubms wiüi which they 

came into contact (Asch & Bell, 1994, p. 515). von Gernet (1996) also makezr the point 

that boa Wriften and oral evidenœ are usekWe chamde~tions  of events, both are 



subjed to bias, and both can easily perpetuate fictionsw (p. 5.2.2). 

Judge McEachem was even suspicious of cultural anthropologists because they 

lived akng side the Gitxsan and Wetsuwetkn. The judge concluded that the views of 

these individuals were biasd because they got too close to those whom they studied 

(Asch & Bell, 1994, p. 545). In the judge's view, those anthropologists had ugone 

Native" which, in a sense, put them in the same primitive or illegitimate category as the 

Aboriginal peoples. 

There is no doubt that there a n  cultural and historical differences in the ways 

people think about themselves and the world around them. By excluding Aboriginal 

oral histories in legal cases, an understanding of the cultural and historical differences 

between Aboriginal and non-Aborigkials is skewed in the direction of Euro-Canadian 

superiority as the dominant history. Lack of literacy was part of signHying a lack of 

societal organization, which in tum discounted Aboriginal rights. 

When people wish to make a basic distinction between diflerent societies 
or historical periods, one of the commonly invoked criteria is literacy. In 
particular those who wish to avoid the connotations of 'primitive', 
'uncivilized', 'aboriginal tend to tum to a description in terms of 'non- 
litsrate' or 'pre-lbrate'. Ceitainly. other charaderistics are aleo empkyed 
(paiacularly that of techndogy) but that of the absence or presenœ of 
lbracy is increasingly sfF8888d. (Finmgan. 1973, p. 1 12) 

In western aiought liteacy has wme to symbolize opporhinity, dvilbatbn, 
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superiority, âuth and logic. In Oelgmuukw v. Brftish CoIumbia (1991) an historic la& 

of m e n  literacy was one of the criterion which suggested to the judge that the Gitxsan 

and Wet'suwetBen fell Whin a much lower, even primitive ordef (De@amuukw v. 

British Columbia [1991], W.W.R. 97). Therefore several amas relevant to literacy 

studies will be revlewed: (a) Vie growth of iiteracy and how that affeded western 

thought; (b) writing as tnith; (c) the foundations of primitive versus civilized 

comparisons; and (d) aie social context of Iiteracy. 

All of these amas entwine to form the basis of parücular aspects of western 

thought, which influence the approaches that the Canadian legal system has taken 

towarû the use of Aboriginal oral tradition as eviâence in land daim caæs. 

Although a number of civilkations in much of the world have possessed, for 

thousands of yeam, their own symbolic systems of writing, only in the 19th and 2ûth 

centuries has literacy becorne more univemally accessible. lt was aie Greeks who 

created the first full alphabetic system of writing in the 5th and 6th œntury B.C.; 

however it woulâ be centuries before IReracy wuld be accessible across baniers of 

dass, gender and race ( G d y  ,1968, p. 3 ; G M  ,1 W?, p. 18). b o d y  (1 968) al= 

acknowleâges problems in the definition of liteiacy. 'Few traditional sodeties c m  be 

descr'bed as non-literatem, as they clearîy had their own systems of record keeping (p. 

19). n i a  was o h n  in the ami of symbds. pidographr, kiots or beadwork. Yet to the 

Euopean, literacy wuld be defined as ieading and wrWng in the alphabetic mode of 



communication. 

It was not long ago that anthropdogists equated civilkation wiai literacy. Yet, 

the evidenœ h m  Africa and the New WoM reveals that cornplex societies can exist 

wittrout fully developed (initially logosyllabic) miting systems and that those eady 

civilizatbns that lacked wriang weie of comparable cumplexity to those mat had it...' 

(Graff, 1987, p.2). 

Finnegan (1973) also points out how easy L is for western culture to slip into 

ethnocentric ways of thinking about other cuitures, particularly those that are non- 

Further, we a# only tw easily slip into the habit of mind, which assumes 
that those apparently very difkrent h m  oumeives necessarily have lem 
wisdom, less sensitivity to the beauties or tragedies of life than we have 
ourseIves - and to this extent at least must pefforce be said to think 
diffemntly. This kind of feeling too makes us mady to ernbrace a view 
which sets non-literate socieües and their inhabitants on the far side of a 
great chasm separating them from more familiar cultures which rely on the 
written wod. (p. 113) 

Finnegan (1 973) argues that, 'hem and elsewhere we may find that the 

estabIlshed and respecteci tradition is that of Ilracy, but oral literature is still a living art 

and them is constant interplay betW88n oral and written fomsm (p. 11 5)? 

Gmff (IQû7) stresses the fact that iiieeracy grew out of oral cultures and that the 

dichotomies between the hivo are not sharp and separate. l n s t d  of orality Wng seen 
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as a romantic and somehow pure form of communication, he points to the oral origins of 

literacy and the continuing interadkm of these Iwo modes. This is paidiculady 

relevant when discussing the use of Aboriginal oral tradition es eviâence. Many 

Aboriginal cubres have their feet in ûoth worlds, the oral traditional and the western 

written one. The interpretaüon and the context of the oral and aie written may be vastiy 

different, but the everyday intersection of aie two is commonplace. 

It is not only Aboriginal cultures aat are rooted in oral traditions. Clanchy's 

(1 979) research into literacy in England fiom 1066-1 307 noted that il was customary to 

establish the age of individuals by collective oral testimony and that the medieval 

reliance on memory rather than the wrHten record was well documenteci (p. 175). It was 

later that written documents came to embody proven tNai or fact. 

2.3.3 YiHiqg a8 tni(h 

At this point it is important to understand some of the historic processes invoived 

in the evoluüon of alphabetic literacy. Gaody (1Q68) rnakes the point that the spread of 

lheracy and of books to traditionally oral cultures most often tooû place via the spread of 

literate religions, or religions uof the book" (p. 2). The guru, priest or M y  person 

combineâ the oral and liteente modes of communication. Religious literacy was 

associateci with positions of power and kM)VV(edge. the %uthm came fiom 

knowledgeab pemns, those who could m d  sac- M s  and pass them on to those 

mstricted from acœss. The tmth became emôeâded in the mysücal powrs of reading 

and mng. 



Goody uses'the example of Tibetan Buddhism, whem 'mading is taught by 

m n k ;  instructional material is ieligious in content; the tuming of pages is an essential 

part of the most effective ritual observance; possession of h k s  is a matter of status; in 

sum, litemte activity is a rneans of grace, a method of achieving virtue and eventual 

Ilbedon because it opens the way to the iearning of new prayers" (p. 5). In aiis 

context, the written word is the ultimate form of gram and tndh. 

Glan (1987) uses the tenn 'religions of the Word", which then develops into 

'religions of the book". These religions began orally as the "theokgy of the Word of 

God", then developed into the written (p.29). Although the written Torah as an object of 

study is read, it is also leamed by heart or repetitkn for recrtal (p.30). In essence, the 

oral and written are not always two separate modes of leaming; they are often inter- 

related in both historical and present contexts. 

Finnegan (1988) expands on thb noüon, sWng that writing made possible the 

transmission of various religious revlvals based on an appeal to the original ûue faitK 

(p. 23). The current relevance of that historic spread of religion and litemcy can be 

seen in Aboriginal comunities today. When the spread of European colonialism hit 

North Amerka, various missionary groups began vying for Aborlginal converts. They 

oRen dM this by teaching Aboriginal people8 to read and Mite by using the Bible wioi its 

stories, ethics and morals. It was ciear durlng the cdonial perkd that Wtetacy was seen 

as an important asped of what it was to be cMl&dO. The legal system bought into mis 



It is widely accepted that categories such as primitive and dvillzed are outdatecl 

(Goody, 1 968; Gmff,  1 987; Finnegan, 1988; Olson 1 994; Stteet, 1984) pamculariy in 

anthropological circles. In fact, Street (1 984) makes the point that primitive vemus 

civilized has been replaced by literate and non-literate, t e m  which he says are a 

continuation of aie Yhe great divide' (p.5). The term, %mat divide", has since been used 

to mfer to those studies which have set out to establish a division between the thinking 

pmcesses of ditferent social groups, using categories such as log icallpm-log ical, 

primitivelmodem and concrete/scientific. Street (1984) reviews some of the problems 

that occurred when studying other cultures prior to the 1 QûOs; there were off en 

misunderstandings by ilbinformed European cornmentators on the meaning of what was 

being said and done. Sometimes this was simply due to a lack of fluency in the 

language; oüier times it was due to a la& of suffident time spent living in the particular 

area. Regardless, a l  too oRen the condusions made about primitSve/moâem were 

simplistic and ethmcentric. It was often the fault of the observer's understanding of 

what other people's statements, actions or rituals meant (p.24-25). 

Rosaldo (1 989) describes the period prkr to the 1960s as the üme of the 'bne 

eainographef: 

The kne ethmgrapher depided the coknized as members of a 
hamionbus, intemally homogenous, unchanging culture. When so 
describecl, aie culture appeared to "need" p m g m ,  or econornic and 
moral uplifting. In addition, the Vmeless traditional arlhrreR secved w a 
se~~ngratLilatory mbrenco point against which Western dvflization 



could masure its own progressive historical evolution. the civilking 
joumey was conœived m m  as a ri- than a fall, a process more of 
elevation Vian degradation (a long, arduous joumey upward, culminating 
in @usn). (p. 31) 

There was almost universal acceptance of the idea that Western, industrialized 

society had produced (or been produced by) men of higher intellect aian the 'primitive' 

other that they were studying (Colby & Cole, 1973, p. 64). lhere was a belief in the 

evolution of intelledual fundkns, whether culturally or racially mediated (Colby & Cole, 

1973, p. 64) ... a joumey upward I%ulrninating in usm (Rosaldo, 1989, p. 31). 

WhHe Street (1 9û4) and others (Evans-Pritchard, 1981 ; Horton, 1967; Levi- 

Strauss, 1962) have challenged primithre/modem or primitivelcivillzed comparative 

studies, the sknplistic conclusions made in earîy studies still appear in the guise of legal 

rationale in land daim cases. In the widely written about final judgment of Oelgamuukw 

vs BnÜsh Columbia, Judge McEachern stated mat: 

The evidence suggests that the Indians of the temitory wem, by Mstorical 
standards, a people without any Ibm, of wridng, r i l lcs added] homes, or 
wheeled wagons.. .The defendants.. .suggest the Giksan and 
Wet'suwet'en civilizations, if they qualify for that description, fall within a 
much lower, even primithre order. (De&amuukw v Btiüsh Columbia, 
[l Mi], 3 W.W.R. 97) 

The terni 'primitive" is reminiscent of great divide theories h m  an earîier era, 

and used as if k were an acceptable and definiave tem today without historical, soda1 

or cultural context. 

Street (1984) asserts that literacy b not a neutral technokgy detacheû h m  

social conte&. Street appmaches an analysis of literscy by cornparhg what he calls 



the idedogical and the autonomous models. 

Street sees Goody's work as part of the autonomous model. Goody (1968) 

describes the importance and potential of wr/f/ng, whik Street argues that Goody 

overstetes the significance of literacy, while undendaang the qualities of oral 

communication, thus polarking the differences betW88n the oral and the m e n  (Street, 

1984, p. 44-45). G d y  (1968) bases some fundamental and far reaching aspects of 

human reasoning and achievement on the distinction between oral and written cultures 

(Street, 1984, p. 47). Some of these notions originate with Malinowski, whom Street 

assesses as believing that primitive sodeties classified and organized aieir intelledual 

wodd simply in ternis of their 'crude needs' (Street, 1984, p. 48). 

Goody and Watt (1968) sum up versions of the 'great divide' between primitive 

and modem societies by stating that: 

Neveraieless, although we must reject any dichotomy based upon the 
assumption of radical dMerences between the mental attributes of literate 
and non-literate people$ and accept Vie view that previous formulations of 
the distinction were based on fauity piemises and inadequate euidence, 
hem may still exist general dHfemnces between literate and non-litemte 
sodeties. The fa& that writlng establishes a dWemnt Und of relation 
between the word and its referent, a relatknship that L more general and 
more absfract, and less ciosely connected with the patlicularities of 
person, place and time than obtains in oral communication. Them is 
certainly a great deal to wbstantiate this distinction in what we know of 
eady Greek thought ... lt was only in the days of the fimt widespread 
alphabetic culture that aie idea of 'kgic' appeam to have arisen. (p. 44) 

One of the main aspects of the autonomous mode1 b the distinct dinerenb*aüon 

behnieen the oral and the written. The ideoiogical rnodel, on the other hand, b less 

interestecl in the divisions between the hiuo and more interestai in understanding the 



social practi-s in which different literacy practices are embedded. In other words, 

context and eqmrience play a lager role in aie Meobgical model. 

Ruth Finnegan (1988) argues against the great divide in favour of 'specific 

characteristics or conæquences Iikely to be associateci with orality and literacy" (p. 6). 

Finnegan explains mis in temis of challenging dMsions: 

Once the idea of mis kind of basic division ts challenged it is no suprise to 
see that interaction between written and oral modes of communication not 
as something strange - representing, as it wem, two radically different 
types or even 'evolutionary stages' of hurnan devebpment - but as a 
normal and frequently occuning aspect of hurnan culture. It is tnie that 
dHfering cultures lay différent emphases on, say, W e n  leaming and that 
the speciRc uses and purposes of oral media Vary at different times and 
places - but this is the kinâ of situation that demands detailed investigation 
rather than defining out of existence. (p. 6) 

The autonomus vernus ideological models that Street (1984) describes include 

many cornplex issues and arguments. It is not possible nor neœssary to review al1 

points of view in this type of review. To synthesize some of the larger arguments, the 

autonomous rnodel represents studies that attempted to divide and compare the written 

and the oral, to differentiate in ternis of IogicaUpre-bgical, primitivdmodem and 

concretelscientific. The ideokgical model, on aie other hand, is more interested in 

understanding the social, cultural and historical contexts of literacy. 

2.34 In 8- 

Literacy became a reference point &against which Western dvilbaoon could 

merisure b own progressive historical evolutbnn (Rosalâo, 1989, p. 31). Written brms 

came to embody tnith, paitiailarly in the context of the gionRh and rpread of religion. 



Studies which compared literate and non-literate cultures tended to divide and 

dichotomize the hno. Many (Street, 1984; Evans-Pritchard, 1981 ; HoMn, 1967; Levi- 

Strauss, 1982) have challenged the 'prirniüwe" versus %ivilizedw comparisons, although 

these distinctions linger on, partlcularly in the courts. 

Finnegan (1 988) and Stmt (1084) argue that there is much interplay behiveen 

the oral and written forms. Gmff (1987) particularly stresses that literacy grew out of 

oral cultures* 

Street (1984) asserts that literacy is not a neutral technobgy detached h m  

social contexts He contrasts the ideological rode1 to the autonomous rode1 of 

literacy. The autonomous rnodel tends to polarize the dWerences between the written 

and the oral, typically not taking aie social conterd into consideration, whereas aie 

ideological mode1 is much more contextually based. 

Stuclies to contrast and detemine abstrad and bgical thought, written versus 

oral, and connections to racial dlfferenœ, are no longer acceptable. However, these 

debates or studies offen linger in how nondboriginal people define and compare 

themselves against Aboriginal peoples during colonial exploration and expansion in 

North America and around the world. The colonial legacy in Canada is very much part 

of the context of current Aboriginal/ non-Aboriginal relations. How does one go about 

brklging that cultural gap that ha8 been buitt up over centuries betwwn the dominant 

Euro-Canadian culture and oral Aboriginal cultum? 

fhere are attempts prerently in dtfferent govemment, kgal and non- 

govemmental fonim to mediate, understand and taks into consideration cio8&cuItural 



diffemnces and bring togeaier oral historlcal knowleâge and M e n  historical 

knowledge and stories: 

We need to Rnd better ways of putthg these stories together, of mediating 
between boai aieir two realiües and their hm imaginative traditions, and of 
understanding such stories and songs-truth tellings-not by hearing them 
in isolation but by seeing where aiey meet each other, and the world. 
(Chamberlin, 1996, p. 32) 

of Aboriginal Onl  Historkr 

If anthropologists, folklorists, linguists, and oral historians 
are interested in the fuH meanhg of the s w e n  word 
then they must stop treating oral narratives as if they were reading 
prose when in fact they are listening to dramatic poetry. 
(Tedkck, 1983, p. 123) 

One of the keys to approaching cross-cultural understanding of oral histories is 

examining how we listen and how we don't understand what we hear. Brian Street 

(1 984; 1995) has M e n  extenshrely about cross-cultural appmaches to literacy and 

educatkn. He often touches on the subject of understending orality as opposed to 

written texts. He describes the 'if I wem a home" approach to understanding other 

. cuttures within the study of anthropology (Street, 1995, p. 76)- This, in essence, implies 

putüng youmlf in the other person's place (as well as culture). Street (1995) believes 

this approach is at the heart of the autonomous rnodel of literacy mentioned earlier, and 

that this approach attempts to b a t  literacy (or omlity) as an independent variable, 

detachecl fiom its m ' a l  context (p. 76). 'In colonial tims those non-Eumpean 

80cieties that ladced western forms of literacy mwe seen as thereby laddng rationality, 
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logic etc. Their rituals and beliefs wem seen as evidenœ that they were 'unscientific' 

and incapable of detached reflection on their state of bekign (Street, 1995, p. 76). 

Street points out that elements of those assurnptions continue in twentiethantury 

encounters or communication with non-European sociebies, particularly when the 

observer knows nothing about the culture and context of those whose thlnking he or 

she is presuming to represent. 

Ong believes that he cannot ever know oral cultures since he himself is from a 

literate culture (Ong, 1982, p. 2). If this is the case, then the courts granting equal 

weight to Aboriginal oral histories along side of written historical documents wuld 

mean very little if the judge was incapable of understanding oral evidence ouEside his or 

her literate culture. ûthers such as Ross (1992) and Spielmann (1998) believe that 

certain specific cross-culhiral factors neeâ to be taken into considerabion for a fuller 

understanding of oral histories. 

In Ross's (1992) description of Anishinaubaegll culture for example, a 

comunity regards a person who is worth listening to with the highest distinction. "The 

highest compliment paid to a speaker is to Say of him or her, Wdaeb-waew, meaning 

that ha or she is coned, acwrate. tfuthful" (p. xii). Speech and credibility are dosely 

associated. In order to understand Anishinaubaeg culture, Ross suggests leaming 

certain ethics, such as: non-interference, nondemonsûation of anger, respeding praise 

and grnatude, and the notbn that the time must be rigM (p. v). While these points are 



specific to Anishinaubaeg cuhre, perhaps leaming culhrral ethics is a precursor to 

leaming how to fNly listen. 

Spielmann (1998) describes varkus aspects of Algonquin culture in the hopes of 

enwuraging ciwrs-cultural understanding. He describes different examples in 

Algonquin culture of speciflc cultural values, mnvetsatbn analysis and linguistic 

discourse analysis (p. v). He cautions that one: 

can easily fall into the trap of failing to really listen to what one is being 
told and thus miss the wealth and richness of native cultures, languages, 
and traditions. A people's stories and texts may be approached as 
cultural settings, and aie concept of culture itself ofien one a kind of 
'living document' which describe9 culture-specific ways of thinking and 
doing things. (p. 24) 

Again tnily listening is identiied as an important aspect of cross-cultural 

understanding. Spielmann adds that the "truth about the traditional values and ways of 

life of Aboriginal people are to be found in what the Elden do, think and say today, 

rather than what has been written in books and academic articles by nonnative peoplen 

Rosaldo (1989) also believes that it is possible to leam and understand those 

outside of one's own culture: 

The translation of cultures requires one to try to understand orner foms of 
IHe in their own ternis. We should not impose our categorSes on other 
people's Ikes because they probably do not apply, at least not without 
serious revision. We cen kam about other cuttures only by reading, 
listening, or belng them. Alüiough they often appear outlandish, bNDish, 
or wom to outsiders, the inbmial pracüces of everyday Iife rnake sense 
in their own context and on their own ternis. CuItums are leamed, not 
geneücally encodd. (p. 26) 

Then, a number of s M k  on Native discourse and interaction patterns written 



by Aboriginal people that encourage cross-cuhral understanding, by Mentifying and 

learning the dinemnces in Aboriginal behavkun and values. James Dumont (1993) 

wrote an article. "Justice and Aboriginal People", which Mentifies traditional values of 

Aboriginal people, then compares and contrasts these with the behavkural and 

interaction patterns between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. Clam Brant (1 990), 

the Lete Mohawk psychologist, identifid some potential amas of misunderstanding 

between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people b a s 4  on value dtfferences and ethics 

which cou# also be used to further cross-cultural ~nderstanding'~. 

Anthropologists have often wn#en about their experiences and aie process 

involved with understanding Aboriginal oral histories and oral tradition. Julie Cruikshank 

(1990) describes how she wanted to leam specific details of the social history of 

lndigenous peoples in the Yukon Territory. Mm. Sidney, the woman whom she was 

mcording, kept telling stories that Cruikshank fdt were taking them further from her 

Despite my initial sense that we wem moving further and hirther from our 
shared objective of preparing an orally narrated lib history, I gradually 
came to realize that she was consckusly providing me with a kind of 
cultural scafblding, the broad fiamework I needed b leam before I could 
begin to ask intelligent questions. (p. 27) 

Cruikshank identifies the preparation and the time involved before actually 

beginning to understend the context and the rneaning of Aboriginal oral histories. In 
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Richard Preston's (1975) work among the James Bay Cree, he also achwledges that 

his willingness to understand narrative in the C m  context, rather than tiying to get 

specific answers to specific questions, contributed to his understanding of Cree culture 

(p. 12). fedlock (1983), Viienor (1 998) and Chamberlin (1 996) al1 alm write ekquently 

and poeticalfy about the conte& and time invohied with understanding or beginning b 

understand oral histories outside of one's own culture. 

In the context of cornmunity development work with oral culhrres, Slim and 

Thompson (1995) advocate adapting to oral communication and accepting its value: 

This is not as simple as il might seem. Many literate people lack the skills 
needed in an oral culture - skills like listening, asking, telling, using rihial 
expressions, memoiizing and handing on information by word of mouth 
abne. An international oracy campaign for devekpment workers would 
be a useful cornplement to the world's many literacy programmes. (p. 20) 

It is also important to adapt to the specific cultwal traditions involved wiüi oral 

histories. Every Aboriginal group has depended on its oral histories for different 

reasons, manifesteci in different foms. For aie Giksan and Wet'suwet'en the adaawk 

and kungax take a veiy fomalized shape, being recited at speciRc times, in front of 

spedfic people for specific reasons. The Giksan adaawk are histories comprisecl 

of a collection of sacred reminiscences about ancestors, histories and tenitades that 

document House ownership of land and resourcesm(Culhane, 1998, p. 120). Dam 

Culhane (1998) further explains that aie Wet'suwet9en kungax am 'sangs about trails 

between temibriesm(p. 120). The rights to per(om parücular adaawk and kungax am 

part of the privilsgm and responsibilities that am inherited by individual8 and House 

groups when they take ownemhip and mpondbiity 10r the speciAc tenitories the oral 



histories tell about (Culhane, 1998, p. 120). 

The Iroquois also have a formalized ûadiaon connected to the Longhouse 

tradition (Thomas 8 Boyle, 1994, p. 1-2). For oüier gmups such as the Ojibway or 

Algonkian, oral histories may be less formalized, but no less important to their social, 

political and spintual systems (Spielmnn, 1998, p. 43). 

2.4.1 Jn rummm 

There are several main points that corne out of this section. To understand oral 

histories outside of one's own culture, it takes: (a) consMerable tirne; (b) spetcific skills 

such as listening and memorizing; and (c) leaming the cultural context. 

While Ong (1982) does not believe that he can ever know oral cultures since he 

himseff is from a literate culture (p. 2), oaien such as Ross (1992) and Spielmann 

(1 998) believe that one can leam the specific cultural ethics, values and interpersonal 

interactions in order to bqin to understand oral histories. Experiences of 

anthmpologists such as Julie Cruikshank (1990) also identify the kind of preparetkn 

necessary and aie tirne involveci. 

James Dumont (1993) and Clam Brant (1900) have also identifid baditknal 

values and eaiics of Aboriginal people8 to encourage cmss-cultural understanding. 

ûthen such as T e d W  (lQ83), Virenor (WW), Chamberlin (1998) and also Slim and 

Thompson (1995) emphasize leaming cultural context as well as spcif, skills such as 

listening and memorbing. 



2.5 Land, Law and Aboriginal Rlghb 

Differing attitudes towards land utilkation and ownership are tied into 

understanding oral histories and the history of AboriginaV non-Aboriginal relations. The 

spiritual, physical and economic mlatknship to land is at the heart of Aboriginal 

cultures. A predominant contentbus issue in land clah cases is mat Aboriginal peoples 

have akays, since time immrnoiial, lived on the land with their own systems of law 

and govemment. For the Gitxsan and Wetsuweten poples, 

The ownenhip of territory is a mamiage of the Chief and the land. Each 
Chief has an ancestor who enwuntered a d  acknowledged the life of the 
land. From such encounters corne power. The land, and plants, the 
animals and the people al1 have spirit. They al1 must be show respect. 
That is the basis of our law. (Monet & Wilson, 1992, p. 22) 

Land is also central to the European world-view. Land is viewed as a commodity 

to be used in a capitalist sense. Patricia Doyle-Bedwell(l993) argues that, since 

contact, the relationship of Aboriginal peoples and aie European newucorners was 

shaped by the European need to wntrol aie land (p.195). When speaking specifically 

about the signing of Treaty Number 9, in 1905, Louis Bid, a Cree Eider, said, 

The Native people did not understand aie white man's value 
system, so there wuld not be a just treaty because the Native 
pemn dM not measun the land square foot or square area. He 
did not look at aie tree as a five dollar tree or a twenty dollar tree, 
or how much money I can make out of this tme, but th white man 
dM already have that, and Mats where the Native people again kst 
almost the last .(Simpkins. 1990, p.10) 

Even though Louis Bird was reflecting specifically on the signing of Tmaty 

Number 9, this difference in worldiriew pemieates the history of Aboriginal and Eum- 

Canadian contact. 



The European view was that the land had to be 'useâm in ways consistent wiai 

aieir lifestyles to be productive or for people to lay daim to it. The land could not just be 

used b travel acmss or for hunting and trapping. It needed to be cleared and 

ploughed. This was seen as produdive and civilized w o k  Cheryl 1. Harris (1993) 

asserts that only paacular fonns of possession would be legitimhed and reoognhed in 

the legal system, those characteristic of white settlement. This racist fornulath [of 

property possession] embedded the fact of white privilege into the very definiaon of 

property, marking another stage in the evolution of the pmpetty interest in whiteness" 

(p.1721-22). 

Volume One of the Final Repott of the Royal Commssion on Aborfginal Peoples 

(R.C.A.P, 1996) included a description of aie historical differences in how land was 

viewed by the non-Aboriginal newcomers: 

Over the course of time, however, the concept of terra nullius was 
extendeci by European lawyers and philosophem to include lands that 
were not in the possession of 'civilizeâ' peoples or were not bekig put to a 
proper 'civilited' use accordhg to European definitions of aie temi. The 
following passage h m  the sermon of a Puritan preacher in New England 
in 1609 captures the essence of this m-interpmtation of the idea of land 
empty of civilhed human habitation: 

Some affin, and il is likely to be tnie, that these savages have no 
parücular property in any part or parcel of that country, but only a general 
residency them, as wild beasts in the forest; f6r they range and wander up 
and down aie country without any law or govemment, king led only by 
aieir own lusts and sensualit.. m m  b not meum and teum [mine and 
aiinel arnongst them. So that if the whde land shoukl be taken fmm them, 
aiece is mt a man that c m  cornplain of any particular wrong done unto 



Upon the 'discovecy' of the North American continent by Eumpeans. 
accoiding to this dodrine, the newcomers were immediately vested wiai 
full sovemign ownefship of the discovered lands and everything on them. 
When faced with the fact that the lands wem inhabited by Abriginal 
peoples, European commentatom, such as the pieacher Gray, 
popularized the notion that Aborlginal peoples were merely in possession 
of such lands. slnœ they could not possfbly have aie c M l M  and 
Christian attributes that wouîd enable them to assert mvereign 
ownership to aiem. Over tirne aiese ethnocentrlc notions gained cwrency 
and wem given legitimacy by certain court decisions. The argument made 
by the attorney general of Ontario in St. Catharines MilHng and Lumber 
Co. v. the Queen, for example, is part of this tradition. (RmC.AmP, 1996, vol. 
11 

These kinds of arguments convefted differences into superkrities and 

inferiorities which had surprising longevity in policy documents and in court 

proceedings, continuing to the piesent day (R.C.A.P. 1996, volume 1 ,). 

Kulchyski (1 994) describes tMs pmcess as totalkation: 9he process by which 

objeds, people, spaces, times, ways of thinking, and ways of seeing are ordered in 

accordance with a set of principles conducive b aie accumulation of capital" (PA), and 

the acquisition of land as property is one of those principles that Canada was founded 

Edwaid Said's (1 978) stuûy of 'Orientalismm also helped frame paiacular aspects 

of totalkation. Even though Said is referred to a theory based upon an encornpassing 

amparison between me Orient" and 'the ûcckient?. there are many similariaes to how 

Aboriginal peoples were viewed and tteated by the French and En~lish in Canada. 
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Orientalism controls, manipulates and incorporates what Is dHlerent or novel (Said, 

1978, p. 12). It creates the uother' in order to justify cultural and econornic control. Just 

as the Orient was cieated in the coknial mind and in colonial enterprise, so too was the 

Nom American Indian. Stereotypes and images which are reinbrced every day took 

root hundreds of years ago when the French and British competed for furs and land, 

pushing aside the Aboriginal other. As anthropologist Harvey Feit (1995) points out, 

"the idea of the lndian is one of people who are not Ewopean, Ilke the Oriental. The 

universal feature of the idea of the lndian was that whether judged virtuous or 

degraded, lndians were defined by what th8y dMnY have, by the absence of civilkation* 

(Feit, 1095). The absence of a written language was one point of negative cornparison. 

In Macklem's (1993) article on ethno-nationalism and Aboriginal identity, he 

reiterates this negative cornparison by stating that the 'inequality of peoples was 

asserted by seizing upon Native differenœ and devaluing Native differenceW (p.14). 

Thus came one of the justifications for the assertion of Canadian wvereignty over lands 

occupied by Aboriginal peoples. 

This difference in how land is vieweâ by Aboriginal peoples and non-Aboriginal 

peoples is at the heart of some of the contentious issues surrounding Aboriginal rights. 

2.5.1 mri-l M t  or Cmwn ? 

In order to understand the final judgment in Ddgmuukw vs. BMsh Cdumbh, it 

is important to review the evolutbn of the Cnnwn's policy toward Aboriginal lands. 

Brian Slatbry (1983) decriber the evolutbn of aie Cmwn's rigM to Aboriginal 
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lands in tenns of four distinct stages. The Rrst period is that before contact when 

Aboriginal peoples were distinct selfgoveming peoples, 'the undisputed possessors of 

the soila (p. 31-35). The second stage began with European contact with Aboriginal 

peoples. During this stage, the Rnt udiscoveringm country gained exdusive rights to 

take the land from the Aboriginal inhabitants, accordhg to C m  assertions of 

sovereignty. The third stage of mis evolutlon ocairred as the C m  increased its 

control, thmugh force of anns and by ûeaty (p. 31-35). 

A number of anthropologists and historians believe that Aboriginal peoples 

became economically dependent during this period (Kmch 1984; Bishop 1984; Ray 

1974). In Canada, this period began aiter 1821 when the Hudson Bay Company 

amalgamated wiai the Northwest Company and gained the ûade monopoly. Some 

trading posts were closed and game populations were g W y  depleted, leaving many 

Aboriginal peoples dependent on an outside economic system that no langer worked 

for them. This is the period when, according to Slattery, the Cmwn asserted rights 

which were directly enforceable against the Indians, and which affectecl lndian 

sovereignty and land rights (Slattery, 1983, p. 31 -34). In other words, it was a time 

when the Europeans solidly gained the power. They no longer needed Aboriginal 

peoples as military allies or as trappen or middlemen in the fur tmde. It was at this 

point that Aboriginal peoples were ckarly seen as &a pproMem to be dea lt withw, a 

pmblem that got in the way of land acquisition. 

John Mohawk (1992) alm describes the perkd beginning amund 1830 as a time 

when sdentific mcisrn began, a time when Eumpeans began to believe thatthe 
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reasons that they were successhil in conquest around the world was because they 

were biologically superïor. He writes, "Europeans began to kmk about and see 

primitive societies as less than civilhatknw (p. 441). This coincides wiai a time when 

Aboriginal peoples were greatly weakened by epidemics and, as mentioned earlier, 

they were not needed by the newly dominant society. 

The fourth and final stage of the Crown acquisition of Aboriginal lands takes 

place when aie Aboriginal right of occupancy is exthguished in favour of the state. In 

the view of the C m ,  this extinguishment can occur aKough war, ûeaty, abandonment 

of lands, and white setnement (Slattery, 1983, p. 3 1-34). The evolution of the Cmwn's 

right to particular lands has b e n  upheld by, and reinterpreted in the courts. 

In the case of Briüsh Columbia where few treaties were signed, the Clown's 

assertion of sovereignty cornes at the point of contact. Bomws (199Qb) says Words, 

as barn assertions, are pulled out of the air to justify a basic tenet of cobnialism: the 

settlement of foreign populations to support the expansion of non-indigenous societies". 

Borrows goes on to describe the C m ' s  mers assertion of sovereignty in British 

Columbia as some magical incantation not based on legal prindples, but meant to 

validate the appropriation of Aboriginal land for non-Aboriginal people (Bonows, 1999b, 

p. 33-34). In other woids, aie Cmwn simply asserted its swereignty and that made it 

S O S  

One of the issues in Aboriginal land daim cases M a y  is that the reasons for 

extinguishment am Mt up to the individual judgment and discretkn of the judge. In 

Ddg~muukw W. 8Mkh Cdumbk in 1991, Judge McEachem niled that extinguishment 
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was based on 'European occupation and settlernent, [which] gave rise to a rigM of 

suvereignv (Monet & Wilson, 1992, p.189). In Canadian courts, Aboriginal title is 

defined as a 'buiden" on underlying c m  Me. C m  ownership of al1 land is an 

acceptecl legal fact, and Aboriginal peoples merely have some undefineâ legal interest 

in lt (Kulchyski, 1994, p. 2). The acknowleûgement of Aboriginal rights remains a 

stniggle that Aboriginal people must fight to pmve in an arena outside of their culture 

and wuorid-view. 

2.5.2 In rummaw 

For the EuManadian, land is viewed as a commdity to be bought, soid and 

used produdively. For Aboriginal peoples, culture is inexombîy linked to the land 

spiritually, socially and economically. This difkrence in how land is viewed has created 

conflict in defining and litigating Aboriginal rights cases. 

Slattery describes the evolution of the Clown's rlght to Ahriginal lands in four 

stages: first came the period prior to contact; second, the period of contact when the 

"discovering" country gained exdusive rights; third, when the Cmwn increased contml 

through force of amis and treaties; and fourth, when the Aboriginal right of ocaipancy 

was extinguished in favour of the state. 

Severel of the main issues identlfied in Aboriginal rights and ütie cases wem 

reasons for exünguishment of Aboriginal rights, and the C m ' s  assertion of 

sovereignty. 

The C m m s  assertion of sovereignty is an acceptai and assumed fact within the 

Canadian kgal system. it is the starting pdntliKAbominal land daim cases. lt i(l this 
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attitude and aib approach which pulls in and calls into question a gmup's historie lack 

of a written language to prove that a group was disorganized, and therebre dM not 

possess Aboriginal rights to land üüe. This approach callo into question the validity of 

Aboriginal oral histories as a non-literate source of historical validation. 



CHAPTER 3 

LEGALHISTORICAL BACKGROUND: 
ABORIGINAL RIGHTSICROWN RIGHTS AND ABORIGINAL ORAL 

TRADITION AS EVIDENCE 

3,1 Introduction 

Despite Siattery's (1983) orderiy lour phases which describe the evolution of the 

Crown's rigM to lands in Canadaq, Aboriginal rights lihigatbn in Canada has not nin a 

steady path. The judgments and precedents aiet have been set have provideâ many 

t w k t  tums and inconsistencies, making Aboriginal rights litigatbn one of the most 

contentious bodies of law in Canada2 (McNeil, 1997, p.117). In some ways, the 

Canadian leg al system's decisions and recommendatkns on Aboriginal rig hts are a bit 

like an unsteady toddler leaming how to walk, stubbornly insistent about following an 

instinctual path. Slattery (1983) describes this path beginning at first contact when 

Europeans claimed exclusive right upon ud'discove~; increasing that control through 

force of arms and by treaty, and later when Aboriginal rigM of occupancy was 

extinguished in favour of the state (p. 31-34). The legal system generally falls back on 

historic preoedent to inbm legal dedsions, and has only recently begun to create new 

piecedent and accepting Aboriginal oral histories as evidence abngside of written 

historical documents. 

The Supreme Court recommendations in Defsamuukw (1997) may be the 

1 Refcr to pages 46-48 for a dcsuiption oPSiauay'r four phres. 

2 Whik îhb chap@r provides a selccced rcvicw ofjudgmesioi dprrcodcntr c o d g  Aboaignirl rights and titie 
1ia'gation, there are obvious Iimitatiom whcn trying to ammarke Euch a contentiow ua of iaw in 30 or io pages. 
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beginning of paving the way for a more equitable legal system in which the history and 

traditions of Aboriginal peoples are tn~ly given equal consideration. Or the 

recornmendations pertaining to the use of oral histories in this case rnay be only 

symbolic gesture. This thesis will ultimately look at the pmblerns and the possibilities 

for the use of Aboriginal oral histories as evidence in land-daim cases. Many of the 

issues identifid will also be applicable ta other forums where Aboriginal oral histories 

are called upon to be compared and evaluated in cross-cullural settings. In ligM of 

recent literature and court cases, this chapter will provide the legal background in order 

to understand the issues discussed in the interviews which appear in later chapters. 

This chapter will include: an introduction to Western legal definitions of Aboriginal 

rights and title; sorne of the main problems and issues in Aboriginal rigMs and title 

litigation h m  Westem legal and Aboriginal perspectives; why Aboriginal oral tradition 

has been brought More the courts as evidence in Aboriginal rights and title litigation; a 

selected review of cases and their legal precedent in relation to Aboriginal rights and 

tiüe litigation and in particular the Delgamuukw case; and a chapter surnmary. 

3.2 Foundationr d Aboriginal Rlghb 

Early discussion of legal rights amongst Europeans in relation to Aboriginal 

peoples began in the 1500s during the 'Age of Discovery' (Morse, 1985, p. 20). As 

stories of enslavement and brutality towards Aboriginal populations in the New WoM 

reached Europe, a debate ensued conceming the rights of Aboriginal peoples. 

Morse wdtes of aie adkns of Francisco de Vitoria, who is parbulady noted fw 
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his ideas on international law and Aborigind fights theory during the sixteenth cenhiry. 

Vitoria rejected the position that lack of Christianity consütutd grounds for 

dispossessing Aboriginal peoples of their land. The right of discovery was also 

advanced at that time, which Vitoria also rejected (Morse, 1985, p. 22). Even though 

many colonking powers dld exactiy as they pteased in the New Wodd, Vitoria's views 

were influential in international law and arnong subsequent legal scholars for years 

thereafter. His work is still referred to as a reference point in articulating contemporary 

concems, legal prindples and western understandings of Aboriginal rlghts (Morse, 

1985, p. 24). 

In 1493, the first Papal Bulls on this subjetct declared that lndians were human, 

*even if infidels" (Richardson, 1993, p. 38). In 1537 a Papal Bull said that lndigenous 

peoples were "tn~ly men" and should not be enslaved. Sakej Henderson argues mat 

gave us certain rights ... Aboriginal rights* (Richardson. 1993, p. 38). It was the earîy 

sentiments of Vitoria and others who shaped the wording and the philosophy behind 

those Papal Bulls, which later lay the foundations for the Royal Prodamation of 1763. 

This Royal Proclamation of 1763 forbid sefflement upon lndian lands and stated that 

such lands be obtained by purchase or cession (Curnming 8 MWenberg, 1970, p. 16). 

Most current legal cases involving Aboriginal Me issues still cal1 into question 

either the juridiction or the intent of the Royal Proclamation of 1763. Culhane (1 908) 

states, a *key debate sunounds the queakn of whether or not the Prodamation should 

be interpreted as having mcagnized alieady existing Aboriginal righb. or having 

cmated these rightsn (p. 54). The fornier, which has corn to k known as Snherent 
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nations that pm-existed European donkation. The latter, "delegated rights", agw 

that in law, no rights can exist except those createâ by the will of the sovereign (p. 54). 

And what can be created by the will of the sovereign, can also be taken away at IYhe 

pieasure of the C m "  (p. 54). 

Kellock and Anderson (1 992) posed the same debate in slightly dHferent temw. 

They described "delegated rightsn as the positivist theory: if a cout was to find that an 

Aboriginal nght exists, it must do so on an express or implied racmgniaon of the right 

whether 'legislative, executive or judicial" (p. 98-99). They arbiculated inherent rights as 

the colonization theory: based on the notion that Aboriginal rights existed in Canada 

prior tu the arriva1 of Europeans (p. 98-99). Debates regardhg inherent versus 

delegated rigMs or posiüvist versus colonization theory continues on in the courts 

today, an effort to more cleariy define Aboriginal rights and Me. 

3.3 Aboriginal Rlghb and ntk 

A m a l  'rights enjoyed by a people by virtue of the fact that their 
ancestors inhab i i  an a m  fiam time immemorialm. 
Aboriginal "the communal right of Aboriginal peoples to occupy and 
use the land inhabited by their ancestors h m  tirne immemoriap 
(Barber* 1998, p. 4). 

Whether the Aboriginal rights of rnany Aboriginal peoples were extinguished by 



treaty in Canada is still a contentious issue. Typically, the Canadian government 

argues that when Aboriginal groups signed treaties, they signed away thek Aboriginal 

rig hts. Many Aboriginal groups do not believe that they sig ned away their Aboriginal 

rights when signing a treaîy. 

In many parts of Canada there have been no treaties signed and any land rights 

which Aboriginal peoples possess (accordhg to Eum-Canadian legal prindples) are 

dependent upon the extent to which the theory of Aboriginal rights is accepted by the 

courts and legislatures of Canada4 (Cumming & Mickenberg, 1970, p. 13). The theoiy of 

Aboriginal rights has always been controversla16, and in Canada it was not raised in the 

courts by Aboriginal people$ until the 1970s. Aboriginal rights were one of the main 

issues in CaIder v. Attorney-Generel of Brilish W m b i a ,  argued first in the British 

Columbia Supreme Court in 1969 and dedded in January of 1973 by the Supreme 

Court of Canada (Sanders, 1 996, p. 80). 

Wthin legal cases, it is important to ddierentiate betwwn Aboriginal rights and 

Aboriginal title, as some cases are cleariy about one or the other and some are about 

both. While an Aboriginal gmup may not be claiming a specific territoiy, it can still daim 

Aboriginal rights. Judge C.J.C. Lamer in R. v. Adms and R. v. Cote decidecl that 

Aboriginal tMe is a sub-set of Aboriginal rights, so a Wstanding Aboriginal dght 
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as a rigM to fish for food, can exist independently of Aboriginal tiüe (McNeil, 1997, p. 

1 i9). 

Definitions of Aboriginal rigMs and Me within the courts are dictatecl by the 

delegated versus the inherent rights debates which originate outsMe the Aboriginal 

community. The Aboriginal perspective is quite dffferent. 

3.4 Aboriginal Penpoctives 

At the 1983 First Ministem Conference on Aboriginal Rights, John Amagoalik, 

CO-chairperson of the Inuit Cornmittee on National Issues, stated: uOur position is that 

Aboriginal rights, Aboriginal title to land, water and sea ice floua h m  Aboriginal rights 

and al1 rights to pracüce our customs and traditions, to retain and develop our 

languages and cultures, and the rigMs to self-government, al1 of these things flow h m  

the fad that we have Aboriginal rights ... ln out view, Aboriginal rights can also be seen 

as human rights, because these are the things that we need to continue to survive as a 

distinct people in Canada" (Canada, 1983, p. 1 34): 

Many Aboriginal people view Aboriginal tiile as a very broad concept that 

encompasses more than rights to use and ocarpy ancestral land. It indudes rights to 

sePgovernment and jurisdidional rights to make laws, rendering it quivalent to the 

concept of underlying title in Canadian legal theory (Asch & Uotkin, 1997, p. 214). 

Asch and fktkin go on to say that Aboriginal people oRen degcriôe Aboriginal Wle as 
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with aie land. As Aboriginal title flows h m  the Creator, it is inherent; il is not something 

granted to AborQinal people by a system outside their own (p. 21 5). Nonetheless, 

Aboriginal peoples are still put in the position by the courts of having to prove the 

existence of Aboriginal rigMs and fie. 

3.5 Issues in Aboriginal Righb and Titk Litigation 

Morse (1985) outlines a set of four questions that sum up what some of the key 

issues are wiai regards to the clarification and definition of Aboriginal rights and title: 

i) A question of tegal status: To what extent is Abriginal titie mcognùeâ 
in law? And to what extent has Aboriginal title been recognired in the 
various sources of law (prerogative, judicial, legislative or other)? What 
status has been accorded Aboriginal title in relation to ordinary 
legislatkn? 
ii) A questbn of scope and content: What is the actual scope and content 
of the rights derhred h m  Aboriginal Me? 
iii) A questfon of temination or mstriclon: What, if anything, can put an 
end to or exünguish Aboriginal title or restrict the rights derived frwn it? 
iv) A question of compensafhn: to mat extent, if any, is there a legal 
obligation on govemrnent to pay compensation for temination or 
restriction of Aboriginal Me? (p. 51 ) 

There are a number of sources of law conoemlng the question of legal status, 

The most s ignbnt  premgative instrument respeding the status of Aboriginal title is 

the Royal Plodamaüon of 1763 issued by King George III of BMin wiai respect to the 

goveming of British North Arnerica"(Morse, 1965, p. 52); "The second major di- 

soum of law is the deddons of the courts of law, the cornmon law" (p. 56); And there 

is also legislaaon, wch as the Canadian Constitution Ad, Sections 35 and 37(1) 1982 
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All of the issues and probkms that are specifically cited later in this thesis, such 

as extinguishment of rights, testing for Aboriginal Me, frozen rights and sovereignty 

assertion, corne particularly under the first three of Morse's question amas. 

3.6 Th. Role of Pncrdent in Logal Re-onlng 

According to the doctrine of stm decisis in cornmon law, 'lowet courts rnust 

follow like dedskns of higher courts within the same judicial hierarchy to the extent that 

they apply to the case before them u(Bell & Asch 1997, p. 39). Continuity, faimess, 

certainty and predidability are the rationale for this doctrine, which is meant to maintain 

legal objedivity (p. 39). While making decidons based on precedent reinforces 

continuity in decision making, it may also prevent judges h m  doing what they Ieel 

might be the just or right thing. Particularly due to the unique nature of Aboriginal rights 

anâ tiie cases, precedent does not ahvays have the answers and in fact, it has the 

potential to reinforce eainocentric judgments h m  the past and reproduce thern in the 

present (p. 39): 

Decisions are not aiways based solely on precedent. Decisions may be besed on 

a combination of precedent, evidence and academic advice, but have alw attempted to 

find new definitions and new avenues to mlve outstandiftg land daims.' 

7 Bell & Asch &O refcf to: Sc)rniin, nccebsnt (1987) 39 Stan/odL.R. 57 1. 
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In order to understand the significance of the Supreme Court recommendatkns 

in Delgamuukw (1 997) CI as they peMn to the use of Aboriginal oral histories. il is 

important to identify the cases and the precedents that led up to that decision. These 

cases represent judgments and precedents in the amas of Aboriginal rights and Me. It 

was impossible to simply isolate cases where Aboriginal oral histories were heard or 

discussed, sinœ so many issues in Aboriginal rights and title litigation are intricately 

linked. The following review is selecüve and is meant to set the stage for aie discussion 

in Chapter 6 , and to give the reader some legal reference points. 

A Sdected Revkw of Cases, Statutes and Reports Infoming Aboriginal Right, 
Litigation And Del#amuukw (1991,1897) in Particulrr 

The following cases and the precedents they set provide some of the 

background necessary to understand the critical analysis of the research data which is 

to corne later in this thesis. Morse's first three areas1° question: legal status. scope and 

content, and temination or extinguishrnent of Aboriginal rights, and act as a framework 

for this ieview and the issues that emege. It is important to identw these issues as 

they are intricately linked to the use of Aboriginal oral histories in land daim cases. 

TMs review lists both cases of concem to Aboriginal rights and to Aboriginal Wle, as 
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some of the key concepts have been used as prscedent in both ssttings. This is not 

meant to be an exhaustive review of cases, but a seledive one based on the fact that 

these cases and precedents are continually refend to h, Aboriginal rights and title 

litigation. Given the complexity of each of these cases, it would be impossible as well 

as inappropriate to analyze al1 aspedll relevant to Aboriginal rights and Me litigation. 

These cases and precedents are selected according to their influence on Delgamuukw 

(1 991) (1997). The brief summaries on the next three pages are followed by more 

detailed analysis. 



\ 3.7.1 Time4ne of casas. 
levant to AbwigjFal 

8-8 and nmcb 
and title1' 

\ Delgamuukw v. BMsh Columbia (1 987) 

\ Report on the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peopbs (1996) 

\ R. v. Ven der Peet (1 996) 
R. W. GIdstone (1996) 

R. v. N.T.C. Smokehouss Ltd, (1998) 

\ 
Mabo v. Queensland (1 992) 

Delg~muukw v. British Cdumbi8 (1 991 ) 

Canadian Constitution Act (1982) 

\ Guedn v. The Queen (1 984) 

Hamiet of k k 8 f  iake et al v. 
Indien Affiifs and Northem Dewlopment 

\ Calder v. A. G.B.C. (1 973) 

\ Royal Piodamatkn of 1763 



Royal Prodamation of 1763 

Johnson v, McIntosh 
21 U.S. (8 Wheat) 543 (1 823) 

I Womstor W. GwgETa 
34 US. (4 S.G.U.S.) 762 (1832) 

I St. Cattiedhe's Milling and Lumber Company v. 
The Queen 

(18ô8), 14 A.C. 46 (P.C.) 

Re: Soutihern Rhatesia 
(1 91 91, A.C. 21 1 

-- - - - . - -- 

C a k r  v. Alfomey-G8neml of M s h  Cdumbb, 
(1973), 34 D.L.R. (3d) 145 (also reportecl: (19731 

S.C.R. 313, (10731 4 W.W.R.1) 

I Ahim and Nonhem ûemlopment et al 
(1979) 

[lm 5 W.W-R, 

Pmcackntl Ralavant Comment. 
- Fom of statute. 
-recogniar Ahiginsl rlghtrI3 in specffic amas 
where treaies have not been signed. 

- Crown sovereignty diminished Indian rights to 
sovmignty. - used doctrine of dismvery. 

- limits doctrine of discovery. - only way to acqulre land 1s thmugh purchase or 
cession- 

- Aboriginal Me is a buden on the C m .  
Aboriginal Me could be granted or taken away by 
the C m .  - Crown title is underîaying and pleceded signing 
of tfeaties. 

- infonned Baker Lake test, particulariy the 
concept of proof of an 'organitedB socMy. 

-- - - - - - 

- Aboriginal title exista in law and in B.C. - eplit on whether the Nbhga possessed 
Aboriginal Me. - FederaI govmment forced into dealing wfth 
M g i n a i  title and land daims where no ûeaties 
had bwn signed, 

- - 

- tes t for~ ina lWle  - affirrned Aboriginal fights based on irnmemorial 
use that ha8 not been extingui8W. 



Canadian Constitution Act (1982) 
Canadian Chacter of Rights and Ffwdoms 

Sections 25 (a), 35 (1) 

- guaranfee of rights and hedorns mcognized by 
the Royal Rodamation of 1763, - exisün~ Aimriginal and treaty rights of Abariginal 
peopie anr m n i z e â  and aiclirmed. 

Guerin v. Ihe Queen, S.C.C. 
(1 984). 13 D.L.R. (4") 321 (S.C.C.) 

- conflrmed Aboriginal title as a valuab asset, 
- Cromi's responsibility for Aboriginal peoples is 
enlarceaûk and tnrst-like. 

I R v. Spsmw, S.C.C. 
[IWO] 1 S.C.R.; (IgsO), 70 D.L.R. (4") 385 

(S*C.C.) 

- intention must be 'dear and plain' on question of 
extingubhment. - sffirms fedml resporislbility to act in a fiduciary 
capacity wiai respect to Aboriginal peoples. 

- - -- - - 

Attorney-GenemI OMnb v. b a r  lsland 
ToundaWn 

[lm, 4g D.R. (2d) 353, t 5 D.L.R. (4m) 321 (Ont. 
H .C.) 

- - Aboriginal titi8 had been exünguished - judge commmted on la& of M g i n a i  oral 
histork. - tmt for Aboriginal üüe basmi on Baker Lake test, 
but rnodified in some aspects. 

/ - only posse8218d personal and usdtuctuary Mht. 

I Ma& v. Queensland 
(1992) 175 C.LR 1 ; (1 992), 107 A.L.R. 1 (H.C.) 

- mcogniasd inherent native title in cases where R 
ha8 not been extinguished. - tejecb theory of terra nultius (that the land was 
uninhabiteci when cdonizem ffst arthred). 

Van der Peet (trilogy) 
[lm 2 S.C.R. 

R. v. ven der Peet (1 998) 
R. v. Gledsthme (1 996) 

R. W. N. W. Smokehouse Ltd. (1 $96) 

- Aboriginal right b fish dM not include Qhing for 
commeicial purposem. - Aboriginal right fkom at am8 of contact, - in Van dsr P d ,  judge adrwed- Aboriginal 
land rights as an aspect of Abriginal rights in 
cornmon law. 

Royal Commission on Ahriginal Peoples 
1- 

- - - 

- Iinûs modem land daims and mgotiated 
arrangements to setf+ovetmment. - to estabîish thmgh ne~otiatkn a ~ n n  
rslationship based on principles: mutual 
recognition, mutual respect, sharin~, mutual 



The Royal Prodemation of 1763 is considered a nindarnental document' in First 

Nations and Canadien legal history (Calder v A. G.B. C, [1973], 34 D.L.R. (3d) 145). 

The Aboriginal rights which wem articulateci through the Royal Proclamation lhre on to 

sustain the foundatkns of the First NationlCrown relationship and inforni modern tteaty 

making (Bomws, 1997c, p. 156). The Prodamation of 1763 has aie force of a statute in 

Canada, and has never been repealed (Cumming 8 Mickenberg, 1970, p. 30). While 

the Proclamation does have the force of statute, its interpretation has always been a 

matter of dispute (Williams, 1987. p. 425). 

Prior to 1763, the French and British in North America were fighting the Seven 

Years War. At the conclusion of this war in 1763, a peace treaty, the Treaty of Paris, 

was signed by the British and the French. Following this treaty, the Royal Proclamation 

of 1763 was issued to establish a new system of govemment in British North America 

The several passages that gave fise to questions of aie extent of its jurisdidional 

And wherear il is just and reasonable and essential to out lntemst and 
aie securtty of our Colleagues, that the several nams or fribes of 
Indians with whom we are connectecl, and who live under our Protection, 
sbuld not be molested or disturbed in aie Possession of such Parts of 
Our Dominions and Territories as, not ha- been ceded to orpumhased 
by Us am riesemi to lhem or any of them es Ihek Huntnhg Gmnds - We 
do therehre ... dedam il b be out Royal WilI and Pleasure. .. no Govemr 
or Commander in Chief in any of o u  0th- Coknies or Plantations in 
Arnerica do pcesume for the present to gnnt Warrants of Survey or pars 



Patents for eny Lands beyond the Heads of Sources of any of #e Wwm 
which fel into the Atlantic Ucean frwn the West and North West, or upon 
any Lands whatever, which, not having been C B d d  to or purchased by us 
as aforesaid, are resenred b the said Indians or any othem. 
And we do hereby sMdy fort,M~oo al/ ow loving Subfeds meûMg any 
Putchases or Settlements whatever, w taking Possession of any of dhe 
Land ahvie reserved, without our spedal have and Lic8nce for that 
Purpose Rmt obtained. 
We do, ... s t r i y  enjoin and require that no private person do presume to 
make any Purchase frwn the said Indiens of eny Lands msentwâ to the 
said Indfens, W i n  those parts of our Cdonies whem we have thought 
proper to allow Settlement; but that, if at any Tlme any of the said lndians 
should be inclineci to dispose of the said Lands, the same shall be 
Purchased oniy for Us in our Name at some public Meeting or Assembly 
of the said Indians. [itelics added] 
(Royal Proclamation of 1763 as quoted in Williams, 1987, p. 426). 

To sum up sorne of the main points: colonial governments were forbidden to 

survey or grant any unceded lands; colonial govemments were foibidden to allow 

Btitish subjects to settle on lndian lands or to allow prhrate individuals to puichase 

them; there was an offidal system of public purchases developed in order to extinguish 

Aboriginal Me (krrow, 1997~. p.160). 

As Bomw (1 997c) outlines, there wem many implications stemming from this 

policy. The fact that the Piodamation refefs to lndian nations presumes respect and a 

nation-tnation mlationship. Two of the main issues which are oRen referred to 

concern Aboriginal autonomy and jurisdidkn. Particularîy in British Columbia, where 

few treaties were signa, Aboriginal group have quesüoned whether the Royal 

Prodamation pectained ë that regi~n'~(WYliarns, 1987, p. 433), but the jurisdictbn of 



the Pmclamation has also been called kit0 question in Quebec16 (Richadson, 1993, p. 

80) and Ontario16 (WOlliams, 1967, p. 440). 

The Royal Proclamation nmains an important document, which is being tested 

and reinterpreted in ongoing ways in the courts. 

Johnson v. Mclntosh (1823), Wotcestor v. Geogie (t 832), and SI. Cathedms 

Millng and Lumber Co. v. Queen (1888) are three of the older cases which Aboriginal 

title cases still refer. 

Johnson v. Mclntosh (1823) is an American case which is frequently cited. In 

this case, Justice Marshall basically 'invented a body of law which wes virtually withwt 

precedent" (McNeil, 1989, p. 301). Marshall recognized Aboriginal Me as existing 

independent of aie Proclamation of 1763, yet he considered that the C m ' s  title and 

sovereignty diminished lndian iights to sovereignty and lndian people's power to 

alienate aieir lands (Morse, 1985, p. 59). Bell and Asch (1 997) note that Marshall's 

conclwbns on the effWs of dimvery have been adopted as fundamental prindples in 

Canadian Aboriginal rights lawl? The authon summarize the efbcts of the doctrine of 



discovery in the following judicial presumptkns: 

1. Sovereignty and legislaüve p m r  is vested in the British Clown. 
2. Ownership of Aboriginal lands accompanies sovereignty over 

Aboriginal temitory. 
3. Aboriginal peoples have an interest in land ahing from original 

occupation that is less than full ownership. 
4. The British Cmwn obtained aie sale right to acquire aie 

Aboriginal interest. 
5. Aboriginal sovereignty was necessaiily diminished. 
(P. 47). 

Going back to Morse's (1985) four question amas regarding the clarification and 

definition of Aboriginal rightsl? the piecedent that cornes out of Johnson v Mcintosh 

addresses questions of legal status, as well as the scope of Aboriginal Me and 

questions of temination or extinguishment. This case establishes the legal precedent 

that Aboriginal lands could be considered vacant and subject to discovery, b u s e  of 

how Aboriginal peoples used the land, as opposed to the superiority of English 

cukivation and settlement. 

In Wotcestor v. Georgie (1 832), also an Amencan case, the court's decision 

limited the doctrine of discovery and clarifled mat the only legitimate way to acquire title 

to lands occupied by Aboriginal peoples was through purchase or cession. The court 

accepted that the Crown aquired sovereignty but argued that the prindple of discovery 

did not affect the rigM of those already in possession (Womster v. Geotgia, 6 Pet. 

(U.S.M.C.) 51 5 (1832). WMle both Johnson v. Mclntosh and Wotcestor v. Geo@a are 

Amtican cases, St. Cathetine's MlYng and Lumber Co. v. Queen brings this 



discussion back to Canada. 

St. Cathennes Mil/ing and Lumber Co. v. Queen (1 888) (St. Catherfne's Milllg) 

developed when the federal government granted the St. Catherines Milling Company a 

permit to cut lurnber on land that had been surrendered to the Clown thmugh Treaty 3 

in Northwestem Ontario. Although the St. Catherine's Miling and Lumber Company 

was the defendant, charged by the Ontario govemment with talcing lumber without a 

valid Ontario permit, the federal govemment intenrened and effedively tmk over the 

defense of the case (St. Cathen'nes Miling end Lumber Co. v. Queen, (1888) 14 AC 46 

(PC). This case was heard by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council of aie House 

of Lords in Britain on appeal from the Supreme Court of Canadaqg. The Judicial 

Committee upheld the decision of the Supreme Court, on the basis that "the tenure of 

the lndbns was a personal and usufnictuary right, dependent upon the goodwill of the 

Sovemign" (Sf. Cathennes MINng end Lumber Co. v. Queen, (1888) 14 AC 46 (PC). 

This case L often refened to in contempamry Aboriginal file cases, as it was the 

basis of the federal argument that the Ojibway people who had negotiated Tmaty 3 

had, prior to the signing of aie treaty, heu full Me to their land, and therefore the 

federal govemment was adually purchasing the land out-right h m  its owners through 

the tmaty procem. The federal govemment assertd that the Aboriginal title 

guaranteed by the Royal Roclamation of 1763 was full Me to the land (St. Cathettnes 

MiIlihg and Lumber Co. v. Queen, (1888) 14 AC 46 (PC). Again, going back to Morse's 

19 wUnti11949, decision8 of- Supreme Court ofçanidr couid k Ipp#led to the Ipdickl Committa of the nivy 
Counciln (Kulchyski, 1994, p. 21). 
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question areap, SI. Csthen'nes Mi//iing addmssed questkns of legal status and aie 

extent to which Aboriginal tMe had been recognized in various sources of law, as well 

as sape,  content and exünguishrnent of Aboriginal Me. 

This case represented the Rrst extensive eariy discussion of the Royal 

Proclamation of f763, the treatles (Treaty 3), the BMsh North America Act (1 867) and 

the lndian Act (1 876) as they pertain to Aboriginal Me. The Judicial Cornmittee of the 

Privy Council also cited the decision in the Johnson v. Mchtosh (1823) case, which 

gave Marshall's interpretation of Aboriginal rights some weigM in Canadian 

jurisprudence. Some of the main points cited from this case that were given weight in 

Mure cases, was that SI. Cathetine's Mllling (1888) decided that Aboriginal Me was a 

'burden' on Clown tiüe, and that C m  title was underîying and preceded the signing of 

treaties, and that Aboriginal title could be granted or taken away by the C m  

(Kulchyski, 1994, p. 22). 

Baker Lake v Minider of lndfen end Notthem DswIopment case (1 90) (Baker 

Lake) concemed a request by the Inuit of Baker Lake to obtain an injundkn b stop the 

expbratbn acüvities of certain mining interestS. The basis for the request was their 

20 Refa to p. 57-58 for Morse's fm quertionr but mm up scnnc of the key isaues with regards to the clarificuion 
8nd ~ofAbOf ip i tu lr ighÉr  and tik 



view that these mining acüvities negathrely afiected their Aboriginal right to occupy the 

land specifically kr  the purpose of Rshing and hunting, espedally for caribou (Bell & 

Asch, 1997, p. 59). This case took place in 1980, before the Canadian Constitution 

was passed in 1982, in which 'existing Aboriginal RigMs' were recognized. Therefore 

the application came out of a cornmon law rigM which, it was presumed, had rot been 

exanguished through legislation (p. 59). 

Justice Mahoney, the judge presiding in the Baker Lake case, denied the 

injunction on the gmunds that the mining acüvities were not interfering sufficiently wiai 

an Aboriginal right to occupy the land to hunt caribau. Mahoney did conclude, though, 

that the Inuit still possessed a cornmon law fight to occupy their lands for the purpose of 

fishing and hunting, particulady for caribou (Bell & Asch, 1997, p.59). What is of major 

significance, h m  the Baker Lake case to cases such as DeIgamuukw (1 991), is that 

the judge devekped a 'test' to &e u s d  in the determinath of the rights of the 

Aboriginal peoples. This test contained four elements: 

1. That they and their ancestors were membem of an organited society. 

2. That the organized society occupied the specific tenitory over which they 

assert the Aboriginal üüe. 

3. mat the occupation was to the exclusion of other organized societies. 

4. That the occupation was an established fad at the time sovereignty was 

assefteâ by England (Beker Lake v. M i n i ' r  of Indien Affiiks end Wthern 

Dewlopment [i 980],5 W.W.R. 103). 



of Aboriginal title contained in past cases (McConnell, 1996,105). According to Morse, 

(1985), this type of test is attempting to clam a number of concems such as: what 

extent is Aboriginal üüe recognized in law; what is the actuel scope and content of the 

rights derhred fmm Aboriginal Me; and if these rights existed, were they exünguished 

at some point or could aiey be exünguished at some point? (p. 51) 

The interpretation of the meaning of an 'organizeû society' is a key point. Justice 

Mahoney in the Baker Lake case derhred their interpretation from Re: Soubhem 

Rhodesia. This case twk place in 1919 in what was then colonial Rhodesia (now 

independent Zimbabwe). n i e  following is a description by the Prhry Council in that 

case: 

The estimation of the rights of aboriginal tribes is always inherently 
difficult. Some tribes are so low in the sale of social oiganization that 
their usages and conceptions of rights and duties are not be to reconciled 
with the institutions or legal ideas of civilized sodety. Such a gulf cannot 
be biidged. It would be idle to impute to such people some shadow of the 
rights known to ouf law and then to tmnsmute it into the substance of 
transferable rights of property as we know them. In the present case il 
would make each and every person by a fidonal inheritance a landed 
proprietor 'richer than a# his tribe.' On the other hand, there are 
indigenous peoples whose legal conceptions, though differently 
developed, are hardly less precise than our own. When once they have 
been studied and undemtood they are no lem enforceable than rights 
ailsing under Englbh law. Between the two there is a wide tract of much 
ethnological interest, but the positbn of aie natives of Southem Rhodesia 
within it is very uncertain; clearly they appmximate raaier to the bwer than 
to aie higher limit.(BBker Lake K MiniMer of lndian Anehs and Northem 
Dewlopment [1 WO], 5 W.W.R. 193) 

The institutions or the legal iâeas of a dvilized society" seem to connote that the 

daimant must have that minimum "thmshold of legal sophisücation that WOU# entail a 



rudimentary idea of 'property'" (McConnell, 1996. p. 105). 

While aie Baker Lake test, seems quite straightfoiward, the use of Aboriginal oral 

histories to pmve societal organizaüon and occupation is a double edged sword. Yes, 

oral histories can be heard, but precedents such as Re: Southem Rhodesia (1919) 

which are h m  another era, can be used to assess elements of the test, such as 

whether or not they were an 'organized society'. In relying on Re: Southem Rhodesia 

(1 91 9) in the final judgment in Baker Lake (1 98O), the courts uncritically adopted the 

fkamewrk for understanding the nature of culture as il existed at the time of that 

decision (Bell & Asch, 1997, p. 58). 

The BahLake decision affirmecl thet Aboriginal rights were based on 

immemoiial use of land and those rigMs had never been extinguished (McConnell, 

1996, p. 99). 

3.8 The Chrondogical Leap 

At this point there is a chronoîogical leap in the legal narrative. The reasons fat 

this are numemus: assimilationist policies towards the Aboriginal peoples of Canada 

post lndian Act (1 876 - 1960s) (Tobias, 1991, p. 131-141); f i m  1927 until1951, 

Parliament made it ilkgal b mise money for the defense of an Aboriginal land daim 

(Richardson, 1 903. p. 289). Aboriginal people remained isolateci frwn the mainstream 

legally and pdiücally due to mcist polides within the federal govemment and radst 

attitudes within the courts. The fact that Aboriginal people and organizâtbns were 

almost entirely absentfrom the courtmm during this perkd indicates h w  much aie 
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cases were didated by government, legal and business interests (Richadson. 1993. p. 

289) and the extent to which the Aboriginal population was legally and othennrise 

oppresseci. 

Few 0 t h  pieces of legislation would attempt to shackle and contml the lndian 

population as the federei indian Act  The indian Act, first created in 1876 (Indien Act, 

SC 1876, c.18) established the federal govemment as legal guardian for lndian 

peoples. The lndian Act created the differentiation behiveen status Indians, those under 

federal guardianship; and nonataais Indians, those who had never signed treaty or 

were never registered wia\ the federal govemment (Indien Act. R.S., c. 149, s.2 (1). 

There was one law for lndian people and another for the ?est of Canada, which kept aie 

power and contrd of Aboriginal legal issues under the domination of the fderal 

govemment. 

Patterson (1972) calls the era when the lndian Act was created. the 'colonialn 

perkd, a tirne when "the lndians became a colonial people whose continent had been 

invaded and mstled h m  their control by fonignersm (p. 40). Foster and Grove (1 993) 

argue that this period repiesented a 'reluctanœ of govemments to permit lndian Wle 

issues to be judicially recrolvedn and that it also todc years for 'Aboriginal people to 

accumulate the experience, power and msources to ovemm political and legal 

obstacles to setîlement" (p. 21 9). 

Assimilatbnist policies towards Aboriginal peoples have been a part of 

AboriglnaV not~Aboriginal relations braie past 150 years (Fridems, 1988, p. 20). It 

was not unîil The Sfatement of the Gouemment of Canada on Poiiw, f96S (white 
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Paper) was released, that assimilatknist policies changed. The White Paper advocated 

the repeal of the Indian Ad, and any other special legislath relating to Indians. 

particulaily those considemci to be status lndians by definition of the lndian Act. and the 

complete devolution of federal responsibility for status lndian people (Tobias, 1991, p. 

141). The huge protest that ensued marlred the beginning of a new era. The federal 

govemment proposed a new approach that describeû, "an equality which preserves 

and enriches lndian identity and distinction; an equality which stresses lndian 

participation in its creation and which manifests itself in al1 aspects of lndian lifen 

(Canada, 1 989). At the same time, Aboriginal people$ were rallying to mate aieir own 

responses across the country. those msponses together with legal and political action 

on the part of Aboriginal peoples. led to significant changes in the govemmenfs 

approach. While them remaineci many differences in goals and strategies between 

Aboriginal cultures, women's groups and regional Aboriginal organizations, Aboriginal 

peoples were becoming active participants in their legal strategies and political goals 

(Frideres, 1988, p. 124-125). 

The Nishga 21 lndian Tribal Council of Norhwstem British Columbia, wanted a 

dedaration that they held an unexthguished Aboriginal üüe to their tradiaonal tenitories. 

However, in Briosh Columbia the govemment refuwâ to mcogrecognize lndian Wle and few 

21 Nishga is cmmtiy rpslled Wugaa, but th* old rpeüing wiîl be uied when roferriw to c a m  or rrticlim thit uae 
tbt orif@mI spelling* 



b a t h  were signedp. Aboriginal people asserted that they owned theii lands and 

objecteci to their placement on reserves, wMch began in the 1850s and 1860s (Miller, 

1989, p. 146). The Nishga, as well as theit neighbors, the Gïtxsan, "had been engaged 

in a legal stnylgle with British Columbia over their lands and th& fisheries from the 

orlgln of the calony" (Hankig, 1998, p. 188). 

Both the kwer court (Calder et al v. A.G.B*C. (1970), 8 D.L.R. (3d),59 [S.C.B.C]) 

and the British Columbia Court of Appeal nrled against them, so they appealed to the 

Supreme Court of Canada (Calder v. A.G-B.C. [1973], 34 D.L.R. (3d) 145). This 

decision was handed down in January of 1973, and had proCound implications for the 

Mure of comprehensive land-daims and Aboriginal rigMs litigation generally. 

Two of the Supreme Court of Canada judges in this case would discuss 

extensively the Royal Proclamation of 1763, St. Cathen'ne's Miling (f888), Johnson v. 

Mclntosh (1823), Womesîor v. Geotgia (1832) and the nature of Aboriginal title and the 

process of exthiguishing L The Supreme Court Justices were dMded on whether the 

Royal Proclamation had jufisdidion in Blitish Columbia. Justice Judson m t e :  

Although I think it Is dear that lndian tiüe in British Columbia cannot owe 
its origin to the Proclamation of 1763, the fact is that when the settlers 
came, the lndians were there, organited in societies and ocwpying the 
land as their forefathers had done for cerituries. This is Mat  lndian ütle 
means and il does not help one in the solution of this problem to cal1 it a 
'pemnal or usufmctuary right'. (CaMer v. A.G.B.C. [1973], S.C.R. 31 3) 

All the judges, excluding one, stated that Abaiginal alle existed in law. but they 

were split on whether the Aboriginal üüe of the Nishga had been exthguished even 
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though there had been no tmaty, no agreement to sunender their tMe and no federal or 

provincial legislation that said their titk was extinguished (Cetder v. A.G.B.C. [1973], 

S.C.R. 313). The appeal was dbmicrsed on a technicality, but the aduiowledgment that 

Aboriginal title existd in Briash Columbia and in Canadian law would live on. While the 

court would not declare that the Nishga possessed an unextinguished Aboriginal title to 

their tenitories, several judges did acknowledge more generally the existence of 

Aboriginal tiüe in British Columbia. 

Due to this acknowledgrnent of Aboriginal üüe by the courts, as well as the 

prevkus outcty against the federal govemment's White Paperof 1969, the federal 

govemment was forced into dealing with Aboriginal claims to land in amas where no 

treaties had been signed. The govemment was now prepared to consider 

comprehensive claims based on Aboriginal title (Miller, 1901 a, p. 41 0-41 1 ). A year after 

the Nishga deciskn, an ûffice of Native Claims was set up to advise the 

Department of lndian Anairs and Northem ûevelopment (DIAND) on how to se- them 

(Miller, 1991 a, p. 41041 1). 

3.8.2 -dian ConsUMion Act 1W2: Canadian Chartmi of R w  FFmoms, 

c 
A M  1982, Men  the Canadian Constitution was repatriated from Britain in the 

fom of the ConsîMh Act, many legel cases invoMng Aboriginal rigMs and Me 

wouiâ rebr to sections 25 and 35 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 



Section 25 states: 

The guarantee in this Charter of certain rights and freedoms shall not k 
construed so as to abrogate or derogate h m  any Aboriginal, treaty or 
other rights or freedoms that pertain to aie Aboriginal people8 of Canada 
incluâing : 
(a) any rights or freedoms that have been recognited by the Royal 
Proclamation of October 7,1763; and 
(b) any mhts or freedoms that may be aquired by the original people8 of 
Canada by way of land claims settlement. 

Section 35 provides that: 

(1) the existing Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal peoples of 
Canada are hereby recognùed and affimied; 
(2) in this Act, nAboriginal peoples of Canadaw includes the Indian, Inuit 
and Metis Peoples of Canada. 
(The Constitution Ad, 1982) 

In many senses, sedon 35 of the ConsfiMion Act still remains open to 

interpretation. Patrick Macklem's (1991a) article entitled, "Aboriginal Rights and State 

Obligationsn is one example of some of the interpretational issues involved with these 

two sections of the constitution. Macklem acknowledges that section 35 (1) is another 

step towads afflming Aboriginal rights, but acknowledges uncertainty as to whether 

these rights are negative or positive. Macklem (1997a) states that a 'negathre right 

creates an obligation of inaction or non-interference", meaning againd the state, a 

negative rigM requires govemment not to inteHem with its exercise.' While a 'positive 

right mquires action instead of inactionn. For example, positive rights ofien require 

govemment b pmvide certain benefits to the right-holden in questionm (p. 100). While 

"these purposes or interests indude respect fbr Aboriginal MentiryI terrbry, and 

sovereignty", does Mis  support the view that federal, provincial, and tenitorial 
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govemments ougM to provide certain social and economic benefits to ab original^?^ (p. 

97). While Macklem asserts that both negative and positive rights should be interpreted 

through constitutional recognlion, the courts wuld be called on to inteipret M a t  these 

rights mean ni actuality. R. v. S p a m ~ ,  S.C.C.(1990) would be one of the Rmt cases to 

assert an Aboriginal right bas& on Sedion 35 of aie Canadian Charter of RIghts and 

Fmedoms, $982. 

In R. v. Spamw (1990), Regina# Spanow, a membet of the Musqueam Band in 

British Columbia, was caught fishing with a drift net that was longer than had been 

permittecl by the band's food fishing licence. Spamw defended himself by saying he 

was exercising an 'existing Aboriginal right' as protected by Section 35 of the 

ConsüMion Act (1982). Sparrow was found guilty in provincial court, but aie British 

Columbia Court of Appeal overtumed the conviction because they found Spamw's 

Aboriginal right to fish had not been extinguished prior to 1982; but on the omet hand, 

the court limited the protection of Section 35 so that the net resMctkn was not 

inconsistent wiai it. Both the Crown and Spanow, for different reasons, appealed to aie 

Supterne Court of Canada (R. V. Spamw [199û], 1 S.C.R. 1075). The Suprerne Court 

oidered a new Mal. but the d e d s h  was significant for b afRrmaüon of Aboriginal 

rig hts. 



The Supreme Court decision in the Spanow case is significant because it 

contained an extensive discussion of how the phrase h m  the C8nadian Ch8tf8f of 

RigMs and Freedoms (1982) 'existing Aboriginal and treaty rights of the Aboriginal 

peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed' is to be interpreted. Particular 

emphesis is placed on interprsting the word 'existing' and the phrase 'recognized and 

affirmeci' (Kulchyski, 1994, p. 212). The Supmme Court rejected any attempt to fix a 

definition or change any prior interpmtations of Aboriginal rights. This allowed for a 

much broader interpretation of existing Aboriginal rights. When diswssing the words 

'recognized and affkmed', the justices added "the nature of S. 35(1) itself suggests that 

it be constnied in a purposive way. When the purposes of the affirmation of Aboriginal 

rights are considered, it is clear that a genmus, liberal interpretation of the words in 

the constitutional provision is demanded" (R. K Spenow [l990], 1 S.C.R. 1075). 

There are a number of precedent setting amas with regards to this dedsion. For 

1. On the questkm of exünguishmnt, the justices Wrife mat the intention 
must be clear and plainn. The implication is that laws of general 
application would not be sufficient to extinguish an Aboriginal right. 
2. This case aflims the findings in Guerin (sec bebw), that %e 
govemment has a responsibility to act h a Muciary capadty with respect 
to Aboriginal peoples. The nlatbnship between the govemment and 
Aboriginals is trwt like, rather than adversarial". 
3. They establish a geneml prindple for the allocation of scam resoum 
where an Aboriginal @ht mmains in effect. This means mat any 
allocation of prkrioes after valid conservation measum have been 
irnpiernenteâ must gîve top prkiity to lndian bod fishingn (R V. Spamw 
[1990],1 S.C.R. 1075). 

In the final Supreme Court mommendadkns in Delgamuukw v. B M '  CoIumbh 
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(1 997), Sparrow is frequently CM as a reference point or stepping stone in further 

defining issues such as the extinguishment of Aboriginal rights. Guen'n v. Queen (1984) 

then builds on the Rndings regarding the federal govemment's fiduciary responsibility 

with respect to Aboriginal peoples. 

The case Guerk, v. Queen (1984) has its origins in January of 1958, when a 

base was signed in which lands of the Musqueam Indien Band were leased to aie 

Shaughnessy Heights Golf Club of Vancouver. The Musqueam Band believed that 

they were strongly influenced to acœpt the terms of the lease, which were weW ôelow 

market standards of the time, by members of the Department of lndian Affaim. The 

band did not receive a copy of the lease until1970, and sud the govemment for 

damages in 1975 (Guerin v. R. [1984], 2 S.C.R. 335). 

This case raised questions about Aboriginal title and the nature of the 

govemment's (Department of lndian Affairs) legal responsibility towards Aboriginal 

peoples. The Mal judge held that the Crown had not lived up to its responsibility, and 

awaided the band ten million dollars in damages. The Federal Court of Appeal 

overtumed this decision. It was then appealed to aie Suprerne Court of Canada. The 

Supreme Court was unanimous in allowing the band's appeal. Two issues mat this 

case is noted for are that it confimied both that Aboriginal title was a valuabk asset, 

and that the Cmwn's rerponsibility for F irst Nations is enforceable and trust-Iike. This 

adanowledgment of the Meral govemment's fidudary respondbility towarids the status 



Indian* of Canada would be cited in Mure cases. 

3.8.4 A.G. OOnbo v. Bewlshnd (l@ûS) 

The Attorney Generel for The Pmvince of Ontario v. the Bear Island Foundation 

and Gary Pot& William Twain and Maun- McKenzk Jr. on behalfof themsehs and 

on behaif of al/ other members of fhe Temeggame Anisnaba~?'~ and the Ternagarni 

Band of Indians (1 989) is typically refeired to as aie "Bear Island. This is an unusual 

case, as it was initiated by the Crown to get a decision on whether the Crown owned 

some 4,000 square miles of land in the Lake Nipissing region of Ontario, or whether a 

group of lndians owned il by virtue of the Royal Proclamation and by virtue of Aborlginal 

title at cornmon law (Williams, 1987, p. 435). 

Several times during the 1920s and 19308, Aboriginal residents of Bear Island 

petitioned for a reserve to be set aside for them, as the residents of Bear Island were 

not signatories of the RoMnson-Huron Treaty signed in 1850 (Hodgins & BenMickson, 

1989, p. 214). The Clown's expert witnesses argued that in the earîy nineteenth 

century various Chippewa (Ojibwa) lndians h m  Lake Huron mwed into vacant 

Temagarni lands and that relatives of these Ojibwa had accepted the Robinson-Huron 

Treaty in 1850 (Hodgins & Benidicûson, 1989, p. 214). The TemsAugama Anishnabay 

had a diffemnt interpmtation of the past. Their evidenco showed mat they had existed 

as a selfgoveming community in 1763 at the üme of the Royal Prodemation, that they 



had not signed any treaty with the Cmmi, and that they thembre had a valid Aboriginal 

claim to the land" (Hodgins & Benidicbon, 1989, p. 268). 

The defendants, Bear lsland et al., argued that C m  üüe was buidened by 

Aboriginal title recognized by the Royal Ploclamatin of 1763, and by unfulfilled 

obligations undef the Robinson-Humn Treaty signed in 1880 (Culhane, 1998, p. 97). 

The Clown hindamentally. wanted the court to relieve it of this burden so that 

devekpment could proceed. The Terne Augama Anishnabay had a land caution put on 

the territory under dispute so that devekpment could not take place until the question of 

Aboriginal title was settled. 

The question of expert witnesses and the use of oral histories were two of the 

main issues coming out of this case. Justice Steele commented: 

lndian oral history is admissible in Aboriginal land claim cases where their 
history was never recordecl in writhrg. However, this does not detract fiom 
the basic principle that the courts should always be given the best 
evidence. The court has an obligation, first, to weigh the evidence and 
consider what evidence is the best evidence and, second, if such best 
evidence is not intmduced, to consider making an adverse finding against 
the person who has failed to ppiodce it. (AG. Ontario v. Bear Island, 
[1985), 15 D.L.R. (46) 321) 

Justice Steele later said, 'how disappointed I was that them was so lMe 

evidence given by lndians themsehres" and il was obvkus that he consMerd the 

presentation of the case for aie lndians to have been weakened by this failum 

The judge in aie ûear Island case rnodiRed the Baker Lake t e e  into a more 
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cornplex three-part test which added requirernents for proof of the nature of Aboriginal 

rights enjoyed prkr to 11763, evidence of a system of land-holding, and a system of 

social rules and customs (Culhane, 1998, p.99). The Bear Island test also added, 

"continuity of exclusive occupation must be evident up to the date of commencement of 

the court action" (Culhane, 1998, p. 99). This meant mat the Bear lsland claimants had 

to prove exclusive occupation from the 18' century until the time their land daim action 

began. This wouid be a daunting task, as no doubt there would have been others who 

would have used that area for varkus purposes. 

In the end, Judge Steele decided that most of the daim area was subject to aie 

Royal Proclamation and that Aboriginal rights thereunder were personal and 

usufnictuary; that is, dependant on the will of the Crown and limited to those purposes 

and uses enjoyed in 1763, the date of the Royal Prodamation (Williams, 1987, p. 440). 

Judge Steele also niled that the evidenœ presented did not prove that the Teme- 

Augama Anishnabay were members of an organized society in 1763 (Culhane, 1998, p. 

98). 

Culhane points out that the laquage and reasoning used in the Bear lslend 

case closely resembled that of Justice Pattenon in R Syliboy (1 92QP. In 1985 

Justice Steele mjecteâ the Terne- Augama Anishnabay daim to Aboriginal Wle. staüng 

that Aboriginal titi0 had been exthguished in that ama. On appeal in 1991, the 

Suprem Court of Canada rej8Cted Steele's finding that the Teme-Augama Anishnabay 



had Yailed to prove that their ancestors were an organùd society in 1763". yet the 

judges also ruled that aiey were unable to find any 'palpable and oveniding e m f  in 

Justice Steele's Rnding of fa& (Culhane, 1998, p. 99). The Cmwn agued successfully 

that any Aboriginal Wle within this area of Ontario had been extingubhed. 

Delgamuukw v. BMsh Columbia is one of the m s t  written about cases in 

Canadian law due to the language and severity of the final judgment. In 1 984, Gisday 

Wa and Delgamuukw, on behaîf of their Houses and al1 0 t h  Gitxsan and Wet'suwetsen 

Houses and hereditary chiefs, filed suit in aie British Columbia Supreme Court, hoping 

to force the provincial govemment into recognizing Giksan and Wet'swet'en 

ownership and jurisdicüon title to 22,000 square miles of tenitory in north-central B.C 

(Gisday Wa 6 Delgamuuîav, 1989, p. 1 ). As described in Chapter 2 of mis thesis, the 

land daim trial lasted three years, and throughout that tirne many Gitxsan and 

Wet'suwet'en presented their oral histories as evidence of their historic societal 

27 Refm to: Culhane, Dara (1998). The Ple~~um of the C m :  Anthmplogy, Luw ruid Fimt Naîiims. Burnaby, 
B.C: Tahm Books; Monet, Don anà Wiliron, Mythe (1992). Coloniolh on Trial: Indigenous b u t  Righ& Und the 
Gihun unà Wcr'hwt'en k m i @ t t y  C~SQ, Gabciola L m  B.C: New Society Pubbhm; B C  S~JUBCP, (1992) 
No. 95, Au- Ascb, Michel and Bell, r-.lhcrinc (1994). Definirion a d  Intqmîaiion of Fact in Curadiiui 
Abonginml Ti& Litigatia An Analpis of Delg8muPlrw. Queen's fuw J o u d  19: 2, Sm. 503-550; Co%, 
Douglas, B.(L992). The Gih-Wet'rmwet'ar as 'Primitive' Peoplcs IacapabIe of Holding noprietirry Interests: 
Chicf Justice McEacbern's Undetlying Remiie m Dclpmuukw. D o l h ~ ~ ~ l i  J m d  of Legd S d k s  1: 1,141-160; 
Doyle-Bsdwcil, Mcia (1993). The EvoIution oftk b g d  Tut of Exth@hmt= F m  Sprnow to Gitlrrm. 
Ccuirrdion J i  of Worncll d the Lav 6: 1,193-2û4; Fottune, foel(I993). Conrtnimg Del&rrnPuhn: Lew 
Arpmnb~, Hiaoricrl Argumentation, and bu Wilorophy of History. Unhemiry of Torwito FCDCU~@ of &w Rm&w 
SI: 1, 8û- 1 17; Sbarott, &off (1992). Tbt Court8 Trertmeat of dm Evi&nœ in Delgimuultw v. B.C. 
SaJkutchewun Luw R m h v  56:2,441- 450; Mils, Antoni. (1994). &le Down K ow lrrw: lC'iMt 'm knu, fao~rr, 
d idcIainrP. V- UB.CJrwsC 



oganization and land-use in their traditional temitories. Still. In 1991, Justice 

McEachem mleâ against their daim. One of the main reasons he cited was, am 

unable to accept adaawk, kungax, and oral histories as reliable bases for detailed 

history, but they could confimi findings bas4 on other admissible evidencea 

(Delgamuukw v. 8Msh Columbia, [1991] 3 W.W.R. 97). 

Justice McEachem cites the fact that aiey had no wntten language as a reason 

or rationalkation to classify the Giksan and Wet'suwet'en as falling %in a much 

lower, even primitive ordef (Delgemuuûw v. BMsh Cdumbie, [1991] 3 W.W.R 97). 

One of the main reasons for relying on oral historical evidence was to prove societal 

organization and land use as in the Baker Lake test as modfied in the Beer lsland 

case. The discounting of the validity of oral histories, and classificatbn of the Gitxsan 

and Wet'swet'en as primitive because they had no written language, undennined 

much of their case. 

Judge McEachern cited cases such as Johnson v. McIntosh (1823) in support of 

his ruling: "The underlying purpose of exploration, discovery and occupation of the new 

world, and of sovereignty, was aie spread of Eumpean civilizatkn thmugh setüement 

For that mason the law never recognized that the settlement of new lands depended 

upon aie consent of the Indiansm (Delgamuukw v. Briash Cdumbie, [1991] 3 W.W.R. 

97). He also cites the Spgnow v. Queen (1990) case as demonstraüng that the British 

Crown annwncsd its Ydear and plain intention" to exünguish Aboriginal titk 

(Delgamuukw v. BWsh Columble, [1991] 3 W*WoR Q?). 

Justice McEachem also achowieâged the judgments in Re: Sautkm Rhodesia 



(1 91 9) and St. Cathen'ne's Milling (1 888): 

Although not binding upon me but desenring deference, is the 
opinion of the Privy Coundl in Re: Southem Rhodesis ... The right of aie 
Irnperial Crown to p r o c d  with the settlement and devebpment of North 
Arnerica without aboriginal concurrence was confitmecl by the Pilvy 
Council in the St. Cathen'ne's MiIIing case. This was expmssed in 
practical tenns by stating that 'Indian title' existeâ at the pleasum of the 
Cmwn. (De&muukw v. Brilsh Columbia, [1991] 3 W.W.R. 97) - 

3.8.6 Fmm the Roval Proclamation to Deglmuukw f 1991 

The Royal Proclamation of 1763 has the force of a statute or delegated right via 

legislation. The Proclamation remains a fundamental document which has iniaated 

much debate W i n  Aboriginal Canadian legal history. It did not entirely resolve the 

question of jurisdiction and applicability in specific amas of Canada where no treaties 

have been signed, for the purposes of Aboriginal title cases. Them is also some 

question as to whether the Proclamation is the source of inherent rigMs (Aboriginal 

rights that pre-exist Ewopean colonizatbn ) or delegated rights (created by the will of 

the Clown). 

Re: Southem Rhodesia (1 91 9) in particular is referred to when tests for 

Aboriginal ütie are used. The idea of having to prow, that an Aboriginal sodety was 

'oganizeâ' at the time of contact or at the time of the Royal Pmclamatbn began with 

Re: Rhodesie and was used and motWied in Baker Lake (1979), Bear ld8nd (1992) and 

in ûelgemuukw (1 091). 

The üim earliest cases that dl1 influence Abortginal rights and Me dethiaons 



today am Johnson v. Mclntosh (1823), WoricesZor v. Georgie (1832) which am 

American cases and St. Cathen'nes Milling (1 888). a Canadian case. All of the 

judgments in these cases corne out of the positivist or delegated rights theoiy: that 

underlaying sovereignty iemains wiai the C m .  Johnson V. Mclntmh (1823) asserted 

the doctrine of discoveiy in which C m  sovereignty diminished Indien r igb  to 

sovereignty. Womestor v. Geogia (1832) Iimited the doctrine of discovery, sayhg bat 

the only way to acquire land is through purchase or cession. St. CetheMe's MMng 

(1888) asserted that Aboriginal Wle is a buden on Cmwn Me. In al1 these eady cases, 

C m  sovereignty is the starting point fw detemining whether Aboriginal title was 

exünguished, or whether il in fact existed at all. 

By the tirne the Calder decision came down in 1973, much had changed in 

AboriginaV non-Aboriginal relations in Canada. Aboriginal groups were more organhed 

and politicized, particularly after the response to thaie federal govemment's Mite Peper 

of 1969. Calder was a tuming point for how Aboriginal tights WOU# be viewed in the 

courts. In Calder the judges recognized Aboriginal rights in British Cdumbia generally, 

but they were split on whether to recognize the Nishga's Aboriginal title in parücular. 

Still, the recognition of Aborlginal rights in Bliash Columbia and in law pushed the 

federal governrnent into c W n g  the Office of Native Claims to advise the Department 

of lndian Affaim and Northem Devekpment. 

The Canadian Constitution Act of 1982; the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms, Sedkns 25 and 35 cfeateâ another avenue for Aboriginal rights to be 

argued. There was no Rxed definiüon in 1982 for aie ternis 'existing' Aboriginal and 
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tmaly rights, and 'recagnized and afflnned'. These ternis would be fumer argued in 

subseguent court cases. 

R. v. S p m w  (190û) was the fkst case to assert the 'exlsting' Aboriginal dght of 

a status lndian Q Rsh under the Constitution Act of 1W2. While the Supreme Court 

ordered a new trial, there was much discussion mgarding the extlnguishment of 

Aboriginal rights. The judge in S p a m  stated that the intention to extinguish Aboriginal 

rights must be 'clear and plain'. As in Guerin (1 QW), Spamw also confimied that the 

federal government had a responsibility to act in a fiduciary capacity with respect to 

Aboriginal people. 

The Bear lsland case (1985, 1991) would have some similarities to Delgamuukw 

(1991). In both cases it was mled that Aboriginal title had k e n  extinguished due to the 

assertion of C m  sovereignty. In both caries the use of Aboriginal oral histories was 

discussed extensively; in the Bear lsland (1 985) case the judge criticizeâ the Aboriginal 

peoples for not putthg Atmriginal Elders on the stand, and in ûelgamuukw (1 991) aie 

judge listeneci to many people give evidence in the fonn of oral histories, yet mfused to 

grant equal weight to the oral histories alongside of written historlcal eviâence. 

It is very difficult to make any sweeping statements about a time perkd that 

spanned the late 1 8ûûs to the Iate 1 $?Os. me Royal PmlamaaOn of 1763, akng with 

al1 the cases previously cited, would be refened to as precedent and auüiority in 

Aboriginal dghts and Me litigation for pars to am. 



3.8 Port DeIgamuukw (1 991) 

M a h  v. Queensland (1992) (Mabo) is an Australian case, yet it is within 

cornmon-law jurisdiction and therefore it is given weight in Canadian law. 

In Mabo v. Queensland the decision included the following principles: 

1. The theory of tem nuIlus a is rejectd by the common law of 
Australia. 

2. The common law of Australia rejects the proposition that, when 
the Crown acquired soversignty over tenitory which is now part of 
Australia, it thereby aquired the univemal and absolute benefidat 
ownership of al1 aie land therein. 

3. The common law accepts that the antecedent rights and 
interests in land possesseâ by the indigenous inhabitants of the territory 
survived the change in soverdgnty; and those antecedent tights and 
interests thus constitute a burden on the radical Me of the Crown. 
(Radical title is a title adapted from feudal theory that was called a radical, 
ultimate or final title). 

4. The cornmon law of AustraWa recognizes a fom of native tiüe 
which, in aie cases where it has not been extinguished, reflects the 
entitlernent of the indigenous inhabitants, in accordance with thek laws or 
customs, to their traditional lands. 
( As quoted in Lockhart, 1993, p. 206) 

One of the significant aspects of this decision is aie break h m  the idea of 

delegateâ rights to inherent, yet common law rights; the fact that the '%ommon law 

accepts that the antecedent rights and interests in land possessed by the indigenous 

inhabitants of the tenitory survived the change in sovereignty" (Mabo v. Queensland 

[l992] 175 C.L.R. 1). 
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Mabo v. Queensland was one of the cases considered by Just-e Lamer in the 

Supreme Court recommendations in DeCgamuukw (1 997) wiai regards to Aboriginal title 

and Crown sovereignty. Justice Lamer stated that 'in Mabo, supra, the High Court of 

Australia set down the requirement that there must be substantial maintenance of the 

connedion between the people and the land. In my view, this test should be equally 

applicable to pmof of title in Canadaw (De/gamuukw v. BMlsh Columbia [1991] 3 S.C.R. 

101 O). 

3.9.2 Van der Pmt Trilooy 

R. v. Van der Peet (1 996) (Van der Peet), R. v. Gladstone (1 Q96), R. v. N. T. C. 

Smokehouse Ltd. (7996) are offen refened to es the 'Van der Peet trilogy' as they all 

took place in Blitbh Columbia in 1996, were about Aboriginal fishing rights and al1 

contained decisions relevant to Aboriginal rights. In the Van der Peet case, Dorothy 

Van der Peet, a member of the Sto:lo Fimt Nation was charged with selling salmon 

under an lndian food fishing licence. This is an offence under the British Cdumbia 

Fishery Regulations. The main issue in this case was whether her Aboriginal right to 

fish included the right to seIl the fish. At trial, she was convided and fined $50.00. On 

the flrst appeal, the 6.C. Supreme Court held that the Aboriginal right to I h  included 

the right to seIl or barter the catch. Justice selbk condudecl that %ince Aboriginal 

rights am not hzen  they mu& be able to change theit way of using fish, wMch included 

wlling their t'ish, as times change; themfom, First Nations can seIl fish as an Aboriginal 

righr (R. v. Ven &rPeet, British Columbia Supmme Court (1901), 58 B.C.L.R. (2d) 



392). On fumer appeal to the B.C. Supreme Court. the majority held that the 

Aboriginal right to flsh did not indude fishing for commercial purposes. lt fwnd that 

commercial fishing was not a protected Aboriginal right because il had not been integral 

to Sto:lo society and its distinctive cukuure prior to the anival of Europeans, but became 

prevalent merely as a result of their influences after contact; hence. Aboriginal rights 

became frozen once again (R. v Van deMeet, British Columbia Court of Appeal: 

(1993), 80 B.C.L.R. (2d) 75). 5omws argues that the effect of interpmting Aboriginal 

rights in a way that limits their mgniton to pre-contact practices will only provide very 

namw and restricted tights a (Born 8 Rotman, 1997~. p. 34). 

In R. v. Gladstone, the appellants were chaiged under the fisheries act with 

attempting to seIl hening spawn on kelp caught without the proper licence. One of the 

accused, on anest, produceci an lndian food fishing licence (R. v. Gladstone [1Q96] 2 

S.C.R. 723). R. v. N.T.C. Smkehouse Ud îs sîmilar in that ît is also about fish caught 

and sold under an lndian food fishing licence. The appellant, a food piocessor, was 

charged under the Fisheries A d  with selling and purchasing fish not caught under the 

authority of a commercial fishing licence (R. v. N.T.C. Smokehouse Ltd. [1Q96] 2 S.C.R. 

672). 

In al1 t h m  cases. R. V. Van der Peet, R. v. Gladstone, and d. v. N.T.C. 

Smokehouse LM., the Aboriginal right to catch and seIl fish is at issue. In each of these 

cases the appellants wem asserting their broad or collective Aboriginal rîght, and in 
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each case the courts reduced that collective right to an individual right. In Van der Peet 

this translateci into whether Mm. Van der Peet had an Aboriginal iight to sel1 fish for fifty 

dollars raaier than wheüier Mm. Van der Peet, as a member of aie Sto:lo Nation, was 

able to seIl the Rsh as part of a broader Aboriginal fishing right (Rotman, 1997, p. 3). 

Even though these three cases are about the Aboriginal right to fish and seIl fish, 

they also have a bearing on Aboriginal Utle litigation. In the Van der Peet case, Chief 

Justice Lamer stated that uAboriginal title is the aspect of Aboriginal rights related 

specifically to Aboriginal daims to land; il is aie way in which the cornmon law 

recognizes Aboriginal land rights" (R. v. Van der Peet , British Columbia Supreme 

Court: (1 991 ), 58 B.C.L.R. (2d) 392). He goes on to Say, 'Aboriginal Me and Aboriginal 

rights arise from the existence of distinctive Aboriginal communioes occupying 'the land 

as their forefathers had done for centuries'"(R v. Van der Peet , British Columbia 

Supreme Court: (1991), 58 B.C.L.R. (2d) 392). While the judgment in Van der Peet 

encourages the Mea of rights frozen at the tirne of contact, it also acknowledges 

Aboriginal land rights in comrnon law, as a\e Austmllan judgment in Mabo did. 

3.8.3 The R-rt of th. Royal Commlsslon on Aborlnii,d Pooptos il- 

Even though the Report of the Roycil Cornmiaion an AbotQinaI P80pks 

(R.C.A.P. 1996) is obvkusiy not a legal case. ît has been u s d  as a nonase authority 

on pait-ular issues. R.C.A.P was createâ 'in the troubled months lblbwing the demise 

of the Meech Lake Accord and the confiontatbn, in the sumner of 1990, betW88n 

Mohawks and the p o w  of the Canadian state at Kanesatake (Oka), Quebec" 



The R.CA.P report acknowledges that previous strategies for settling land 

claims were obviously not workkig. SpedRc claims as well as comprehensive claims 

have been backed up for a long time, with few adually king seffled. There are 

currently about 210 negotiations on land daims undeiway. These range h m  srnall, 

spedfic claims to large wmprehensive claims (Punris, 1099, p. 6). 

me Royal Commission on Abofiginal Peoples conducted hearings across the 

country, compiled research and commissioned analytical papers. The commission then 

came up with a number of recommendations and conclusions in the ama of land claims. 

The Commission acknowledged that the changes to the Canadian Constitution (1982) 

which 'recognize and affirrn existing Aboriginal and treaty rights" provides some 

assurance. It also acknowledges some of the new principles set out recently by the 

courts, such as the recognition of the fiduciary obligations owed by federal and 

provincial govemments to Aboriginal peoples and the fact that any violation of treaty 

promises would be seen by the courts as dishomuring the integrity of the C m  

(R.C.A.P, 1998, Vol. 2, chap. 1, si-s4). 

The R.C.A.P (1996) report describes the Aboriginal understanding of Aboriginal 

Aboriginal claims am not enûeaües against the C m ' s  superbr 
underlying Me. Aboriginal daims are assertions of Aboriginal rights - 
rights that inhem in Aboriginal nations becautw of timhonoured 
ielatkmhips with aie land, which prsdate Eumpean contact. Aboriginal 
rights do not exist by virhie of CIOwn title; they edst mhNCthstanding 
Crown Wle. They aie recognbed by section 35(1) of the ConstMbn Ad. 
1982, and they p r o t e  matten Integral to Aboriginal MenMy and culbrre, 



including systerns of govemment, tenitory and access to msources. Any 
remaining authority the Crown may enjoy is constmined by the fa& that il 
is required by law to act in aie intemsts of Aboriginal peoples. lnstead of 
readily invoking the public interest b oppose Aboriginal intereabr, the 
C m  should uphold Aboriginal interestS. (R.C.A.P, 1996, Vo1.2, ChapA, 
s6.3) 

The Commission links modem land daim settlernents and negotiated 

arrangements for Aboriginal selfgovemment. 'In either case, the aim will be to 

establish through negotiation the basis for a new relationship between Aboriginal and 

nondboriginal people based on the principles of: mutual recognition, mutual respect, 

sharing and mutual responsibillty" (R.C.A.P, 1996, Vol. 1, Chap.3, s16.1). 

3.8.4 ln summary 

The post Delgamuukw (1 991) perkd gave rise to mme very significant changes 

regarding oie nature and the definition of Aboriginal rights and Wle. The Mabo (1992) 

decision in Australia is quite extraordinary as it veers somewhat from the positivist view 

of Aboriginal rights. While it is impossible to ssmmarize such a cornplex and significant 

judgment in a few paragraphs, two elements will be emphasized hem: the fact that the 

theory of tem nu/lius was rejected by the cornmon law of Australia; and the fact that the 

cornmon law of Australia iecognized a fom of native Me which, in aie cases where it 

has not been extinguished, reflects the enMement of aie indigenous inhabitants, in 

accordance with b i t  laws or customs to their traditional lands. (Ma60 v. Queensland 

[1992] 115 C.L.R. 1) 

While the Ma60 (1992) dedskn stil holds that any antecedent or Aboriginal 



rights consütute a burden on the radical alle of the C m ,  Mebo also represents a 

preceâent within cornmon-law. 

Even though the three cases k m  as the Van der Peet (1 998) trilogy are about 

the Aboriginal right to fish and sel1 Rsh, they also have a bearing on Aboriginal tiüe 

litigation. In the Van der Peet case, Lamer aated that. "Aboriginal title is aie aspect of 

Aboriginal rights related spechlly to Aboriginal claims to land; it is the way in which 

the cornmon law recognizes Aboriginal land rightsm (R. v. Van der Peet [1996] 2 S.C.R. 

507). While the judgment in Van der Peet encourages the idea of rights h z e n  at the 

time of contact, it also acknowledges Aboriginal land rights in cornmon law, as the 

judgment in MBbo did. 

The Report of the Roy81 Commission on Aboriginal Peoples acknowledges that 

the changes to the Canadian Constifution Act (1 982) which 'recognize and affim 

existing Aboriginal and ûeaty rights" provide another avenue for the recognition of 

Aboriginal rights. It also acknowledges some of the new piinciples set out recently by 

the courts which recognize the fiduciary obligations owed by federal and pmvincial 

govemments to Aboriginal peoples, and the fact that any violation of treaty promises 

would be swn by the courts as dishonouring the integrity of the Clown (R.C.A.P, 1996, 

Vol. 2, Chap. 4, s6.3). 

The Commission links the modem land daim setthent and negotiated 

arrangements for Aboriginal selfgovemment 'In either case, the a h  will be to 

establbh thmugh negotiatbn the basis for a new relaüonship between Aboriginal and 

non-Aboriginal people besed on the prindples of: mutual mcognitkn, mutual respect, 
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sharing and mutuel responsibility" (R.C.A.P, 1996, Vol. 2, Chap. 4, s6.3). The Supreme 

Court judgment in Delgamuukw (1997) quoted h m  the R.C.A.P report in its definition 

of Aboriginal oral histories. 

There are many signifïcant aspects of the Supreme Court recomrnendations in 

ûeIgamuukw(1997). Only a brief quote wil! be highlighted hem concerning the use of 

Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. Aboriginal oral histories must be given equal 

weight in any subsequent legal proceedings. &A court must take into account the 

perspective of the Aboriginal peoplen, and Aboriginal rights udemand a unique approach 

to the treatment of evidence which accords due weight to the perspective of Aboriginal 

peoplesm (Delgamuukw v. Brillsl, CoIumbia [199713 S.C.R. 1 0 10). 

3.10 Supmme Court R~cornmendationa In ûdgamuukw (1887) 

3.1 0.1 R.rctlons to DeIgamuukw v. BrHkh Columbia (1 997) 

In ûecember 1997, the long awaited Supreme Court judgment was announced 

in the Delgamuukw case. On the Aboriginal side, the reacüon was generally jubilant. 

One of the most often quoted comrnents came h m  Herb George, a Wet'suwet'en 

lawyer: "Ifs a great day for Aboriginal people across Canada. We wers given a 

diarnond for Christmas instead of a lump of coar (Aubiy, 1991, Al). However in some 

non-Aboriginal sectors of B.C. society, others were not so jubilant. MeMn H. Smith, a 

b m r  constitutional advisor and deputy minister in the B.C. pmvindal govemment, was 

one of the rnost vocal aitics of the 1907 DefOamuulavdeciskn. He is the author of Our 

Horne or hlaW Lend?, in which he opposes Aboriginal land daims. Smith (1995) 
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daims that "üiere is no judicial support in Canada for such an idea [Aboriginal Me] and 

yet the provincial govemment has unresewedly accepted the concept of 'Aboriginal 

title'. But by whose definiaon?" (p.75) 

The Globe and Mail newpaper accentuateci the ûelgamuukw recommendations 

in relation to their acceptance of Aboriginal oral hisbry as evidence, by includhg an 

excerpt h m  the recommendations in aie commentary section (Globe and Mail, Dec. 

15,1997, A1 7). Many aspects of the recommendations regarding the definition and the 

testing of Aboriginal rigMs and title were seen as another milestone on the road to 

greater recognition of Aboriginal rights. The recommendations regarding the use of 

Aboriginal oral histories were clearly seen as a victory. yet it rernains to be seen 

whether this was a symbolic victory or one which could have an impact on the Mure 

use of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. 

3.10.2 Oral histoy and the Delgamuukw (1997) ncommendatîons 

The folbwing is an excerpt fiom aie Delgamuukw decision H e n  by Chief 

Justice Antonio Lamer. It is important to Rrst kok at the adual wording of the 

recomrnendations ni Delgemuukw before getting into a discussion of the issues that 

This appeal requires us to ... adapt the laws of eviâenœ so that the 
Aboriginal perspective on their practices, customs and traditions and on 
their relatknship with the land ns] ghren due weight by the courts. 

In pmctical tems. this requiier, the courts to corne to t e m  with the 
oral histories of Aboriginal societies, which for many Aboriginal nations 
am the only mord of theit pst. Given that the Aboriginal r i g b  



recognized and affimied by Sectkn 35(1) [of the Consahrbbn Act, 19821 
are defined by refeience to precontact practices or, as I wîll devebp 
bekw, in aie case of tiie, pre-sovereignty occupation, those histories play 
a cnidal rde in the liagatbn of Aboriginal rights (Para. 86). 

Many features of oral histories would count against bai their 
admissibility and their weight as evidence of prior events in a court that 
took a traditional appmach to the niles of evklence. The most 
fundamental of these is their broad social role not only &as a repositoty of 
historical knowledge for a culturen but also as an expression of @'the values 
and mores of [mat] culture" (McLeod, 1992, p. 1279). 

[Mr. Justice Man Dickson] recognized as much when he stated in 
Kiuger v. The Queen (9978) ...lhat '%laims to Aboriginal atle are woven with 
history, legend, politics and moral obligations." The dlfficulty with these 
features of oral histories is that aiey are tangentid to the ultimate purpose 
of the fact-finding process at trial - the detemination of the historical tnith. 

Another feature of oral histories which creates dHficulty is that they 
largely consist of outofGourt statements, passed on through an unbroken 
chah across the generations of a particular Aboriginal nation to the 
present day. These out-ofaurt staternents are admitted far their truth 
and therefore conflict wiai the general ruk against the admissibility of 
heanay (Para 86). 

Notwithstanding the challenges created by the use of oral histories 
as proof of historical facts, the Iaws of evidence must be edapfd in order 
thet thls type of evid8nce cm be eccommodafeâ and pleced on an equal 
footing widh the types of historeai evldence that courts am femiiar wlfh, 
which lmgdy oansisfs of histo&al ~ o c u ~ ~ ~ s .  This is a long-standing 
pmctice in the interpmbtion of treaties between the Crown and Aboriginal 
people8 ... to quote [Judge Dickson], given that most Aboriginal sodeties 
'did not keep written records," aie failure to do so wuld 'impose an 
impossible burden of proof" on Aboriginal peoples, and 'rendrr nugatory" 
any rlphts that they have.[emphasis added] 
(ûe&amuuûw v. British Cdumbia (1 9971 3 S.C.û.1010) 

Chkf Justice Lamer then tefers to the Report of the Royal CommisScon on 

AfWQifial PPeops k r  a *useflil and inibnnative description of Aboriginal oral history": 



The Aboriginal tradition in the recoiding of history is neither linear 
nor steeped in the same notions of social progress and evolutkn [as in 
the non-Aboriginal tradition]. Nor b It usually humancentered in the same 
way as in the Western sciendnic tradition. for it does not assume that 
human beings are anything more than one - and not necessarily the most 
important - element of the natural order of the universe. 
Moreover, the Aboriginal historical tradition Is an oral one, involving 
legends, stories and accounts handed dom through the generations in 
oral form. It is less focused on establishing objective tfuth and assumes 
that the teller of the story is so much a part of the event being described 
that it would be arrogant to pmsume to classffy or categorize the event 
exactly or for al1 time. 

In the Aboriginal tradition the purposes of repeating oral accounts 
h m  the past is broader than the role of M e n  history In Westem 
societies. It may be to educate the listener, to communicate aspects of 
culture, to socialize people into a cultural tradition, or to validate the 
claims of a particular family to authority and prestige .. . 

Oral accounts of the past include a good deal of subjective 
experience. They are not simply a detached recounting of fadual events 
but, m e r ,  am Tacts enmeshed in the stories of a lifeame' (Cruikshank, 
1994, p. 408). They are also likely to be rooted in parücular bcatîons, 
making rsferenœ to partlcular families and cornmunlties. This contributes 
to a sense that then, are many histories, each characterized in part by 
how a people see themsehres, how they define their Wentity in relation to 
their environment, and how they express their uniqueness as a people. 
(Royal Commission on Abon'ginal Peoples, 1 1996, Vol. 1, p. 33) 

Using this description as a reference point, the Supreme Court recommendations 

in Delgemuu& (1997) corn acmss as quite revolutionary in the context of the 

Canadian legal system. This was the first time that the Supreme Court had addm8884 

aie issue of using Aboriginal oral history as evidence in such a detailed and 

sympathetic way. The sentence, 'Nohiviaistanding the challenges cmated by the use 
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of oral histories as proof of historical fa*, the laws of evidence must be adapted in 

order that this type of evidence can be accommodated and placeû on an equd hofing 

wilh the types of hisforical evidenc8 th t  the couits am famliar with, [emphask added] 

which largely consists of historical documentsn,(Delgamuukw v. M i s h  CoIumbia [1991] 

3 S.C.RI010) gives rise to a sense of cautious hbpe for Mure changes in the legal 

system; however there are still many questions regarding how an oral system of 

knowledge that is so culhimlly and historically different from written historical 

documents can be used and evaluated equally. 

3.10.3 The I m e n t :  rom of the main Isswa 

The issues that Persky (1 998, p. 1 1) cites from the Supreme Court 

recommendations in ûelgemuukw (1997) will be used as a reference point for 

discussion in later chapten: 

1.1s the Court able to ddeciâe on the daims for Aboriginal title and self- 

govemment? 

2. What is the ability of this Court to interfere with the factual findings made by 

the trial judge of the Court of Appsal for British Columbia? 

3. What is the content of Aboriginal Me, how is it protected by sectkn 35(1) of 

the Canadian ConstiMkn, and what is required fw its proof? 

4. Did the appellants make a substantial daim for selfgovemment over the land 

they were daiming? 

5. Does the province have the power to exünguish Aboriginal rights? 



The following is a review of some of the main aspects of the decision and 

recommendations that the Supreme Court released in December of 1997: (a) the court 

ordered a new trial, akhough stresseâ that negotiated settlement was stmngly 

encourageci; (b) Aboriginal title is recognized in both cornmon and constitutional law. 

The content of Aboriginal Me, in fad, lies somewhere in between these positions. 

Aboriginal tiile is a right in land and, as such, is more than aie rights to engage in 

specific activities which may themselves be Aboriginal rights." Such Me "confers the 

right to use land for a variety of activities, not al1 of which need be aspects of practices, 

customs and traditions which are integral to the distinctive cultures of Aboriginal 

societiesn (PeIgarnuukw W. Bntfsh Columbia, [199713 S.C.R. 1 O1 O); (c) it is Stan 

Penky's opinion that Lamer's definition of the content of Abriginal title is clearer than 

anythlng "heretofore in Canadian jurisprudenœn(Persky, 1998, p. 19), but it is the 

remarks about oral history that are some ways m m  ground-breaking. Aboriginal oral 

histories must be given equal weight in any subsequent legal proceedings. court 

must take into account the perspective of the Aboriginal people", and Aboriginal righb 

udemand a unique approach to the treatment of evidence which accords due weight to 

the perspective of Aboriginal peoples" (De@amuukw v 8Msh CoIumbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 

1010); (d) the source of Aboriginal ütle arises h m :  occupation of Canada by Aboriginal 

peoples prior to the Royel P~~~Iarnation of 1763 (under cornmon law principles, the 

physical fact of occupation b proof of possession in law); and aie relationship between 

cornmon law and p ~ x i s t i n g  systems of Aboriginal law (Ddgemuukw v. Bdtish 

Cdumbia, [1091] 3 S.C.R. 1010); Lamer also sets out the test for proof of Aboriginal 



title. 'ln order to make out a daim for Aboriginal titîe, the Aboriginal gmup asserthg titie 

must satisfy the following criteria: the land must have been oawpied prior to 

sovereignty; if present occupation is relied on as proof of occupation pre-sovereignty, 

there must be a continuity between present and pre-sovereignty occupation; and at 

sovereignty, that occupation must have been exclusive" (Deigamuukw v. Brilsh 

The previous list indicates but a few examples of recommendations made in 

Delgamuukw v. British Coiumbia (1 997). It is the comments and tecornmendations on 
1% 

the use of oral history in Aboriginal rights and title litigation that is the central focus of 

this thesis. Persky comments that: 

I'm deeply stnick, as have been other observers, by the CourYs 
recognition of Aboriginal oral history. This recognition has practical 
consequences, since such historie6 are the primary means by which 
Native nations c m  prove thek daims to Aboriginal title. But on a deeper 
level, what I read in the CourYs decision on oral history is a more profound 
effort to mreconcile how different peoples wiai dHierent cuttural traditions 
see the world (Persky, 1998, p. 13). 

Sharon Venne (1998) also comments that the Supreme Court recommendations 

in Delgamuukw (1997) regarding the use of Aboriginal oral histories was one of the 

more positive aspects of the recomrnendations: The implicit acceptance of the oral 

evidence by oie Chiefs and their Houses has been comnented on posiavely in the 

press and by the legal establishment, and the Giksan and Wet'suwet'en themsehes 

have said that they am satisfid with that acceptance of their traditionss (p. 8). 

Chapter 5 summarizes the interviewees' msponses to the Supr#ne Court 
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mcommendatbns in Delgamuukw (1997) regarding to Aboriginal oral histary and oral 

tradition. While no one can actually look into aie Mure to see whether these 

mmmendations wiY have a positive e f k t  in Mure legal cases involving Aboriginal 

rights and tiüe, some issues are identifid for hrrther discussion. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Situating the Rasarith Methoâology 

Pyke and Agnew (1 969) point out that 3he aims, puipoaes or goals of the 

research dictate selection of a qualitative M e r  than a quantitative appmach", and they 

add that if the 'purpose of the research is to describe or understand. rather than to 

predict and contiol, qualitative methods may be more appropriate" (p. 135). WMle 

much of the research for this thesis is bas4 on legal precedent which is more positMst 

in approach and philosophy, the interviews are based more in a qualitative tradition. It is 

assumed in positivist or quantitative approaches that 'truth' can transcend opinion and 

personal bias (Carey as quoted in Denzin 8 Lincdn, 1994, p. 4). Traditional 

quantitative research is 'based on the assumptbn that there is a single, objective reality 

that we can observe, know and measure. Posidhrist research connotes certainty or the 

provision of d e a r d  answers which equal the facts ( M e  8 Agnew, 1969, p. 135). 

Wthin the tradition of law, precedent is also based on the premise of "continuity, 

faimess, certainty and predictability" (Bell & Asch, 1997, p. 39), and has the potential to 

reinloice ethnocenûic judgments from the part. 

Qualitative iesearch, on the orner hand, assumes that there are multiple realities, 

Wat the world is not an objective thing out there but a function of personal 



interaction and perceptionn (Mkriam. 1 988, p. 17). In this thesis, dite1 interviews 

pmvide muîtiple perspectives based on personal and professional experiences. The 

interviews balance the more posiüvist philosophy of legal precedent with the more 

qualitative approach of elite, semi-structured interviews. 

4.1.1 Jnsiûer-oubidw ? 

In rnost research projects there are layers of what makes a researcher an insider 

or an outsider because we al1 have many different facets to ouf personalities and to our 

background experienœ. Being an insider or an outsider is often not clear-cut. 

There are two main types of research presented in this thesis: legal research 

based on precedent and elite interviews. It is the dite interviews that bmught me face 

to face (or by telephone) with the interviewms. I am a non-Aboriginal, fernale graduate 

student who interviewed both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. I am set apart 

from both groups simply because I am a student interviewhg them as experts in a 

particular ama. I intewiewed five Aboriginal and t h m  non-Aboriginal infonnants to get 

at sorne of the cross~ultual interpretational issues involved when Aboriginal oral 

histories are taken out of the community. I feit that there wem Iwo commonalities 

between the intenriewees and me. Fimt of all, the educatknal background between us 

was similat. Everyone I interviewd had eiaier gone to law sdiool, was cunently in law 
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school, had a university educatbn or was well educated in landclaim issues. Secondly, 

my background working wiai Aboriginal oganizations and communities andlor 

awareness of Aboriginal issues provided a point of commonality. 

Who is considered an outsMer or an insider when discussing the use of 

Aboriginal oral histories as evidence? Again, there is m dearcut answer, only 

observation and opinion. On the one hand, the Aboriginal interviewees could be 

considerd to be the insiders as they may have the closest connedon culturally and 

experientially to Aboriginal oral histories. But the non-Aboriginal interviewees also have 

a lot of experience. but not necessarily the cultural connection. My perception of the 

intewiew process was that I wes viewed as an ally by both the non-Aboriginal and 

Aboriginal interviewees, and as somewhat of an insider because of my experience 

working with Aboriginal communities and organizations. It was this commonality that 

helped to establish a tnisting and respecfful rapport. I think the outsider status was 

more self-irnposed; 1, the student in relation to intendewees as the experts. I f d  that 

that was the major area that separated us. 

I acknowledge that I am not an impartial mearcher; indeed I fwl passionately 

about the research question. Marshall and Rossman (1995) argue that the success of 

qualitative researchen is dependent on their interpersonal skilb (p. 65). They cite 

building trust, maintaining good relations, mpecting n o m  of reciprocity and sensiavi 

to ethical issues as criteria for good qualitative interpersonal sldlls (p. 65). While it 

wuld be sa# that my background in Native Stuclies contributes to prücular biases, il is 

this background that made it possible to build trust and devebp a comfbttable rapport 



with the interviewees. 

In Gall Winter's (1996) Ph.D. thesb, she argues that ifthe msearcher and 

participant share certain charaderistics, share a cornmon ethos, then the msearcher 

will be more attuned to the manner in which the pavticipant interprets experiences 

(p.149). Winter also states that 'Yhere are degmes of 'insideness and outsideness" 

(p.151). While one may not be an Aboriginal person interviewing Aboriginal people, 

there may still be other commonalities such as educational background or expertence 

living or working in Aboriginal cornmunities that provide a degree of 'ins#enessl. So, I 

believe that my background working for Aboriginal ofganizations and comrnunities 

contributeci to puWng the intenriewees at ease and gave me somewhat of an insider 

status. 

The insideroutsider debate can be discussed via several diflerent positions. The 

Rist position is the one that says that only people matched akng the same cultural, 

gender or age characteristics can study each other, as someone outside that group 

wuld not possibly understand or have empathy for another. A second position is the 

one that argues that the commonalities of human nature are suffident to allow for 

communication between insiders and outsiders. Post-stnicturalists and post- 

modemists say that ?hem is no clear window into the inner lue of anoaier [and that] any 

gaze is aIways fiitemci through the lenses of language. gender, social dass. race, and 

ethnicw (Denith & Lincoln, 1994, p. 12). The questkn remains as to whether aiis Mter 

should stop one from studying others outside ones's own cuhral giwp or gender, or 
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whether difference is something that cm be aduiowledged and integmted Mo the 

met hodokg y. 

Within the area of qualitative approaches there are particular techniques 

dependent on the specific research question and the goals of the research. The piimary 

research question is: What are the advantages and the disadvantages of Aboriginal 

oral historical evidence being evaluated equally alongside of written historical 

evidence? the goal of the rerrearch is to elicit a vafiety of perspectives that will identify 

both the possibiliües and the problems with evaluating Aboriginal oral histories 

alongside wrltten historical evidence. 

Legal research in the fom of precedent represents a vely positiwist research 

tradition, whereas elRe semi-struchired interviews attempt to elicit multiple perspectives 

that cannot be quantified in the same way. There are a number of qualitative 

approaches that may be appropriate. 

Phenomenology is one possibility. The circumstances sunounding aie use of 

Aboriginal oral histories in the courts could be considered a phenornenon or event. 

Patton defines phenomenoiogy as the 'study of experienœo and the ways in which we 

put them togethet to develop a world-view. It carries an assumpbkn that them is a 

'structure and essence' to shared experiences that can be determinedm (Patton. 1990, 

p. 70). Phenornenobgical inte~*ewing, though, is a spedfic type of indepüi 

iMerviewing grounded in the theoœücal Witkn of phenomenobgy. 
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Ethnography is an approach developed by culhiml anthropokgists for doing Reld 

research. The goal of ethnography, as with ReM msearch, is to uncover bai the tacit 

and the explicit cultural knowledge of glwp meinben being stuclied" (Bailey, 1996, p. 

9). While I am studying a cultural issue, Aboriginal oral histories which are outside of 

my own culture. I am not doing Reldwork. Fieldwork is the systematic study. primarily 

thmugh kng-terni observations, of everyday life (Bailey, 1996, p. 2). Again this does 

not describe aie approach taken in this study, as it is more short-terni and not focusd 

on everyday Me. 

Grounded aieory cornes closest to the goals and purposes of my research. The 

main premise of grounded research is that the msearch and the analysis be grounded 

in the expedence of the participants (Kirby (L McKenna, 1989, p. 149). Kirby and 

McKenna (1989) specfically advocate 'research h m  the margins': "based on the 

cornmitment to advancing knowledge thmugh a p m s s  of exploration gmunded in the 

experience of people who have usually bæn treateâ as the objects of research" (p. 61). 

Certainly the Aboriginal interviewees are also treated as objects of research herein, but 

the ?esearch from the maginsa approach acknowledges that the topic, Aboriginal oral 

histories, and the Aboriginal informants, cannot be separated h m  aie social and 

historical context of AboriginaVnon-Abodginal relations in Canada. 

Aboriginal cornmunities in Canada can certainly k desdbed as king on aie 
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margins of the dominant Canadian Society. Aboriginal oral histories as a source of 

evidenœ within the legal system could also be viewsd as being on the margins of the 

legai system. 

In order for the research to be grounded in the experience of the interviewees 

the interview questions, the data organisation and the analysis rnust also be grounded 

in their experience. The interview questions emerged, first by determining issue amas 

that came out of the legal msearch, and secondly by defining the questions within those 

issue amas during the fimt few interviews. 

The semi-stmctumd interview is time consuming to analyze as it does not 

provide the same question-answer format of a more stnictured interview. The decision 

to do elite interviews meant that I was choosing people for their expertise and 

knowledge and hence their ability to handle a semi-stnictured interview. f erhaps more 

importantly, the decision to do dite interviews was based on who could best answer the 

prirnary research question and the subsequent questions that arose from that. 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) describe a meaiod for beginning to SM through the 

data of an unstructured or semi-structureci interview. The data is examined for 

patterns, worked, moved and wo<ked again. until patterns emerge" (p. 149). l'hem are 

a variety of ways to physically organize the data such as cokr coding emerging themes; 

photocopying each transciipt excerpt and placing them into gmpings; placing 

transcript exce~ts into cornputer files of emerging themes, then working and rewoddng 

the data Ibr bmader themes and subgroupings etc. This is the meüiod that I used to 

SM through and organize the interview data. Kirby and McKenna (1989) describe this 



as 'living with the data", then stepping back and refiecüng, then rworking and 

analyzing again (p. 150). This method alkws the voices of the intenriewms or the 

research data to be heard and assessed on their own terrns. In other woids, it is the 

data that directs the analysis, possibly into amas that the msearcher had not 

considered. 

It is a qualitative approach that this research is taking by: using mutti-rnethods 

(dite interviewing and legal research); using semi-stnictured interviews where the 

analysis will be detemined by using a grounded appmach. 

4.2 The Rasoarch Procers 

The prirnary research question is: what are the advantages and aie 

disadvantages of Aboriginal oral historical evidence k i ng  evaluated equally alongsMe 

of wtitten historical evidence? Related questions are: what are some cumnt infomed 

opinions regarûing the Supreme court recommendations in Delgamuukw, parücularly 

with reference to the use of oral histories in the courts? Do judges need a ucuîtuml 

hearing aidn, rio to speak, to evaluate evidence such as Aboriginal oral histories, wMch 

are typically outside their own culture and experien~e?~ 

What issues emerge as a result of the contextual differences iâentM between 

the culture of the courtmm and the aiîtum of Abriginal communiaes? And how do 



these issues affect community valiâation and control of Aboriginal oral histories? 

The study had two research objectives. The first was to review aie precedents 

and judgements of past legal cases that inform present day Aboriginal rights and title 

cases and particularly the Delgamuukw case: the history of land acquisition; Aboriginal 

rights; and the connections to Aboriginal oral histories and the law. The second was to 

identify and analyze the advantages and the disadvantages of Aboriginal oral histories 

being granted equal weigM aiongside of written histMical evidence in land daim cases. 

Them were three stages of research. Stage one was the review of relevant 

academic literatures as background for the research question and the interviews. Stage 

two was the review of legal cases and judgements that have b e n  cited as precedent or 

have infomed legal opinion in Aboriginal rights and atle cases and, in particular, the 

Delgamuukw case. Delgemuukw vs. BMish CoIumbia (1 991 & 1997) are specifically 

reviewed as the 1997 recommendatkns are a focus for the interviews. Stage thme was 

conducting the dite4 inteiviews to gather professional, experiential and cunent 

perspectives on aie issues involved with the use of Aboriginal oral histories in land 

daim cases. 



The literature review and the legal research pmvide historical context both 

poliücally and legally in Canada. The dite intenriews provide Aboriginal and non- 

Aboriginal expeiiential perspectives from a variety of disciplines and community 

perspectives. Elite intewiewees are people who are well-infonned in the area of study, 

in this case, Aboriginal oral history, with academic backgrounds in amas such as law, 

anthropology and Native Studies. Some have participated in a legal cases where 

Aboriginal oral histories were calleci upon as evidence. These people are best equipped 

to answer the primary reseaich question: what are the advantages and disadvantages 

of granting equal weight to Aboriginal oral histories alongside of written historical 

evidence? 

The use of multiple investigatois or multiple sources of data have the advantage 

of establishing 'validity through pooled judgement" (Foreman, 1 948, p. 41 3). Meniam 

(1988) describes the use of multiple research methods as triangulatbn (p. 169). This 

process is particularly useful when the intenriew question is one of current concern, as 

there is the need to cross-chedc findings. The findings from the elRe interviews can be 

strengthened by comparing them against the emerging issues found in the legal 

research. Having several m e t M s  of research can help construct a 'plausible 

explanaüon about the phenornena being stuâied" (Mathison, 1988. p. 17). 

There are a number of advantages to ushg a qualitative rnuitkmethod appmach 

to address the prknary and semndary r8888rch qwmtbns. 



This reseatch is muttidisci~linaw in approach. Aspects of this research link 

histooriccal, legal, Native Studies and educatknal m a r d i .  Denrin and Lincoln (1994) 

describe qualitative researeh as a methodokgy that Mcmescuts disciplines, fields, and 

subject matter (p. 1 ). 

The interview content is mntemoomry. The central focus of the intecviews are 

the Supreme Court recommendations in the Delgamuukw case (1 997) regarding the 

use of Aboriginal oral histories. Veiy little has been written about this judgement as of 

yet; therefore it is important to talk to those who have been actively engaged with the 

issues connected to the research questions. These people are anthropologists, 

historians, lawyers and cornrnunity members who have been involved in court cases 

where oral histories were used as evidence, or who have done research and writing in 

this area. Marshall and Rossman (1995) point out that dite interviewees are to 

report on an organizations' policies, past histories, and Mure plans, h m  a particular 

perspective" (p. 83). Elite intewiewees are participants in the research issue, so their 

views and perspectives are as current a source of information as one could hope to get. 

The interviews are gxmriential in nature. The sembsûuctured or informa1 

qualitative interview approach advocated by Bailey (1 996, p. 72) and Meniam (1 988) 

bssumes that aie individual respondents define the world in unique ways" (p. 73). lt is 

the experiences and perspectives of the interviewees that fomi a signitïcant part of the 

data. 



Uite interviews focus on a particular type of inteiviewee. 

E l b  individuals are consideml to be the infiuential. the prominsnt, and 
the well-informed people in an organization or community and are 
seleded for intewiews on the basis of their expertise in amas relevant tu 
the research. (Marshall & Rossman, 1995, p. 83) 

Measor (1 985) also supports the idea of elRe interviews by emphasizing aie 

uniqueness of those chosen for interviewing: 

Theoretical sampling (an idea lrst explicitly discussed by Glaser and 
Strauss, 1967) is a form of sampling in which phenornena or people are 
chosen for study, not under the stridure of randomness, but because they 
are the most fiuitful avenues for the development of theory ... In other 
words, sampling in practitioner research might not be about 
representativeness but about uniqueness. (p. 192-193) 

The dite interviews in this study were focused on the interviewees' experience, 

opinion and expertise6. In light of aie Supreme Court decision in Oegamuukw vs. Briliish 

Columbia (1997), elite interviews provide a forum for current perspectives on the 

recornmendations. A significant part of this dedsion concems aie use and weight given 

to Aboriginal oral histories. Marshall and Rossman (1995) point out that Wtes respond 

well to inquiries about broad amas of content and to a high proportion of intelligent, 

provocative, open-ended questions that alkw then them fiwcfom to use thek 

knowledge and imagination" (p. 83). Typically dite interviewees airive on interplay with 
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the intenriewer (Marshall and Rossman, 1995, p. 83). Elite interviews are usually semi- 

structured rather than fomal, due to the willingness or experience of the interviewees 

with participatory interviews. 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) also state that "il is the diversity of the creatom of 

knowledge that accounts for the diversity of research and understanding about human 

Iivesn (p. 54). The divenrity in the background and experience of the interviewees can 

be a strength within qualitative research as it is m i n  this experience that a breadth of 

human feelings and understandings can be integrated into the research. In parlicular, 

Aboriginal understandings and current perspectives of those closest to the topic can be 

integrateâ into aie research. 

4.3.2 Criteria for selaction of inbwiew-a 

To ôe included in this study, participants had to be able to answer yes to one of 

the following questions: Have you ever given evidence in the fom of Aboriginal oral 

histories in a court case? Have you ever been involved in a court case where Aboriginal 

oral histories were called upon as evidence? Have you done n s e a r c M n g  in the 

area of Aboriginal oral histories? 

Interviewees designated as elite are defined, in this aiesis, as well-infomied 

people with speciRc expertise in an otganizaüon or community (Marshall & Rossman, 

1995, p. 83) in relation to the use of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. I eithet knew 

that they were ~ l l 4 ~ m i e d u  in the a m  of Aboriginal oral histories fmm rny own work 

or h m  the recommendaüon of someone uielkespeded in the area of oral history end 
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oral tradition. Those who had given evidenœ in the form of oral histories were the 

obvious first choice. Their experience was fimt hand, and they in a sense are the 

closest to the topic, due to their experience and their knowleâge of Aboriginal oral 

histories in a court case. However, il was feît that the study wwld be too namw if it 

only induded those who had given evidence in the forni of oral histories. There was a 

variety of people, including lawyen, professors and community leaders who possessed 

a range of experience, on whom I could also draw. 

Another group included those who had done research and m n g  in the area of 

Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. While this experience was sometimes of a more 

aieoretical nature, these individuals had thought a lot about the research question. 

Furaiemore the data that could be elicited using #ose three criteria offered a range of 

experiential, professional and theoretical perspectives. The data then offered the 

possibility of providing not just theoretical msults, but results which may also be 

practical at the community level. 

Paulo F reim (1 990) has written about aie idea of 'praxis'. This is the concept 

that action and refldion equal praxis. He Mites: 

WHhin the word we find two dimensions, mflBCfiOn and action, in such 
radical interadion that if one is sac#iced, even in part, aie other 
lmmediately sMem. Thus, to speak a tme word is to transfionn aie wodd. 
(P. 75) 

While it is dearly overiy ambiius and Mie to talk about transfoming the worid 

in a Ph.0. thesis, il is possible to pioduce some understandings and recommendations 

that are a msult of action and mfl8CaOn. The combination of perspectives offired by 
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using the- thme criteria for interviewe seledion created the possibility of moving 

beyond the theoretical answen, to ones that Mer mon, of a praxis. It is this p m h  that 

has the possibility of Orrering ideas and solutions which are u d b l  and practical at the 

cmminity level. 

Each interviewe w s  given a consent fom to sign before the beginning of the 

intenlid. The consent fonn gives permission foi the inîenri- to use the w*tten and 

audio materials gathereâ for purposes of research and scholarly publication. For those 

interviewees M o  were interested, any tranacript material that w s  to be ured in the 

final thesis wwld be given back to Viem for comment. The interviewses could decide 

at any time to withdraw from participation in his research. As the interviewes were 

chosen for thetir dite expertise and are well known within the area under study, they 

were made aware that their names wwld appear in the study. 



4.3.4 J n t e r v i ~ ~ ~  

John Bomws is a professor at the University of Toronto Law School. He teaches 

courses in aie area of Aboriginal legal issues and has written extensively on the topic of 

Aboriginal rights, and oral hlstory and the law. He is one of the few people who has 

critiqued the Supreme Court recommendations in the DeIgamuukw case. He is h m  

the Cape Croker First Nation of the Chippewas of the Nawash in Ontark. 

Marlene Brant-Castellano is the former director of research for the Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal P eoples and the former Chair of Native Studies at Trent 

University. She is very much in touch with issues sunounding the use of Aboriginal oral 

histories in her own comrnunity, Tyendinaga Mohawk Temtory, Ontario. 

J. Edward (Tedl Chamberlin is a professor of English Literature at the University 

of Toronto, spedalizing in Aborlginal oral tradition. He directed the Aboriginal History 

Pmject for the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. He was also one of the 

authon of the federal govemment's policy on wmprehensive daims, which came out in 

aie early 1970s. 

Julie Cruikshank is an Anthropology professorat the University of British 

Columbia. She has wntten frequently on the significance of oral histories in the Yukon 

Territory. She has also written several articles about the Delgamuukw case (1991) as it 

pertains to the use of oral histories. 

Culhane is an Anthmpokgy/Sociobgy professor at Simon Fraser 

University. She is the author of The Pleasure of the C m :  A n t h m g o u  anQ 

Ejmmm!B (1 =). 
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M m  is a lawyer and profasor in the Native Studles Department at 

Trent University. He teaches Aboriginal law and has written extensively about 

Aboriginal knowledge systerns and Aboriginal selfgovemment, and also worked with 

the Federal Land Claims Commission. He is h m  the Oneida First Nation. 

Gary Pot& is the former Chief of the Teme Augama Anishnabai of Bear Island in 

Lake Temagarni, Ontario. He has given evidence in the forni of oral histories at his 

community's land c lah trial. He has a vast anay of community-based and legal 

experienœ in the area of Aboriginal oral histories and Aboriginal rights and Utle cases. 

bon Rvan is the Chief Negotiator for the Gitxsan First Nation in British Columbia. 

He was the Speaker for the Hereditery Chiefs during the original Delgemuukw case in 

aie B.C. court. The collection and analysis of Aboriginal oral histories is of pemnal 

interest to him. He al- has a vast background in community-based and legal 

experience in the area of Aboriginal rights and title litigation. 

It is clear even fnnn these brief biographies of the interviewees that they meet 

the criteria for seledion many times over. Each person possesses layers of related 

expertise, which can only add to the mukidisciplinary nature of this study. 



4.3.5 Selecüon and m c m a n t  of inkwiawom& 

This sample consists OF. 

5 Aboriginal intenriewees, 3 nonAborlginal 

5 men and 3 women 

3 h m  B.C. and 5 from other regions. 

When selecting participants I wanted to talk to people with a range of 

backgrounds and experiences. The type of people who fit the criteria for selecüon are 

primarily lawyen, professors and community leaders. I wanted to interview both men 

and women and Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. l also felt it was important to 

inteiview several people from British Columbia, since the Wgamuukw case was 

central to the interview. The history of Aboriginal groups' stniggle for aie recognlion of 

Aboriginal rigMs and title in British Columbia is quite different from that of other parts of 

Canada. It was only a few yeam ago that the provincial govemment in British Columbia 

acknowledged the existence of Aboriginal rights in that province. A number of 

signifiant Aboriginal rights and ütle cases have also taken place in British Columbia. 

There was a snow-ball type of selection of participants, meaning that the original 

two interviewees passeci on names of several other people, and those people alsa 

menüoned othen to whom they thought I should talk . The g m t  majority of 

interviewees am people whorn I had previously met. My background in Native Studies 

and Aboriginal community training programs pmvided me with a pool of people fmm 

which b draw. Typically, msearchem inteview people whom they do not know, and 

are usually from a dinerent dass, but Platt (1981) d e s  about the advantages of 
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interviewing one's own peers (p. 83). For instance, establishing a cornfortable and 

reciprocal rapport is sometimes easier with those we know or those who know of our 

reputation. Despite some of the sirnilarities between us, during the interview I was the 

student and they were the experts. 

4.4 Inbwiew Protocal 

4.4.1 Flrrt contact 

Typically, I made first contact with potential interviewees by phone or e-mail, 

then I faxed them an abstrad of my thesis proposa17, a letter of consent! and a sample 

of the interview questions8. I gave them time to read the abstract and the interview 

questions to decide whether they wanted to participate. I then called them again to 

leam their decision. There was only one person who declined to participate, due to hm 

busy court schedule, and one person who did not answer my messages, so I dedded to 

try someone else. 

Out of the Delgamuukw Supreme Court recommendatbns came the question, 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral historical evidence 



being evaluated equall y a long side of written histo rical eviden~e?~ 

The literatum review in Chapter 2 kdced first at Deigamuukw vs. Brftish 

Cdumbie (1 991 ) to mview the original judgement in the case regardhg the use of oral 

histories. The three secondary issues that emeged out of that case were: (a) the use 

of oral histories as evidence; (b) references to literacy versus orality and 'primitiven 

versus %Nilizedn cornparisons as legal rationale; and (c) a historical overview of how 

the Canadian govemment end the legal system deal with Aboriginal ütle and Aboriginal 

policy more generally. Out of this literature review and out of the legal msearch on 

cases and preceâents that lnformed the judgement in both Delgamuukw vs. BnÜsh 

Columbia (1 991) and (1997) emerged a number of issue areas that iepeatedly 

appeared : 

Wiihin the area of Aboriginal rights litiaation; 

What fundamental changes could eventually be made to the legal system that 

would affect the way that Crown sovereignty is asserteû? 

Are those who have been involved with court cases wncerning Aboriginal rights 

and ütle optimistic about the Mure of Aboriginal rights in aie courts? 

Within the area of Aborininal oral histones ln the courts; . . 

What are some cumnt opinions regarding the Supreme Court recommendatkns 

in De/gamuukw, paarhicularly w(th reference to the use of oral histories in the courts? 

Do judges need a 'cultural hearing aM', so to speak, to evaluate eviâence such 

as Aboriginal oral histories, which are typically outsde their own culture and 

experienœ? 



Min the area of Aboanal 1 non-Aboriginal iel~tions; 

What issues emerge as a resutt of aie contextual diffeiences Mentified behneen 

the culture of the couiaoom and the culture of Aboriginal cornmunitles? And how do 

these issues aff- community validation and control of Aboriginal oral tradition? 

these issues were used as a guideline for the questions in the interview. 

4.4.3 T d n a  of auastionr 

The interview questionst0 emerged from noting which issues kept recurring in 

legal cases, in articles written about those cases and fmm the Supreme Court 

recommendations in Delgarnuukw (1 997). 

The first iwo interviews served to test, refine, andlor modiîy the secondary 

questions. I began with some broad questions relating to each person's experience 

with Aboriginal oral histories before nanowing it the specifics of aie primary and 

secundary questions. I refined the wording, particularly conceming the more legal 

oriented questions, as a msult of those Rrst two interviews. l was stnick by how 

differently the first two interviewees answered aie questions. Those f i rst two interviews 

gave me the assurance that the questions were open-endeâ enough to elicit answers 

based on the infmants' experienoe. 



I realhed quite eady in this adventure that interviews, conventionally 
conducted, were meaningless. Conditioned cliches were certain to come. 
The question-and-answer technique may be of some value in determining 
favored detergents, toothpste and deodorants, but not in the discovery of 
men and women. (Studs T&e1 as quoted in Douglas, J.D., 1985, p. 7) 

After aie interviewe8 had agreed to be interviewed, an intewiew time and place 

was arranged. As the interviewees had busy schedules it was offen not possible to 

meet more than once. I was able, aiough. to meet with several of the interviewees who 

live in the Toronto area, more than once. Three of the interviewees live in British 

Columbia, so those inteiviews were conducted by phone. Whether in person or on the 

phone, interviews typically lasted from one to two hours. I specifically kept in touch with 

the interviewees who requested final copies of the thesis. 

The amunt of desired structure in an interview detemines the type of interview 

that will be chosen for the study (Meniam, 1988, p. 73). One could chose a highly 

stnictured questionnairedriven interview, a semi-strudured interview or an open-ended 

conversation format. There are also many variations in betwwn these three types of 

interviews. 

U s s  structured formats assume that individual mspondents define the wodd in 

unique ways" (Merriam, 1988, p. 73). Marshall and Rossman (1995) point out that a 

fundamental assumptbn of qualitative research is that the Wie participant's penpedhre 

on the phenornenon of interest should unfold as the participant viewcr it, not as the 

marcher views W (p. 80). Again, the cierni-stnictured or ope~nded  sûucture albws 



the intewiewee to %me and structuren his/her own unique responses (Marshall & 

Rossman, 1995. p. 80). 

Merriem(1988) describes the semi-sûuctufecl intetview: 

In the semi-structumd interview, certain infornation is desireâ h m  al1 the 
respondents. These interviews are guided by a list of quesüons or issues 
to be explored, but neiaier the exact wording nor the order of the 
questions is detemined ahead of time. This format allows aie researcher 
to respond to the situation at hand, to the emerging worldiriew of the 
respondent, and to new ideas on the topic. (p. 74) 

I chose to do semi-stnictured interviews; a primary question was asked of al1 the 

intetviewees, while the secondary questions were used to guide the interview according 

to each interviewee's amas of interest. Some of the secondary questions wem 

intentionally broad, yet they served as a guide to 'stay close to the research locus and 

[to] help the paflicipant mspond to questions about her or his own experience in an 

insigMhrl and thoughtfUl way" (Kirby 8 McKenna, 1989, p. 74). Upon frst glance il may 

seem that some of the questions would only get a yes or no answer, yet due to aie 

experiences of the interviewees, this was not the case. Each intewiewee elaborated at 

great length according to his/her own experience. 

4.5 Rotlections on Data Organiution and Intarpntaüon 

Just as the interview shapes the interview in the semi-stnictured interview, the 

interview material ako shapes the data and the analysis. The organization and analysis 

of data from a semi-structureci interview may seem like an daunüng Bsk as it takes time 

and patience to wok with the data and Tocus on seeing patterns, amngements ... 
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behind the totality of whatss being studiedn (Camey. 1983. p. 58). Kirby and McKenna 

(1989) advocate living wiVi the data and getüng comfortable with it. They list six steps 

in understanding the data: 

1. Coding bibbitsl' into categocy files 

2. ûescribing the categories analytically 

3. Living wiai the data. humcane thinking 

4. ûescnbing the relationships between categories 

5. Dohg the overall analysis 

6. Pmsenting the data (p. 129). 

It is these six steps that infomed my own method of data organization. I spent 

many hours reading the interview transcripts, rereading them, taking notes, trying out 

dwerent categories fbr the bibbits, humcane thinking or brainstorming ideas about Ynks 

to other categories or the creating new categories. It is within this phase that patterns 

emerged. 

Kirby and McKenna (1989) strongly advocate some critical mflection on the 

social context of the data (p.129). This involves an examinetion of the social reality of 

the interviewees or a look at the context of the facts leamed. They describe context as, 

"the fabric or structure in which aie msearch, or the research participants' expMiemxw, 

has occurriedm (p. 129). 1 see this as a challenge of 'research fiwn the marginss. It is not 

easy to ackmwîedge pur own context and then ûy to take youmîf out of it to 

" ~ ~ i b b i t  ~ a p o u r s e ~ a ~ ~ a p * c c o € ~ n ~ f i d d i i o ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~ o f a d o c u m e n t  
~rnippstofcon~rccordedona~ofplpathrtcrndooitrowabut,wbcn~,crnk 
1 e I 0 a t d  m its originj ccmtext (Kirby and McKeriai, 1989, p- 135). 
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understand the interviewee's context. As discussed eailier in this chapter in the section 

entitled 'Inskler/Outsider', my own background working with Aboriginal oiganizaüons 

and communities providecl some commonality between the intenriewees and me. This 

made il somewhat easier to corn up with data categories that I felt wem fairly reflective 

of the intent of the intewiewees. 

4.6 ln Summay 

This chapter began with a bmad contextual oveiview which sluated the msearch 

within the qualitative versus the quantitative research methodobgy. A brief discussion 

of insidertoutsider bias was intmduced into the reæarch methodology before I located 

my particular research approach. Several approaches, such as phenomenology and 

ethnology were Wewed, but a grwnded approach was found to be most suitable. As 

my research used several methods: literatum and legal research and dite semC 

structured intewiews, it was feit that the best way to organize and analyze the data 

was thmugh a grounded appmach. A gmundeâ approach lets the issues and the 

voices of the interviewees emerge to shape the research conclusions. The interviews 

were rich with experiential information, aius leading me in specific directions. The fruits 

of those interviews MI becorne apparent in the folkwing chapter. 

The frarnework for questbning came from the literature and legal reviews and 

represented three issue amas: 1) Aboriginal rights liügaüon, 2) Aboriginal oral histories 

in the courts, 3) Aboriginal I non-Aboriginal relations. The primary reaearch question 

was asked to each of the intenriewees, whiie the crecondary questbns were Wgd to 



guiâe the interview in the direction of each inteiviewee's specific interests. 

It was dedded that a semi-stnictured intenriew was approprîate for interviewing 

dite respondents. This approech most likely albwed the interviewees' perspectives to 

shape the interview and the analysis. 

The criteria for selection of interviewees was detennined as: 

a) those who have given evidence in the fom of Aboriginal oral histories hi a 

Case; 

b) those who have been involved in a court case where Aboriginal oral histories 

were calleci upon as evidence; 

c) those who have done researchriting in the area of Aboriginal oral histories. 

The cultural, political and geographical bias of the intewiewer and interviewees 

was acknowledged as part of the intenriew process. The deciskn to do elite interviews 

with people with very specific experience meant that their bias was also their strength. 

The uniqueness of aieir backgrounds and expertise is what made the information 

gathered in the interviews so valuable. 

The organization, interpretation and analysis of the research was modeled on 

Kirby and McKenna's (1 989) 'research from the maginsW. The organizabion of the 

interview material fiowed from the groupings, which becam evident aRer reading, 

rereading, taking notes and 'living with the data" (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, p. 128). A 

critical reflection on the social context was acknowiedged as k i n g  vey important when 

trying to make ænw of the data. The data categories were namweâ d m  by 

detemiining what information was diredly relevant to the primary and mcondary 



research questions. The selected data emerging from the interviews 1s dted and 

discussed in the following chapter. As rnuch as possible, the interviewees are directly 

quoteâ to keep the integrity of their individual voices. 



CHAPTER 5 

AFTER DELGAMUUKW: 
INTERVIEWEE RESPONSES 

5.1 IntWuction 

One of the main strengths of conducting semi-stnidured interviews is the 

possibility of capturing personal experience and individual perception (Slim & 

Thornpson, 1995, p. 143). This chapter provides the opportunity to listen to the 

individual voices of the interviewees. Up to this point, this thesis has provided an 

ovetview of the literature, the legal-historical background and the methodobgy. Now il 

is time to listen. Of course these voices have been transcribed and transfened onto 

papet, becoming written text. Still, their experiences, fnistrations, opinions and 

remmendations corne through. Each section in this chapter contains a summary of 

the interviewee's responses to specific questions, and cornments on specific issues. 

Excerpts from the interviews are included to provide the readei with some of the 

individual context of the interviewee'. The interviewee responses are organized 

around the interview pmtocol. 



5.2 What do you believe a n  the advantages and disadvanhg.t d Aborlglnal 
on1 historlcal evidence king evaluabd equally alongside of writkn hlstorical 

e v i d ~ m ? ~  

This question was asked to all the interviewees in hopes of eliciang a range of 

perspectives. Some of the interviewees' perspectives pointed toward pmblems 

regading to cmsstultural interpretation of history, cornmon law rules, problems of 

evaluating oral histories as evidence or the risks of comparing oral histories alongside 

of wntten historical documentation. The aim of the question was to elicit answers in 

ternis of advantages and disadvantages. 

Out of the eight interviews there were only five people who felt that them were 

advantages to evaluating Aboriginal oral histories alongside of written historical 

evidence. The one advantage that was mentioned by several people was simply that it 

gets the information into the courts and gives some independent weigM to Aboriginal 

oral histories. 

Well, the advantage is we'll get some historical evidence in there. I think 
that's the simple advantage. There's no oaier way of getting il in, so if they 
want historical evidence, that's the surest. 
(fed Chamberlin, January 21,1999) 

One of the advantages of having equal evaluatbn of the evidence is that 
p u  can put it into court, if they are talking about Aboriginal court process, 
without having it be supporteci by anoimpological and hisbrical accounls. 
I think that kind of independence is important because them is rnany 
things that anthropokgists were never there to record or historians have 
had biases through the yean that dMnY take accwnt of and d#nY 



observe what was going on in a society. So ii opens up new matters, 
again talking about courts but il opens up new matters that might not be 
considered part of the Aboriginal evidence othenivfse. So I think thats a 
gaod thing. It's expansive; it gets more on the table. 
(John Bomws, November 5.1998) 

Aboriginal oral histories also give the judiciary the opportunity to hear information 

that they othemrise would not have the chance to hear. 

The advantage is that it gets in front of the judiciary the issues that they 
are not, in my opinion, educated in a fomal way. That is, il gets the 
judges and judiciary the opportunity to actually hear from those who they 
would not hear from before. Not necessarily because they a n  f o n d  to, 
but because they have to give it weight. So il is an opportunity for First 
Nations to actually educate and to perhaps have movement within a 
judiciary which otherwise would not ocwr. 
(Mark Dockstator, November 1 1,1998) 

It also provides an opportunity for Aboriginal communities to educate the 

judiciary. It can also be seen as an important syrnbolic statement or a sentiment that 

shows that the courts are willing to listen and to take the unique nature of Aboriginal 

rights and title cases seriously. Ted Chamberlin points out that it ualso reinforces the 

credibility of the community' (January 21,1999). 

I think the primary advantage is the symbdic staternent of the couds that 
oral history should ûe accordeci equal respect So I think the articulation 
of that principle of equality and respect is important. 
(Dam Culhane, February 10,1999) 

Ted Chamberîin rewunts a stoory that illustrates th8 importance of oral histories 

as a source of validation in relation to land and place. The inference is that oral 

histories or aie stories of place contain knowiedge that consthtes L kind of jurisdictkn 



The stocy that Peter Usher, the geographer, told me about k ing  in a 
community in the N.W.T. A meeting between a group of govemment 
foresters and Hie Simpson lndian community. And they were arguing over 
jurisdicüon over the forest, and each side was bafRed by the inability of 
the other side to mgn ize  aie forest, that they have authodty over it. 
Neither side could figure out what the other side was going on about ... 
until one of the lndians said 'If these are your forests, where am your 
stories"? And they had an agreement within about 5 minutes. Because 
everyone undersM, immediately what was going on here. They 
understood right away that if you have stories, the place in =me sense is 
yours. And I think that's the other element, those oral histories provide a 
kind of evidence of ownership. They are stories bound into the dynamics 
of place, the naming of the Rom and the fauna, the naming of places, the 
naming of people and so forth, and that constitutes a kind of jurisdiction 
ownership. (January 21, 1999) 

5.2.2 In summaiy 

The advantages to granting equal weight to Aboriginal oral histories alongside of 

written historical evidence; (a) gets the oral infomation into the courts; (b) the judiciary 

is given the opportunity to hear information that il would otheMlise not bar ;  (c) 

independent weight is given to Aboriginal oral histories; (d) the granting of equal weight 

to Aboriginal oral histories is an important symbdic statement; (c) oral histories 

constitute a kind of jurisdiction owners hip or community validation. 

One of the obvbus differences between the advantages and disadvantages is 

simply that them wem a lot more disadvantages voiced by the intenriwees. This is not 

to say that the inteMewees were advocating against the inclusion of Aboriginal orel 

histories in the courts. It does mean though, that people have a lot of concems and 



questions that were rot  addressed in the Supreme Court iecommendatùms in 

Delgamuukw. It is these concems and questions that are important to synthesize post- 

Delgammukw. The following issues mpresent a starting point for further debate and 

analysis. 

There were appmximately seven main dlsadvantages CM in the interviews. I 

Say, 'appmximately' because sorne of these disadvantages overlap wlth others, but 

these seven categories help idenMy and explain the issues relevant b the 

d isadvantages2. 

5.2.3.1 Intemretation 

The interpretation of Aboriginal oral histories within the court setting was cited by 

most interviewees as a possible problem area. If the courts are going to try to 

understand Aboriginal oral histories: (a) the community context was identifid as being 

very important; (b) there should be an acknowfedgment of the cultural screen that the 

information has to pass through; and (c) there is no fomial training for the judiciary in 

cross-cultural interpretation of Aboriginal oral histories. 

The primary disadvantage is the cuRural scmn of which that information 
has to pass ... k i n g  the judge hearing that information and using it and 
interpreting it however they want to interpret it. The disadvantage being 
that without signifmnt or I should say without fonnal training in that area 
of oral tradition and how to use it and having no experience essentially in 
that area since Bs not really one that is taught in law s c h l  or sort of 
general knowledge within the judiciary, that it has to pass through that 
cultural fiiter which can change very significantly that information in a way 



thats not intended. If you can't understand it, which I dont think a lot of 
judiciary can then iYs not only wasted, but Ws used in a way that's not 
intended and so Ws a disadvantage in the long run. 
(Mark ûockstatot, November 1 l , IgQ8) 

5.2.3.2 Evaluation 

Closely linked to the issue of interpretation is the evaluation of Aboriginal oral 

histories as evidence. This was seen as being problematic: (a) il is a matter of context. 

The courts need to ûy to understand how oral tradition operates in the context of the 

particular Aboriginal community; (b) the Aboriginal cornrnunity and the courts are not on 

a level playing field. There is no equality of power or equality of access to resoums, so 

the notion of being evaluated equally is problematic: 

I don? think that Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people and the Crown 
when they are in court are on a level playing field, so I don't think the legal 
forum is one where there is an equality of power, or an equality of access 
of resources to be there and to articulate one's position. Sot h m  that 
point of view I think the notion of it being evaluated equaWy is problematic. 
(Dara Culhane, February 10,1999) 

(c) The two modes of evidence. the written and the oral are two very distinct and very 

separate types of evidence: 

And also the idea as it's put forward in the judgment of koking at written 
history as a European arafact and oral history as an Aboriginal arüfact and 
seeing them as two vety separate and two very distinct f m s  of 
knowledge, I also think is probletmatic because it tends to assume a kind 
of unbnnity and a kind of standard to the two that I dont think am 
necessarily there. 
(Dara Culhane, Feb~ary 10,1999) 

I think that the oral histories shouki be tteated as a dicicreet body of 
evidence and it shouldn't be put up against written hisbry to compare it or 
to see wheüier they are val@. l dont think that we should do that. We 
shouiâ try to separate them. So if you aie going to put them abngslde of 



each other for weighing the evidence, that's sort of a disadvantage for the 
oral histories, because the people that you are dealing with in ternis of 
written history are coming frorn another perspective. That's why I am 
advocating that we look at oral histories in the context of the culture of the 
people that are involved and how those oral histories are rised, how they 
are recounted, what is the conte& of recounting those oral histories. 
(Don Ryan, January 13,1999) 

(d) The communal nature of validation is not present in the courts: 

The validation of particular perspectives on events is test&, modified and 
confimied m i n  the context of the oral community. There aren't any niles 
that have been articulated, although there am rules that exist in the 
wmrnunity context in the oral tradition for validation. When you tiy to take 
it out of that context there aren't any rules that apply across contexts. 
(Matiene Brant Castellano, Çekuary 11,1999) 

Also one of the main concems, voiced by al1 the interviewees in varying ways, 

was that the two modes of evidence, written documentation and the Aboriginal oral 

histories could not or should not be compared: (a) =me fel  that how the oral histories 

are used and recounted would be too out of context within the courts. Courts need to 

take context more seriously, so that the diîferent types of oral histories, such as the 

presentation of artifacts, masks, and the wearing of regalia, can also be taken into 

consideration: 

The words have their own khd of authority, and the history cornes b life in 
those wods tolâ by certain people hi certain places, wiüi certain regalia, to 
certain people. And that to certain people is very important. Certain 
people must be there to listen for the histoiy to be histoiy. otherwise Cs 
just words. And unless one takes al1 of that seriously, and unless the 
court is willing to go to the places where those stories must be told ... 
unless the courts are willing to do that, then it's a sham. (Ted Charnbeiiin, 
January 21.1999) 

(b) it is bette? to try to understand Aboriginal oral histories, not to weigh aiem against 



another hm of evîôence: 

I prefer to tceep them separate. I think that aie oral histories should be 
treated as a discteet body of evidence and it shoukln't be put up against 
written history to compare il or to see whether they are valid or whatever. 
l don? think that we should do that We should try to separate them. 
So if you aie going to put them akngside of each other for weighing the 
evidence, that's sort of a disadvantage for the oral histories. because the 
people that you are dealing with in tens of M e n  history are coming 
h m  another perspective. ThaYs a disadvantage for us [and] thats why l 
am advocating that we look at oral histories in the context of the culture of 
the people that are involvecl and how those oral histories are used, how 
are they recounted, [and] what is the context of recounting those oral 
histories. (Don Ryan, January 18, 1 999) 

(c) the two modes of evidence are like "apples and oranges, they can't be cornpared. 

Oral histories should be looked at as 'paraIlel to history rather than parallel to 

do~uments"~; (d) if oral and written histories are compared and evaluated, the oral 

histories 'nin the ri& of king treated like data which reduces their valueM: 

1 think the parallel should be that oral history will be koked at as parallel to 
history rather than as documents. And so I think that the problem is that it 
is looked at as data, or if oral tradition is evaluated as data aien it is made 
parallel meraly to records. 
I think when the Gitxsan and We~suwet'en went to court wiVi DeIgamuukw 
they said, 'yes you c m  look at these as historical M s  but it is more than 
just historicel dataw. It is about a larger picture; about how disputes are 
resohred for instance. So that's one of the things. The other thing that I 
think is pmblematic with this is that again, Ys bringing oral tradition into 
courts and i'm not sure that a better parallel wouMnY be to try and 
understand how oral tradition operates in context, in the communities. 
If oral history is regarda! as data and they am going to be evaluated 
against written recorûs, I think ifs like apples and oranges. They ara 
really quite different. 
(Julie Cruikshank, January 13,1999) 



There is the Udanger of a trivialized notion of oral histov. 

I think one of the dangers is we're going to have a tdvialized notion of 
what oral history is about. Oral history is what grandpa says ... that's not 
oral history. Thats maybe very inteWng and a veiy important part of 
the testimny and it may be part of an oral history but oral histocy as an 
historical tradition withki these communities, as I Say, ns] highly 
fonnalizd. And has its own, often very strict dynamics of confirmation 
and dkputation and modification and so forth. In some traditions the 
fierceness of the attention to paiücular words being used is just as strict as 
one would find anywhere. 
(Ted Chamberlin, January 21, 1999) 

5.2.3.3 Treatment of oral histories 

Ted Chamberlin points out another side of the evaluation coin. He feels that 

there is the risk of Aboriginal oral histories being treated with kid gloves. 

We dont need to handle them with kid gbves, but we do n e d  to contest 
them if we are going to on their own tenns. And because they have been 
contested for thousands of years on those tenns. 
(January 21,1999) 

5.2.3.4 The location and situation of Abripinal communities 

Another point mentioned by an interviewe0 concemed the nature of Aboriginal 

communities. Where communkies are scattered and less hornogenous, the oral 

histories will be subject to more challenges6. In essence, this means that Aboriginal 

comunities are in many different states at the moment. Some, like the Gibcsan and 

Wet'suwetBen. have had a consistent and contkiued relationship to th& oral traditions. 

Others have gone through gmat upheaval and dysfunction and are only now ûying to 



piece together oral traditions. Aboriginal communiaes are culturally, historically, socially, 

economically and geographically different. This makes it difficult to make blanket 

staternents regarding the use of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. S o m  

communities would be at a disadvantage and not as ready or as organized as others in 

the preparaHon of their oral histories for use in the courts. 

Where there is a community and there are many minds in effect 
negotiating the version, the version still may not be literally identical with 
the version tha: was agreed upon two generations ago, but I think what 
happens is the corn knowledge stays. There is an integrity to the corn 
knowledge that survives the communal discussion. And at least there is 
commonality in the details, But when you are entrusthg a single individual 
who is far h m  home , I think that them are lots of things that happen b 
memory and interpretation. 
I think that where communities are more scattered and less 
homogenous. ..that it might be subject to m m  challenges. 
(Madene Brant Castellano, February 1 1,1999) 

Again this point highlights the fad that al1 Aboriginal communiaes are unique. 

The oral histories of the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en are very different h m  those of the 

Iroquois, the Cree, the Ojibway or even other Aboriginal gmups in British Columbia. 

The courts would need to familiarlze themselves with the unique qualnies of the specific 

type of oral histories as well as the history of the community itself. 

A lack of respect in the courts for Aboriginal Mers  was also ciW. 

We had concludeci before the case even starteci that bringing the people 
foiward as individuals was not helpM. We had talked to Billy Diamond 
around 1978 and he told us stories about how aieir Elden were tmated by 
the lawyers on the stand. And though the Elders dkl well, aiere was a 
tremenâous lack of respect. 
(Gary Potts, November 24,1998) 



The time limitation was cited as being an impediment to understanding Aboriginal 

oral histories. Typically the skills for learning, listening and understanding Aboriginal oral 

histories take a long time7. A court case takes place in a condensed time period which 

also takes the oral histories out of mntext. 

In the court room, it's just such a hard guîf to cross because you only have 
the original people in front of you for maybe a day or a week, perhaps, 
three years at the most as in the Delgamuukw case. And that rnight not be 
enough time to develop the skiIIs necessary to engage in that kind of 
procesr. So you have a limitation of time in the courts and you also have 
the limitation of the rules, and even though the courts broadened out the 
rules, the conversation is still a staged conversation that takes place 
according to another person's, another culture's view at how you arrive at 
truth. (John Bomws, November 5,1998) 

5.2.3.7 Limitations of the rule of law 

Lastly, there are the limitations of the rule of law. While this is a huge topic, I wi# 

attempt to summarize it in relation to the intenriews. This topic ties into points noted in 

Chapter 6, "Aboriginal Oral Histories and Aboriginal Rights Liigatkn". Even though the 

Suprerne Court recomrnendations in Delgamuukw state that Aboriginal oral histories 

should be granted equal weigM akngside of wri(ten historical documents, them is no 

significant change in the basic assumptions underlying Aboriginal rights and ütle 

liügation. While the judge may listen to oral histories as evidence and want b mat them 

equally wkh the written evidence, the C m  still daims sovereignty fimt* As stated in 

the recommendations in Delgamuukw v. Queen ( [19Qq3 S.C.R 1010): "Aboriginal üüe 



ctystalliaed at the time sovereignty was asserted" (Introduction to the 

recommendatkns). C m  sovemignty is seen as paramount to Aboriginal sovereignty, 

putting Aboriginal sovereignty and C m  sovereignty immediately at odds. 

One of the disadvantages is that when that evidence is evaluated, it's 
evaluated in a way thet's not supposed to strain the Canadian 
constilutbnal and legal structure. And that means that there's just some 
things that are undemtood or they canY be articulated because Ks quite 
possible there are many things in Aboriginal oral tradition that wouîâ strain 
the way that Canadians look at things, pafticularly the way the courts lad< 
at things. So I can see why the court put it in there because they are 
saying that we can only understand what we can understand, but it alao 
puts a limit on being able to communicate acmss cultures. That's one 
disadvantage. 
(John Bomws, November 5,1999) 

5.2.4 In summay 

The disadvantages to granting equal weigM to Aboriginal oral histories alongside 

of written histoncal evidence, were: 

ss-cultural intemretation of Aboriginal oral histories was cited as being 

proMematic. The context of the Aboriginal community was idenafiecl as being an 

important consideralion when taking oral tradition into the courts. At present there is no 

fomal training for the judiciary in cross-cultural interpretation of Aboriginal oral histories. 

valuatiun and com~arisoi\ of the oral and the written was also cited as k i n g  

pmblematic as : (a) oral tradition is being heaid outside the community context; (b) 

Aboriginal communlies and the courts are not on a level playing 1U; (c) the hivo 

mades of evidenœ are distinct and diffemnt; d) the courts are out8de of the communal 

nature of validation; (8) there are many dMerent types of oral histories dependhg on the 
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culture; and (f) it may be ôetter to understand oral histories on their own, rather than to 

weigh against each 0 t h .  

In the treatwnt of oral histories, there is the risk of Aboriginal oral histories k ing  

treated with Md gloves. The location and situation of Abonaina . . I cornmunities has an 

effect on aie wnsistency of oral traditions and how aiey are passed down. There has 

also sometimes been a lack of rea~ea shown to Aboriginal Elders in the courts. 

There are time limitations when recounting oral traditions in the courts. The skills 

necessary for leaming, listening and understanding Aboriginal oral histories take a long 

time. There are limitations of the rule of law, particularly concerning assertions of 

Crown sovereig nty as paramount to Aboriginal sovereig nty. 

5.3 Supnme Court Racommendations in Delg~rnuukwr 
As they portain to the use d Aboriginal oral histoii.8 as evidence 

Perhaps the most dkcemible way to illustrate some of advantages and 

disadvantages of Aboriginal oral historical evidence being evaluated equally alongsiâe 

of written historical evidence is to look at the wmments and opinions h m  the 

interviewees about DeIgamuukw. The following question gave the inteiviewees a 

chance to elaborate on what they had touched on in the previous question. The 

interviewees also tended to provide more conte* to their answers. 



What Ir your opinion mgadlng the Supnme Court ncommendations in 
Delgamuukw, pmticukrly with nhnnce to the usa of oral histades in the 

Opinion on the Supreme Court mmmendations in Delgarnuukw regarding to 

the use of Aboriginal oral histories was generally cautious. Many of the interviewees 

miterateci that the equal inclusion of Abonginal oral histories as evidence was a good 

opportunity to educate the public and the judiciary, and simply to ensure that oral 

histories are heard. More of the comments and opinions tended to identify what the 

recommendations did not mer .  

Th e assumotion of Crown sovereianty as a basis for Aboriginal f i e  was the 

biggest bone of contention. Aboriginal oral histories could be heard and even given 

equal weight, but would it do any good in the long run if the Crown assumptions of 

sovereignty couldn't be tested the way that Aboriginal sovereignty had to be? 

Don Ryan is the Chief Negotiator for the Gitxsan: 

We didn't get a detennination on our title and I was really disappointed 
with that because I thought there was enough evidence for us to deal wiai 
the Gitxsan title. 
I think that the court didnY have a choice on this issue. The courts 
themsehres set out the principles and some of the previous cases. The 
precedent was there and by taking the issue to the court, using the oral 
histories. is one of the pieces that we had for the case. We couM see that 
the court was going to have to deal with this and they couldn't avoiâ it 
because of aie precedent almady in ternis of Aboriginal rights and Me. 
the attitude that came forward was that the Aboriginal ahts and Utle was 
just a concept and il didn't exist on the land. That's what you hearû h m  
Canada and B.Cg1 and you still hearthat, and this whole approach on 
dealing with the legitimate Me and rights of the peoples, the Indigenous 
peoples in the Americas, has been abusel. 
The G b n  la- disappeared at the time of sovereig My... far from that, 
we showed in De@amuukw that the G h a n  law is still in place. It is still 
taking place. It has a place in the system. lt's pmt8Cfd by section 35 of 



the constitution so there has to be a place whem Cs accommodated. 
(January 18,1990) 

Don Ryan's opinions concern the Giksan and Wet'suweYen, the communities at 

the center of the Delgamuukw case. He highlights the recommendatlons regarding the 

use of Aboriginal oral histories as a victory. He spedRcally highlights the strength of 

Gitxsan law and oral histories as taking their place in al1 aspects of community se@ 

govemment. Ryan also feels that Aboriginal groups need to be aware that they have to 

do a lot of research so that the uniqueness of their own oral histories will be given due 

mh ts  frozen in tirne was also seen as a possible impediment to any gains that 

the equal inclusion of Aboriginal oral histories may have in the courts. Mark Dockstator 

goes back to the issue of m e n  rights. He does not feel that the recommendations get 

Aboriginal cornmunities any further ahead if there is still the risk of rights which are 

frozen in tirne. 

So I know that a lot of lawyers Say that this is a great decision because il 
actually sets out the rules as to how you prove it [Aboriginal title]. First 
Nations Say we dont like it at all, because of the concept that our rîghts 
are finzen in time. So the legal perspective, ya, it's great. It sets the niles 
and standads and certalnly it will be worked out in üme. Finit Nations' 
perspective is we woulâ mther not have it thanks. Ifs a good opportunity 
to educate and also to get out information across and to give our respect 
to the information held by the Elders, but in the bng run we WOU# rather 
not have it We would raaier have it mat our rights are evoMrtg and 
developing and gmwing just as western society's rights am. So we would 
rather be based on an equal footing than to have an unequal footing and 
then albw oral tradition In. 
(Novemkr Il, 1998) 



The possibiltty of being 'swallowed UD" bv a svstem outside of the cultural and 

historical context of Aboriginal cornmunities was cited as a possible reason for seeking 

negotiated settlements over settlements through the courts. The biased nature of the 

1- cosld also woik against Aboriginal people, even if oral histories are 

granted equal standing alongside of other types of evklence. 

I think the disadvantages are again .... the pmblem with the courts 
themsehms being overwhelmingly biased in just about every way against 
Aboriginal people to begin with.. ..makes it likely that the hearing of oral 
history within that kind of a forum, unless them are significant changes 
made within that forum ... it's likely that the coum will hear and interpret 
them in tems of the courts thinking as opposed to on their own tems.. .in 
ternis of the Aboriginal cultures that mate them. So I think that's the 
main disadvantage. 
(Dam Culhane, Febniary 10,1999) 

John B o r n  questions the usefulness of the cornmon law legal system for 

resolving land disputes. Bomws also acknowledges the possibilities for communities 

when using their oral traditions as historical evidence and cultural knowledge. 

I think it's great that other things can now be considered by the court and I 
think that's going b help some communities meke points that they werenY 
otherwise able to make. But on the other hand, Ws a nice big fat juicy 
wom on a hook because you take that notion and then you are swallowed 
up in the cornmon law system and you are glving your disputes to that 
system to resolve and you becorne more firmly entienched within the 
system. 
So I guess, I wouîâ like to se8 mf6m in the legal system so that things 
could be accepted, people cou# see them is a mal issue hem, not just the 
specifics of the issue, but aie whole big issue of sovereignty, title. So that 
the legal system could then be exited. The legal system fw me is only a 
place of recognition of the problem. Ifs not necessarily the best place to 
resohre it and so if you can show thmugh the legal system what the 
problem is, mayôe people WOU# then be willing to exit it and sohre it on 
oaiet gmunds that are less stiited, kss fonnal, have more opporhinity Ibr 
crsatMty etc. 
(November 5,1998) 



Ted Chamberlin in padicular feels that the recommendations en-e or 

accentuate a distinction between written histow as 'serious' historv and oral historv as 

'mushv stuff. This distinction and the language used in the recornmendatkns could 

contribute to general misunderstandings about Aboriginal oral historical traditions. 

I think they [the Supreme court recommendations in ûeIgamuukw] are on 
the side of the angels. I think they're poorîy m e n  and invite precisely 
M a t  they are trying to avoid which is a distinction between serious history 
which is the written history and oral histoiy which is this kind of mushy 
stM ... which folks have who arent really up to written history. I think that 
the language is very unfortunate. Theie's a part of me that says With 
friends like that who needs enemies?" I mean because they have laid out 
aie charader of oral histories in a way that plays to al1 of the ways in 
which a lot of people deliberately or othe~*se misunderstand oral 
histories. I dont blame the judges for it. I blame the circumstances. They 
certainly were trying to do the rigM thing. 
(January 21,1999) 

Both Chamberlin and Brant Castellano undeiline the importance of the collective 

mernory and gnlbctive validation of oral histories within Aboriainal communitieg, . . 

something that is not present in the courts. Issues of cmss~ultural interpretation and 

the context of the community in the telling of oral histories was seen as being very 

important, yet not al1 were covered in the iecommendations. 

Well. il seems to me Mat the oral histories of the Gitxsan and 
WetWwet'en meet many of the criteria for validity that I have been talking 
about because these are aie histories which have been munted and 
validateci in public petfbrmance over generatkns. So that if a family 
daims this mountain skpe and that river and this Lhing goes way back. 
and that version of history has survived the telling of it in potletches over 
the years, then I woukl guess that IYs pretty reliable. 
lt seems to me if you are going to explore the validity of oral history, to 
take a coherent grwp that has ocaipied a partiailor tenitory which ha8 a 
tmditkn of public validation. of knowledge, and rights, and terribries and 



family lines. that this is a very g o d  environment to argue for aie validity of 
history. So I am pretty pleased that the Supreme Court saw that. 
(Marîene Brant Castellano, Fekuary 1 1,1999) 

As far as whether the Supreme Court judgment will make a difference in the long 

run. Julie Cruikshank cornments that: 

The courts will balance what it sees as beliefs with the needs of the larger 
population, and both of those in quotes. And so it canY really fear oral 
traditions. 1 don? think it will really make a big difference at all. 
(January 13, 1999) 

5.3.2 In summ- 

Many of the comments and opinions tendd to identify what the 

recommendations did not cover such as: the assumption of Crown sovereignty in 

Aboriginal rights and title cases; rights fiozen in time; aie possibility of being "swalkwed 

up" by a system outside of the cultural and historical context of Aboriginal communities; 

the distinction between written history as "'serious' history and oral history as 'mushy 

stWO; and, the importance of collective memory and validation of oral histories within 

Aboriginal communities. 

5.4 Fundammtal Changes to th. Canadian kgrl Systom 

Having identifiecl some gaps in the recommendaüons and some of the general 

concems, is it possible br  fundamental changes to be made within the legal system to 

accommodate the just and respecthi1 use of Aboriginal oral histories, and hence the just 

TedChmibcrün, h u u y  21.1999. 



and respectlul settlement of Aboriginal Wle cases? 

It is clear from the interviews that everyone would like to see fundamental 

changes to the legal system and in particular changes regarding the C m ' s  

assumptions of sovemignty, yet interviewees either think that it is impossible, or it will 

take a very long tirne and that Aboriginaf communities have to keep challenging the 

system. 

Dan Ryan says that challenaina the Crown's assertion of sovereiantv is kev to 

hindamental changes in Aboriginal rights and title litigation. 

Like I said, the tests and things from the Supreme Court of Canada on 
ûelgamuukw have to be challenged. I dont think we should be happy or 
satisfied with some of the things that the court said in the case. I think we 
have to be very fim in challenging the Crown's assertion of swereignty. 
That's the key. If you take a look at the whole treatment of Aboriginal title 
and rights you know you can spend al1 your time setting out the tests, but 
whaYs missing in all of this is the tests for sovereignty. 
(January 18, 1999). 

Ted Chamberlin talks about 'changing the constitutional story line and shiftin~ 

the notion of underlving title h m  Crown title to Aborininal üüen. 

I think one of the things that may have to happen is for us to change the 
cons t i ina l  story line and shift the notion of underiying tiUe h m  cmwn 
l e  to Aboriginal title. 1 think until that happens Ws going to be 
hard.. ..tough skgging, because everything is going against a story thah 
so bound into the system. So I just üiink that story needs to change. 
(January 21,1999). 

It's this idea of shifthg the ground on which Aboriginal rights and Me are argued 

or negotiated that keeps coming up over and over again. This was one of the issues 

which were cornmon to al1 of the intervieweest 



Certainly when we get to the negotiaang table the govemments position 
on fundamental change is a kt diflerent than First Nations'. So f i m  a 
First Nations perspective, will there be enough change so that there will be 
a consideration in the mainstream of Aboriginal sovereignty and the 
acceptance of that sovereignty in the kgal system? I would Say to a 
limited extent il migM ôe possible. 
But, absolutely not from the govemments perspective. They are saying 
that that change is ocarrring now and that's their inherent rlgM policy and 
the govemment - First Nations negotiatbns that ara going on. They say 
that is hrndamental change. ... devolution to a municipal se~ovemment. 
So fiom the govemment's perspective that's already ocarnjng. Fmm the 
First Nations perspective, no. (Mark Dockstator, November 1 1 , 1 998) 

I think changes can occur in each generatkn. My notion is that this is a 
seven generation event. We are not going to corne to that recognition as 
quickly as though it may look like I am suggesting in the Delgemuukw 
articleg. I am just trying to paint the whole pidure if I can but then the 
changes that need to be taken to deal with that are just not a one off shot. 
(John B o m ~ s ,  November S,l998). 

I would say that it is wonderhl that they acknowledge the principle of 
equality and mutual respect but you know when you begin to think about 
what it would take to really do that and you know, the kind of Ume 
pressures involved ... First Nations dont have two more generations to wal 
while they train and while the judiciary figures out how it has to refom 
itseif. You know we don't have that many ûees left ... we don't have that 
many fish left ... You kmw time is an issue, so of coume it's not that each 
individual judge ha$ to do this. It's also the purpose of relying on experts 
etc. But I still think it's a very big challenge to move beyond the symbolic 
recognition to the adual practice of revising the legal system sufficientiy. 
(Dam Culhane, Febniary 10,1999). 

Bonows, John(L999) Buause it does not malcc aense: a comment on DeIgumdw v. tbo Qiieea 
Osg& HaMLuw J o u d ,  Fd. 



5.4.1 jn summanc 

W i  respect to the time involved, several interviewees point out that il will 

probably take several generaüons to make the necessary fundamental changes to the 

legal system. The key challenge seems to be the idea of shifting the notion of 

underlying tiüe from Crown to Aboriginal Me. All the interviewees see tMs as a long- 

tenn solution. The intewiewees am generally cautious in their comments about 

whether this is even a possibility. 

5.5 ShHting the Gmund 

One of the most in tewng aspects of doing qualitative research and 

interviewing is often the emergence of the unexpected. Throughout the discussion of 

the disadvantages and advantages of granting equal weight to Aboriginal oral histories 

in the courts, al1 the interviewees voiced concem over how Aboriginal rights and title are 

litigated. All of the interviewees also felt that the starüng point for Aboriginal rights and 

title liügation was archaic and unjust. Clown sovereignty was assumed, where 

Aboriginal sovereignty had to be pnwen. This has becorne fad in Canadian law over 

tirne, but many feel it is tirne to question this assumpüon. I was surpriseci at the 

consistency of comments that recognized this as a fundamental problem and how many 

used phrases sudi as 'shiRing the ground' or 'changing the starüng point' for discussion 

on sovereignty. 

While many also feel that the recommendaüom in De@arnuukw represent a step 

foward for equalking the approach taken to Aboriginal rights litigation, it still does not 



go far enough because it does not question the Clown's assumption of sovereignty. 

One of the few people who has written about this in connectiin to ûelgamuukw is John 

Bomws. He points out that: 

In the assertion of Clown sovereignty you get the same issue occurring 
because what happens is that the court subjects Aboriginal assertions of 
sovereignty to great degrees of scrutiny.. .asking for al1 sorts of evidence, 
whereas Cmwn sovereignty is just accepted ... ifs just assumed. There's 
not even any scnitiny Mat's given to that, and so once again it draws on 
this notion of 'primitive* and 'civilized" because it assumes that Aboriginal 
peoples were not sophisticated in their govemance and didnY have 
powers and it assumes that non-Aboriginal govemanœ does have these 
wide ranging pwers of sovereignty. 
(November 5, 1 998). 

Mark Dockstator, a lawyer like John Bomws, also feels that this shift in legal 

thinking is important, although he is not optimistic about such changes. 

I think Ps hard for the court to sort of sMke at the fundamental premise of 
sovereignty for European society. And that is to Say we have to question 
il. I dont think mat the courts would ever corne to the idea that they Say 
we question our own aovereignty in these parücular issues and to do so 
would open the door to Say perhaps Aboriginal swereignty as something 
that they have to look at. Ifs not an issue you ever discuss. It's an 
assumption. Its an absolute assumption and it's one that you cant 
question. To go back that far and to question it essentially they just tune 
out, tum off and say well you can Say whatever you want, but yw cant 
change the fact that we have ultimate sovereignty and ultimate ownenihip. 
You can discuss anything from that point in time, but you can't go back to 
that point in time to question that assumption. 
(November 1 1,1998). 

fed Chamberlin talks about making mis shift via the use of oral histories (Giksan 

Adaawk): 

I think what needs to happen is what the Gitxsan argued. is that Ws not 



that the scienWic account confimnr the Adaawksl*, Ks the other way 
around. The Adaawks confirm the scientific story and I think the courts 
need to shiR that burden of proof as it were, so that veMcatkn is provided 
by the oral history, rather than provided by written documentation. Thats 
tough, rsaliy tough. A mal imaginative stretch to do it and it's not just 
bloody minded judges and courts. it takes big stM ... and I don? think the 
Supreme Court has helped much at al1 in that kind of off hand instruction. 
(Janua y 21,1999). 

Mariene Brant Castellano talks about this shift in tenns of politics and rhetoric. 

There has been a lot of talk about rhiWng the relationship" corning h m  the 

govemment of Canada and the legal system. but not a lot of fundamental change is 

actually ta king place. 

I have just finished writing an article about the progress that appean to 
have been made in the two years since the commission report [R.C.A.P 
report] was released in achially shnting the relationship.. .the big 
pidure ... shifting the relatknship to a a r e  respectful, miprocal 
paitnership. And there's lots of hetoric about that and in the statement of 
reconciliatbn in the "Gathering Strength" policy framework that the 
govemment of Canada announced, there's the rhetoric of partnership.. . of 
shifting the relationship ... of making the assumptions that would permit an 
equitable accommodation of differences, for example, around 
comprehensive daims. But when it comes down to the wire. .. in spite of 
the metoric that Jane Stewart [former Minister of lndian and Northem 
Affain Canada], who I think is a very sincere person, when it cornes down 
to it, she will go only as far as her cabinet wlleagues and treasury board 
will consent to support her. 
(Febniary 1 1,1999). 

Phrases like 'shifting the relaWnshipn and wods like "reconciliation" are 

encouraging and pmbably quite heartfeit, but one has to dig deep to Rnd exemples of 

the types of changes that tnily address the cobnial mots of C m  sovereignty. As 
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many of the interviewees pointed out, it wouM take a monumental shift in legal thinking 

and reasoning to level the playing field. 

5.5.1 In sumrnan, 

To the interviewees, sh Wting the ground of Aboriginal, nonAboriginal relations 

means: shifting the notion of Crown sovereignty and recognizing Aboriginal sovereignty; 

that Aboriginal oral histones confimi the scientific stofy instead of the other way around; 

shifting the relationship between Aboriginal communiües and the courts to a more 

equitable accommodation of differences. 

In Chapter 6 ideas for shifting the gmund of Aboriginal I non Aboriginal relations 

will be examined. 

5.6 

" A n  you optimktic about the future of Aboriginal rlghts and titk in the courts"? 

This question was simply designed to test the climate at this point in time. Am 

people feeling optimistic post-DeIgamuukw about the Mure of Aboriginal rig hts and title 

litigation? Or are people leaning more towards negotiated Settlements at this point in 

time? 

I have organized the responaes in chart fom to show that aiere were many more 

optimistic responses than pessimistic, which was surprising to me, and to show the 

optimisüc ones side by side. The recrponses genemlly point to the determination and 

optirnism exMbiied by Aboriginal people8 about their cornmuniües. 



" A n  you optimistic about the futun d Aboriginal rights and titk in Uw 

YES NO 
--- -- - - --- 

Yes, I have to be. I wouldn't k teaching in a 
law schwl otherwise. I am trying to point out 
Vie wesknesses and challenges in doing this 
and maybe movkig the ground of the 
conversation out of courts and into another 
dispute rerduüon forum.l1 

-- - - 

The mole context of the racist view and the 
colonialist view is süll dominant in the 
system. And what we a n  going to have to do 
is to continue to put fornard what we see as 
Aboriginal rights and Me and chalknge the 
whole court on how it treats us.. .13 

" John Bonowa, Novembm 5,1998. 

" Gacy Poüs, Novcmber24,1998. 

I3 Don Rya, Jmuuy 18,1999. 

l4 Julie Cmblmk, fanuary 13.1999. 

1 am not opthistic at al1 about aie fiAure of 
lndigenous peoples' rights in the court. I am 
in !aw simply bacause l want to understand 
w M s  behind this mask that they cal1 law 
and have impowd on us. 

I am not. I think negotiations are a better 
way b do it. If I wu# observe more I might 
see a difkerence, but my sense would be to 
try and kwp it out of üm courts as much as 
possible, partly becauw il is an adversarial 
systm and îhere are diffemnt ways of 
spaking about these things than you might 
have in a negotiation. but I rnay be too 
optimisüc about negotiations or naïvely 
optimistic about negotiations. l4 



-p 

In a long terni way, yes. In the short terni, I 
ttiink we want to take a cue fimm some of the 
Aboriginal peopk who, one of m m  I heard 
intenrkwed just effet Delgamuukw. The 
intenriewer was saying, "won7 this be niœ for 
him C m e  the changem ... and h8 craid, "Oh 
I'm not even suis H will be for my childnn, 
but I think my grandchildnn. I aiink they're 
going to ba in better shapa". I think we have 
got to [be optimistic]. This is a big 
tran~fomiation.'~ 

I guess I would say that I am optimistic that 
Aboriginal peopla MI conanue to push the 
courts further and fumer as they have done 
in the past Whether the courts are mady 
willing and able to move any further than they 
already have.. .l dont know. So depending 
on how they interpmt that balancing of 
interests and how they interpmt the extent of 
their fidudary obligation in relation to the 
ammitment to kbncing interests.. .wep1l 
$88. I think those are the p ~ h e s  and pulls 
on the 

I am optimistic that Aboriginal people are 
going to continue to transmit their distinct 
ways of behg human in the world. But aie 
mold within that whieh those values, and that 
world view [and how] those traditions are 
transmitted . . .I think is pmbably going to 
transfomi more partiailady in communities 
like the one l IIhe in whem change and 
cultural interchange is going on at a very 
intense level." 



5.6.2 Jn sumnury 

While many feel that il is important to keep challenging the legal system 

regarding aspects that are seen as unjust, such as the C m ' s  assumption of 

sovereignty, sorne of the interviewees lean towards negotiateâ settlements. It must 

also be taken into consideration mat the situation for groups in B.C. with the 5.C. Treaty 

Commission is quite different h m  the situation in other parts of Canada. The 

interviewees from B.C. (Don Ryan, Oara Culhane and Julie Cruikshank) al1 are cautious 

if rot downright disappointed with the cumrnt results of that commission. 

It is interesting to note that while most of the interviewees showed some kind of 

optimism regarding the Mure of Aboriginal rights and title litigation, they seemed more 

optimistic about the perseverance, adaptability and stmngth of Aboriginal peoples than 

they were about the legal system. All of the interviewees could be considered seasoned 

activists, leaders or advocates of Aboriginal rights, so il is interesting to note the 

reasons for optimism. Certainly it was mis strength and optimism that came through in 

the interviews. 

John Borrows recommenûs or advocates that the courts should be a place for 

recognizing or idenafying the problem, while other avenues such as out of court 

negotiation rnay be preferabk in the long run. Several oaier of the interviewees believe 

that the courts must continue to be pushed on Aboriginal rigMs and title cases and 

subsequently on issues sumunding the exünguishment of Aboriginal rights and the 

Cmwn's assertion of sovereignty in particular. While aiese issues clearfy need kng- 

tem solutions. the interviewees also talked about the need for w s ~ I t u r a l  



undemtanding, in the short and long-term. 

5.7 Ciooscultuml Understuidhg of Oral Histories 

Is it possible to understand another culture's oral histories? The interviewees 

were generally optimistic about the possibilities for crosscultural understanding of 

Aboriginal oral histories. The tirne involved to leam, listen to and understand Aboriginal 

oral histories was one of the major considerations in cross-cultural understanding, as 

there is so little tirne within a couit setüng for leaming to take place. 

John Bomws believes it is possible for people to leam through understanding 

over time: 

I dont believe in a radical cultural dtfference and divide that can never be 
crossed. I do believe that there are great cultural differences that are hard 
to understand, and might take some people a life-time to do sol but you 
cm, through association, through leaming, through undemtanding over 
time corne to that point. So I do think that is a humen possibility and I 
think Ps been done in the past in some instances, but in the court room 
Ws such a hard gulf to cross because you only have the original people in 
front of you for maybe a day or a week, perhaps three years at the most 
as in the Delgamuukw case. (November 5,1998) 

Mark Dockstator also believes that cmss~ukural understanding is possible, but 

again, that it b a lengthy pnicess. 

It took me a long time to understand what an Eider says. I m a n  we 
speak English thats me. Ifs a comrnon language and so Ws 
communication, but is there understanding? And I woulâ say "yes, l 
understand what you are saying." They saM, p u  dont? But it was never 
explicit. It was never statml that you dont understand. And it took a long 
time to understand for me, a process that you have to go through in order 
to pull out those concepts, and to translate the information fram one to the 
other. (Novernôet 1 1,1998) 

Several amas were pointed out as challenges to cross-cultural undemtanding. 



The first area was leaming how to listen: 

One of rny points is that Ys the height of presumption to think that you and 
I can sit dom, and by hearing one of these oral histories, can understand 
it.. . just because we can hear. We n e d  to leam how to listen, just as we 
need to leam how to mad. I think Ws exactly the same pmœss. We 
need to leam about that gap between what we hear and whats meant. 
And that's a long serious process, but %s one that I don? see how we can 
possibly expect judges to do it unless we give ?hem some help. 
(Teci Chamberlin, January 21,1999) 

Leaming about the specific type of Aboriginal oral history connected b a 

particular culture and the variation of interpretation both inside and outside of that 

culture was also pointed out as a challenge to cross-cultural understanding. 

And the second is to begin to leam about the particular culture and the 
particular oral history that are being examined or that are being presented 
as some kind of evidence in court. And thatts another big challenge 
because of course these are unique nations, so for Supreme Court of 
Canada judges for example to be able to really hear the oral histories of 
say the Haida, and the Micmac is like asking somebody to becorne fully 
knowledgeable in both French and ltalian histoty and culture. So those 
are big demands and expectations and big challenges. (Dam Culhane, 
February 10,1999) 

The other issue is around variation. You see this in qub dramatic fom . I 
was some years ago reading primary documents, p u  know ûansm*ptions 
of oral traditions around Serpent Mounds and what the history of Serpent 
Mounds represented. And reading the transcription of Ojibway oral history 
from the perspective of a Mohawk was VERY intemting, because the 
Ojibway stories of the encounters around üie Serpent Mounds speak of 
hostile encounten be-n the Iroquois. It was the Ojibway who were 
triumphant and the Mohawks who tumed tail and were driven back souai 
toward the lake. And I was saying how very interesting ... the oral tradtüon 
about the same events.. .Ws like the two solitude's of the French and 
English talking about the origins of Canada and so on. (Mailene Brant 
Castellano, Febniary 1 1,1999) 



SD7A Jn summwy 

In answer to the question 'cm one understand anoaier culture's stories?', the 

interviewees believed that, yes, R is possible. They also pointed out some of the 

challenges to cross-cultural understanding such as: the time involved; the need to leam 

how to lista; the need to leam the particulam of the specific type of Aboriginal oral 

history; and the variation of interpretations both inside and outside of Aboriginal 

cultures. 

5.8 Educating Judgu 

Do you think that judges nead a %u)hinl hearing rid9, so to speak, to 

evaluak evidence ruch as Aboriginal onl  histories which a n  typically oubide 

thair own cuîtum and exp.rhnce? 

This question provoked a lot of discussion. The two main questions which 

seemed to flow out of this question were: Would a 'culhiml heanng aid' help? What 

types of strategies or training would aid a judge trying to undendand Aboriginal oral 

histories? 

Many of the interviewees felt that any sort of crosscultural training should begin 

in law schools. and that them should be a range of aMs. 

I aiînk the court wouid be helped by heahg aide, plural. I woukl be 
concemeci about the court aiinking they have got aie culture down by 
listening to one person when a culktnt is necessarily a cornplex matrix of 
nlationships and diferhg interpretations on thingr. I think it woukl be 
important for lhe court that th juâges theniseives am able to understand 



the range of meaning that is possible within in culture. You wuld need 
diffemnt people to talk to, diflemnt educational experiences [and] dMerent 
personal experiences and that cornplicates it, because one mode1 you 
could have someone sitting there with the judge translating as it were 
what the cultural experienœ is, but I think the court and the judge needs 
to go beyond that because that could rew things in another problernatic 
way. And you actually need bmader understanding than just that. 
(John Bomws, November 5,1998) 

lt's very difficult for judges, and certainly judges which we refer to as the 
old guard, who have been amund for awhile and corne through the legal 
system to have been trained or been exposed to the issues with respect to 
Aboriginal rights and the development of those rights within the last 20 
yean. Certainly law schools in the last 5 yeam perhaps have had courses 
which relate to contemporary issues of Aboriginal righb. With respect to 
the judiciary there is a general reludance to have what they see as 
interest groups try to influence them, such as women, minoritles, and 
other groups such as Aboriginal people, and thevafore I wouldnt Say they 
actively resist educatkn in this particular area, but certainly they are not 
open to having, for example, seminars or educational forums where they 
can be educated by First Nations on these particular issues. So their 
ideas, beliefs, opinions and concepts came h m  a tkne which predates a 
lot of these. initiatives and their evoluüon. 
But ifs valuable for them to understand how to interpret this information. I don? 
know how this would be done, which is in any way acceptable to them, but 
certainly I thlnk it8s a step that has to be taken. 
(Mark Dockstator, November 1 4,1998) 

I think so. One of the objectives that we had for Delgamuukw was to do 
that. the judges have to be educated, the lawyers, people in law school. 
aiey al1 have to be educated. They have to understand a lot of what the 
different groups am doing across the country and it isnY just in Canada, 
but Ks wortd wide now that the Indigenous peoples are standing up and 
saying "Listen , this is out view of world and mis view has to be 
accommodated ." 
So Ws going to gmw and you'll see dinerent schools, like law schools will 
begin to take a look at this. You are swing lots of interest now by some 
of the museums amund the world that are starüng b do conferences and 
worlcshops and 0 t h  things to deal with oral histories. 
(Don Ryan, January 18,1999) 

1 think it needs to m i n  in the Law schaols. I think aie law schools need b 



find ways of bringing in, as part of their programs, sorne ways in which the 
students can understand the different character of diffemnt oral traditions, 
and to do that I think they need to draw widely across the country. 
Because there is no question that lmquoian tradbns are very diffbrent 
h m  the Tsimshian traditions, and Athapaskan traditions, different yet 
again. (Ted Chamberlin, January 21,1999) 

I do think they need a cultural hearing aM. And I think that has to start 
with a very clear understanding and appreciatbn of the very deeply mted 
ethnocentrism of the law to date. And an understanding of the colonial 
experience and an understanding of the history of Canada from the 
perspective of Fimt Nations, and the experience and history of the law 
from the perspective of First Nations. In other words, I think that judges 
have to first understand themselves and their relationship to the law and 
the laws relationship to First Nations before they can be open to receiving 
training and education and more specific ducation and training on how to 
understand and listen to specific oral histories of speciffc First Nations. 
(Dam Culhane, Febniary 1 0,1999) 

Marlene Brant Castellano specifically advocates that training in Aboriginal oral 

histones should be area of specialization. 

I think that Aboriginal law and the legal weight of oral history is a 
specialization. You would not ask somebody whose background was 
family court to make a ruling, to write a judgment on taxation. I am thinking 
about the Supreme Court and I would imagine that in the Supreme Court 
they ûy to achieve a certain balance. And I think that it should be 
recognized that oral history and cultural arguments is an area of 
specialkation that requires specific training and preparation in otûer to be 
able b weigh aie issues. (Febniary 11,1999) 

Julie Cruikshank emphasizes how the courts differentiate between beliefs and 

jura1 tniths. For this reason she thinks that the changes need to k more fundamental 

than just 'cultural hearkrg aids'. 

When judges go out to the cornmunitles and the hearing is in a situation 
where it's a local contexte but it still seems to be that that might be one 



step beyond what happens when oral tradition is brought into the culture 
of the courboom. 
There is some level where I aiink, fimt, if judges could undendand aiat the 
court is a system of beliefs and the court is a cultural context, l don? think 
that that's likely. But il seems to me the best tMng would be M judges 
could aiink of the anthropological study of the wuitroom, then I think if 
that were first, then l would Say yes. I think othetwise iYs still this notion of 
the judge doesnt necessarily believe people.. ..he may believe that people 
belief it, in many cases. 
One that I am thinking about. The beliefs that people in the Yukon have 
about glaciers and glacial sutges and so on, I dont think judges would 
believe that the glaciers listen, that the glaciers respond to humans, but he 
might believe that people believe that There is some level in which 
judges could really imagine themselves understanding that these are ways 
of thinking about things. They are not just beliefs; they are ways of 
thinking produdively about how humans relate to each other and to the 
land. 
So I guess I am a little pessimistic about that. I think that judges who get 
courses in cultural understanding maybe more sympathetic, but I dont 
know quite where that gets us, except to a more liberal response to things. 
I think there needs to be something more fundamental before it would 
really work. (January 1 3, 1 999) 

Gary Potts simply felt that 'cultural heanng aidsB would not help. Like Julie 

Cruikshank, he felt that more fundamental changes were necessary. 

NO, they cannot understand no matter how extensive the cultural hearing 
aid is. And even if they did understand, they cou# not deviate h m  aie 
framework of law that has built up in ignorance. They have no way of 
breaking that comrnon law hamess that they have on them right now. 
(November 24,1998) 

5.8.1 jn summUy 

Do you think mat judges need a cultural hearing a#. so to speak. to evaluate 

evidence such as Aboriginal oral histories which are typically outride their own culture 
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and experience? In response to this question, the interviewees variously responded: 

There should be many types of 'hearing aids'; cross-culhiml training should begin 

in the law schools; judges and lawyers need a deeper appreciation and understanding 

of the ethnocentrism in the law to date; expertise training in Aboriginal oral histories 

shwld be an aree of specialization in the lega! profession; and. because the courts 

differentiate between what it consMers to be beliefs and jural tniais, cultural hearing 

aids may rot help. The changes need to be more fundamental to ththe legal system. 

5.9 The Culture of the CourtmornlThe Culture of the Aboriginal Community 

Much of the ernphasis of this thesis has been on the use of oral histories in the 

courts, yet as Mark Dockstator points out there needs to be work and preparation at th8 

community level before the case gets to the courts. 

What I am interested in, as well, is how does oral tradition makes it into 
the legal system, because them is a way that it gets into the legal system 
through lawyers in order to be presented to the courts. So I look at the 
step before that, (1) with the lawyers and (2) aie community itself. How do 
they get ready for that? 
So I dont think lawyers necessarily have that background either. How do 
they get ready in order to present or to organize that information to the 
people that are reprssenting them so that il gets into the court system? So 
I dont see the focus on the front end of it. I think thafs where a lot of the 
work has to ôe donne for Find Nations. to understand aiis, to get ready for 
it and for theit advisors essentially to devekp the niles which will then 
feed into the system. 
That wont be done in a dHferent way unless the communiaes as well as 
the people who are advising the communities have that understanding fimt 
and then work with the systern ftom the other way around, w essentially 
the tail doesnt wag the dag. 
So I go back to the fimt step and Say. the comtnuiity can do mat b e f i  il 
gets into the system. so that if the pemn that's ieadhg or the community 
works on it , they can adually do that before il gets into the system, so the 



judges don? have to wony about that But to wait until it gets into the 
system I think ifs too late at that point. 
(November 11,1998) 

Again, the cultural context of the Aboriginal community needs to be more fulîy 

taken into consideration when krterpreting or evaluating Aboriginal oral histories. This 

point seems to corne up over and over again. 

I think when the Giksan and Wet'suwefen went to court with Delgamuukw 
they saM, yes, you can look at these as historical tnRhs but it is more than 
just historical data. lt is about a larger pictu m... about how disputes are 
resolved for instance. So that's one of the things. The other thing that I 
think is problematic with this is that again Vs bringing oral tradition into 
courts and I'rn not sure that a better parallel wouldn't be to try and 
understand how oral tradition operates in contex$ in the communiaes. 
(Julie Cruikshank, January 13. 1999) 

I think in pradice it means understanding oral histories and oral traditions 
as being created, and as being transmitted and heaid and used within the 
context of the communities in which it Iives. So I think in practice, for 
example, inviting judges to attend a potlatch might be a way of beginning 
to try to understand oral traditions or oral histories on their terms, i.8. in 
the places where and in the conte& in which and for the purposes for 
which and in the modes in which Aboriginal people themselves tell their 
histories and leam aieir histories and affirm their histories. So in a very kind of 
concrete way, that might be a way, but of course it also requires a bigger 
conceptual project 
(Dam Culhane, Febniary 10,1999) 

John Bomws takes the concept of interpmtation and evaluation in the 

community context one step fumer, advocatlng stories being evaluated by their own 

stories. This reinforces some of the concepts discusæd earlier by Marlene Brant 

Castellano conceming oornmunity validation of oral histories. 

One of the points I by to make in my De&amuukwaiticle as ml1 b so far 
what the cou- have done is they reœived evidence of Aboriginal history, 
law etc.. to pmve that they wre a sodety, to prwe that they had rights 



etc. Thats only maybe a quarter or half of the story because Ws when 
those stories are evaluated by their own stories, not necessarily just by 
legal stories about evidence etc., that you actually move on to new 
ground. That's where the promise lies for me is that pehaps at some 
point there will be a recognition that in evaluating these stories, those 
stories themselves have criteria within them by which you can then judge 
and make sense of whafs being heard. 
(November 5,1998) 

5.9.1 In rummaw 

Throughout the interviews, the discussion often veered toward the context of the 

Aboriginal community and how to take that into consideration when interpreting and 

evaluating oral histories. Mark Dockstator talked about how the focus of interpretation 

and evaluation should begin with the community, before it gets to the courts. John 

Boirows expands on this idea by advocating a recognition that Aboriginal oral histories 

alreaôy have the criteria to be evaluated by their own stories within a pafticular 

community. Perhaps Dam Culhane sums up these sentiments best by saying that: 

So I think in pradice, for example, inviting judges to attend a potlatch 
might be a way of beginning to try to understand oral traditions or oral 
histories on their t e m ,  i.e. in the places where and in aie contexts in 
which and for the purposes for which and in th8 rodes in which Aboriginal 
people themselves tell their histories and leam their histories and affin 
their histories. (February 10,1999) 

5.10 Chiptor Summa y 

This chapter summarires the comments and opinions of the interviewees. It was 

organized in wch a way that verbatim excerpts from the interview transcripts wen, 

readily available for the readet to mfer to the soum. 



Many of the interviewees' responses concemed the Supreme Court 

rewmmendations in Delgarnuukw v. Brftish Columbia (1997) as they pettain to the use 

of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. Later in the chapter the discussion branched 

off to address cross-cultural understandings of Aboriginal oral histories generally and 

within the judiciary, and community validation and contextual interpreüve Issues. 

The Supreme Court recommendatkns specifically state that 'the laws of 

evidence must be adapted h order that this type of evidence can be accommodated 

and placed on an equal fooHng wia, the types of historical evidence thet coutts am 

faimllar wiar, whlch largely consists of hlstotkal documents1* (Delgamuukw v. BMish 

Coiumbia (1997) 3 S.C.R. 1010). 

This leads into the primary research question: 'What do you believe are the 

advantages and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral historical evidence k i ng  evaluated 

equally alongside of wntten historical evidence?" The reader can see that the 

interviewees believe that there are more disadvantages than advantages to Aboriginal 

oral histories being evaluated alongside of written documentation. 

The interviewees emphasited the issues that they fett must be deaît with first in 

order for Aboriginal oral histories to be tmated equally. S o m  of these issues centered 

around interpretation, evaluatbn and the cornparieon of the oral and the written. The 

area of cultural context was cited under several headings. Many of the interviewees 

stated thet the fad that Aboriginal oral histories were heard outside of the context of 
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the community, wiaiin the courts, was problematic. This in itseK creates pmblems when 

community validation is not present, and the witnessing is done by the courts, not by the 

community. 

Opinion on the Supreme Court recommendations in Delgamuukw (1997) was 

guarded; not strongly optimistk nor strongly pessimistic. Some issues such as the 

assumption of Crown Sovereignty were identifid as stumbling blocks to the recognition 

of Aboriginal rights and ritle in litigation. lnterviewees mainly identifid fundamental or 

systemic amas that need long-terni change within the legal system. 

The general theme of 'shifting the ground' of AboriginaV non-Aboriginal relations 

ran through al1 the interviews. As rnentioned earlier, shifting the notion of Clown 

sovereignty and recogniting Aboriginal sovereignty was a key point. But shifting th8 

ground also referred to shifting the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

peoples to a more respectful, redprocal partnership that is connectecl to leveling the 

playing field or equalizing the starüng point in Aboriginal rights and tkle litigation and 

land-daims negotiation . 
lnterviewees were generally more optimistic about the strength and 

perseverance of Aboriginal peoples than they were about the Mure of Aboriginal rights 

and title litigation. Some of the comments stated, (a) the courts aie a place for 

recognizing and Mentlfyng the problems, but not necessarily the place for saking the 

problem; (b) negotiation rnay be preferable in =me cases, but the courts süll need to be 

pushed on the recognition of Aboriginal rights and me. 

Rie final sedion of this chapter summarized msponses in the amas of cm$$- 
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cultural understanding, educating the judiciary and the culture of the courboomlthe 

culture of Aboriginal cornmunities. 

The interviewees pointed out sme of the challenges to cross-cultural 

understanding of Aboiiginal oral histories, such as: the short time involved in a court 

setting; the need to leam how to listen; aie need to leam the particulars of the specific 

type of Aboriginal oral history: and the variation of interpretations both inside and 

outside of Aboriginal cultures. Some of these points overiapped with the possibilities 

for educating the judiciary, as this is very much a cross-cultural interpretation issue. 

The interviewees were asked, 'Do you think that judges need a cultural hearing 

aid, so to speak, to evaluate evidence such as Aboriginal oral histories which are 

typically outside their own culture and experience?", and they responded: that there 

should be many types of hearing aids; that cross-cultutal training should begin in law 

schools; judges and lawyers need a deeper appreciation and understanding of the 

ethnocentrism in aie law to date; expertise training in Aboriginal oral histories should be 

an area of specializaümn in the legal profession; that because the courts difkentiate 

between what aiey wnsider to be beliefs and jura1 truths, cultural hearing aids may not 

help. The changes need to be more fundamental to the legal system. 

Thmughout the intenriews, the discussion oAen focuseci on the context of the 

Aboriginal community and how to take that into consideration when interpreting and 

evaluating oral histories. Mark Dockstator talked about how interpretation and 

evaluation shouid bqin within the community befiore il gets to the courts. John Bomnrm 

expandecl on this idea by advocating a recognition that Aboriginal oral histories already 
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have the criteria to be evaluated by their own stories within a padcular community. This 

bnngs the discussion and the findings out of the courts and back into the community. 

Both Mark Dockstator's and John Bomw's points are cbsely linked to community 

conûol and community validation of Aboriginal oral histories. The main issues cited as 

being the major stumbling biocks in the settlement and recognition of Aboriginal rights 

and title litigation are long-term fundamental changes within the legal system 

(assumptions of Crown sovemignty and the issues aridng out of that assumption). 

Many interviewees acknowledged the difficulty and challenge in trying to shM notions of 

Cmwn sovereignty to the recognlion of Aboriginal sovereignty. This is no doubt part of 

a long-terni strategy to address hindamental legal assumptions that continue to stand in 

the way of full recognition of Aboriginal rights and title in the courts. 

Work at the community level that addresses some of the conœms about 

interpretation and evaluation of Aboriginal oral histories has not been widely written 

about, yet (a) community wntext cornes up over and over again in the interviews, and 

(b) unlike the legal system which is outsicle the culture, history and decision-maûing 

structures of Aboriginal communities, work in the context of the commun@ ho#s out the 

hope of greater Aboriginal control in shaping and detennining how Aboriginal oral 

histories will be interpreteâ and evaluated once outside the cornmunily. 



CHAPTER 6 

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF EMERGING ISSUES 

6.1. Introduction 

Speaking to the Manitoba Aboriginal Justice Inquiry, Elijah Harper said: 

Without understanding there cannot be justice. Wihout equality there can 
be no justice. W i i  justice we can begin to understand eech other. With 
justice we can work and live with each other ... Aboriginal people want a 
judicial system that recognizes the native way of life, our own values and 
beliefs, and not the white man's way of life. 
(Manitoba, 1997, p. 251) 

While it is easy to view Aboriginal oral history simply as evidence or data 

separate from community, culture and history when in the context of the courtmom, to 

Aboriginal peoples oral history embuâies a system of indigenous knowledge based on 

traditional beliefs and values. The themes that emerged h m  the interviews show that 

alhough the issues discussed are linked to the legal system, oral histories are 

intricately a part of the wmmunity and the culture in which they originated. 

Riere are particular themes which emerged over and over again in the 

intenriews. The first area specifically pertains to issues seen as being problematic to 

the use and understanding of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts and the way that 

Aboriginal rights and Me are litigated. The second area pettains to the use and 

preparation of Aboriginal oral histories belbre and after being head in the courts. This 

chapter is organized acconjing to the following issue areas: 

First, issues sysfemic to the 

Utle aie litigated will be discusseâ. 

legal system and the way that Aboriginal rights and 

Second are contextual issues regarding the use of 
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Aboriginal oral histories such as cross-culhrral interpretation, evaluation and 

cornparison of the written and the oral which is also cksely tied to wmmun@tvalidation 

and control. 

The focus of this chapter is to identify issue areas that am cornmon to the 

interviews and the legal research, and to provide some contextual analysis. The point 

is not necessady to corne up wiai answers, but to identify at this point in time (ps t  

Delgamuukw 1997) the advantages and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral historical 

evidence being evaluated equally alongside of wmen historical evidence. The issues 

identified represent the beginnings of a larger discussion that is Hkely to go on for as 

long as Aboriginal groups choose to use the courts to prove ownership, jurisdiction or 

stewardship over ancestral lands and more generally, for as long as Aboriginal oral 

histories are called upon in cross-cultural settings to be cornpared and evaluated. 

6.2. Syskmic LegaI krues: Aboriginal Oral Histories and Aboriginal Righb 
Utigatlon 

Aboriginal rights litigation in Canada is extremely cornplex. Aboriginal groups in 

dmerent parts of Canada have varying prkrities and legal strategies according to their 

own histories and needs. The following are simply the issues which snted down 

airough the cases listed in C h a m  Three, combined with what came up repeatedly in 

the interviews. Particularly in the intenriews, it was noted that these systemic legal 

issues would have to be refomied or changad before the equal inclusion of Aborlginal 

oral histories would have a positive ened on Aboriginal rlghts and ütie litigation. 

The issues under mview will be: fiiotly, the way that the coum have used tests 
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to detemine Aboriginal rights and title; secondly, how using tests have often produced 

rights which are hzen at the time of contact or when sovereignty was asserted; thirdly, 

how both testing far Aboriginal rights and aie concept of hzen rights have led to 

extingulshment of rights; and fourMy, the assumption of Crown sovmlgnty as a basis 

for extinguishment. Aboriginal rights and Wle Iitigation have put Aboriginal communiaes 

in the position of having b prove historic land occupation, land use and societal 

organization, which has then necessitatecl the use and also the testing of Aboriginal 

oral histories in land daim trials. 

'Snow houses bave no nrinsn. 
(Baker Lake v. MinMer of M a n  Affiirs and Northem Development [l98O], 5 

W.W.R. 193) 

In order to make Aboriginal rights cognizable in the courts, there must be a 

means of proving their existence, so tests or a set of ctiteria are used for this purpose 

(Ellbtt, 1980, p. 657). The Baker Lake test is often refend to and it was specifically 

used and modifieci in Delgemuukw v. Brifish Cdumbie (1 991) '. In Baker Lake, 

Mahoney suggests that in cases imrdving daims for Aboriginal rights, the claimants' 

legal buden of proof is lower than in other cases: 

The evidence ... is extremely meagre, so meagre that in orner 
cirwmstances, I should feel that the bu- of pmof had not been 

1 'IbeRakerhkctertwu supporrodbypropori~f iomtbeSuprpmeCourtofCMarki in~v~R [1978] 1 
SC& 104; [197n 4 W*W& 300; 34 C-CC, (2d) 377; 75 D U  (3d) 434; 15 NJL 495, d CU& vo AoGAC- 
119731 34 D U  (3d) 145 (S.C.C), rnd the United S ~ r ~ e s  Sapeme Castrt in Johnson V. M d i h  (1823), 8 Wt#ton 
543, Wommter v. G#lrgt;a, supra, a d  U X  v. Santa Fe Pac R a i I d  Ca (1941), 3 14 U.S, 339, 



discharged. The rneagreness of the evidenœ is ... inherent in its subject- 
matter. .. Snow houses leave no niins. (Baker Lake v. Mhis?er of Indku, 
Affiim and Northem Oevelopment [1980], 5 W.W.R. 193) 
Due to the meagreness of historical evidence it is often necessary to cal1 upon 

Aboriginal oral histories. 'Documentation of Aboriginal üüe brings the court into a realm 

where written records are rare, where judges must rely on anairopdogical, historical 

and archaeologiwl evidence, and make judgments of a subjectiv8 nature" (Elliot, 1980, 

p. 658). Yet, tests within Aboriginal rights litigation am interpreteâ in ternis 'cognizable' 

to the Canadian legal and constitutional structure which has tended to limit the 

subjective nature of such judgments. 

It is not the tests as such that are the issue, but how the criteria are interpreted 

dHferently by the courts and Aboriginal groups. While tests are put in place in oider to 

mate consistency and in order to have certain standards or criteria to prove a point, 

tests also insert their own bias. What may seem 'pmvable' to one group within its own 

cultural traditions may be interpreted quite differently outside those cultural noms, as in 

the case of Delgamuukw (1991 ) where the judge interpreted "Aboriginal life [as] far h m  

stable" (ûelgamuuûw v. Btitish Columbia [1991] 3 W.W.R. 97). What seemed to prove 

consistency of cwtoms and land-use over hundreds of years to the Gbcsan and 

Wet'suwet'en was interpreted othetwise by Judge McEachem. 

ûf the four criteria set out in aie Baker Lake test, the one most relevant to this 

thesis is p m f  that Wey and theif ancestors were memben of an organizeâ society" 

(Beker Lake v. MinMer of Indien A i h i i i  end Northem Development [1980], 5 W.W.R. 

193). This immediately pub the Aboriginal giwp on the defensive having to pmve 

2 Refa ta Chap&r 3, subudon on ' ' B a k w ~  v Mèèw of Iddon Afairs OndNorthm DewI't " hr tk 
fourdemcais iaidaut in that test, 
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something which to m s t  seems obvious, namely that to sunrive as a society, a gmup 

must have had its own systern of organization. In Delgamuukw v. BWsh Columbia 

(1991) Judge McEachem, quoting from Hobbes, came to the condusion that life for the 

Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en was 'nasty, brutish. and short". He goes on to Say that Wiey 

more likely aded as they did because of survival instincts which vaiied h m  village to 

villagen(Delgamuukw v. B#ish CoIumbia (19911 3 W.W.R. 97) and so he dismissed the 

idea that Aboriginal social institutions, and not simply insünct, existed to organize 

acthrity (Miller, 1992. p. 61). 

A nurnber of academics have acknowledged the absurdity and also aie inherent 

racism of being put in the position of having to pmve that you and your ancestors were 

part of an organized society (Culhane, 1998; Fisher, 1992; Fortune, 1993). 

The organized society criterion is only one example of an area used within tests 

for Aboriginal rights and title. Testhg is one of the amas Mentified by the interviewees 

as problematic in Aboriginal rights and Me litigation. Testing is aleo cksely tied to a 

nurnber of other areas articulated by the interviewees as pmblems which are systemic 

to the legal systern. 

So, Ys a saw ofF between their concept of saying Po a very limited right, 
but there is substance to it so w have to allow you to pmve it and 
therefore we have to allow your oral traditions. (Mark Docûstator, 
November 1 1,1998) 

Once a group has dedded to pursue Aboriginal rights IMgatbn where tests are 

being used, they also nin the risk of having theit Aboriginal rights f k e n  at the time of 

contact. One of the main reasons that Aboriginal gmups have d d e d  to use their oral 
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histories as evidence in land daim cases comes out of the previously mentîoned tests. 

In De/@muukw (1991), oral histories were used to prove sodetal organization and 

territorial land use and occupaüon prkr to and at the time of contact. Once daily 

practices were prwen as a f m  of societal organization prior to contact with 

Europeans, Aboriginal rights could be asserted. At the same time, the judge in the 

Delgamuukw (4991) case then saM that those traditional practices have changed over 

time due to contact with Europeans, and hence are no longer Aboriginal rights. Ergo, 

daily practices, at the time of contact, were then frozen in time by Judge McEachem, as 

he questioned contempomry practices such as buying a fishing license, using electncity 

or driving a car to negate people's cunent Aboriginality and hence their Aboriginal 

rights and title today. 

Even though tests for Aboriginal rights have adapteâ and evohred over time, 

some feel that the way Aboriginal rights are litigated still produces rights wMch are 

frozen in time. Van der Peet v. Queen (1996) sets out that "to be an Aboriginal rigM an 

activity must be an element of a practice, custom or tradition integral to the distinctive 

culture of the Aboriginal group claiming the right". Judge Lamer goes on b explain that 

'the concept of continuity is the means by which a 'frozen rights' appmach to S. 35(1) 

will be avoided" (Van der Peet v. Queen, [lQQ6], 2 S.C.R. 507). The need for traditional 

pracüces to mmain the same postcontact is given some fiexibility by including 

continuity. On the surface, mis look like the courts are rnoving away fiom the concept 

of Wzen rights, but wme interpret this dinemntiy: 

The court8 most recenüy in the case of Van der Peet talked about 
Aboriginal dghts can oniy be Wngs that am integral to distinctive 
culture ...p rkr to aie anhral of Eumpeans, which is very much a concept of 



primitive ... those things that amse as the result of European contact 
cannot be claimed as rights and so what it effectively does is it fteezes 
many practices that Aboriginal people8 developed to mspond to others 
arriving, to respond to coknialism. mere is] just no way that thse can 
be given the same force and so it compromises Aboriginal peoples' ability 
to exeercise economic rights, [which is] the broader survival of communities 
(John Bonows, Novembr 5,1998). 

Sharon Venne (1998) agrees wiai John Borrows, and adds that "Indigenous 

peoples themselves are the best judge of our "traditions, pmctices and customs". 

Moreover, by focusing in this manner on lndigenous culhire, one actually undermines 

any potential for lndigenous selfdetemination (and any control by lndigenous peoples 

ovet their lands and resouces) (p. 8). 

The concept of fiozen rights is quite wntroversial; as John Borrows points out, it 

is tied to a concept of 'primitiven versus *civilizedn, which lirnits the ability of Aboriginal 

people to exercise rights today. The concept of rights which are fiozen in time 

essentially stops any further discussion of Aboriginal rights in the present, rendering the 

use of Aboriginal oral histories as evidence a moot point. 

It's just old wine in new bottles. 
(Data Culhane, Febniary 10,1999) 

Extinguishment is pehaps the biggest stumbling block to land clabns negotiation 

and Aboriginal rights liügation (Don Ryan. January 18,1999; Mark Dockstator, 

November i 1,1998; Gary Pottcr, Novembet 24,1998; Asch & Zhticin. 1997). There are 

a nurnber of ways that extinguishment of Aboriginal b[tle takes place. 
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Extinguishment literally means IYo destroy; to put an end to; to aablish or wipe 

out; in law to render void" (Allen, 1990, p. 414). Extinguishment in aie context of 

Aboriginal rights or We means that typically aie C m  has renâered those rights void, 

histbrically and currently. Asch and Zloain (1997) point out two ways that 

extinguishment of Aboriginal rights and title have occurred in Canadian law: 7he first 

invoives extinguishment by unilateral govemment action. The second involves 

extinguishment with the alleged consent of an Aboriginal party"(p. 210). Prior to the 

Constitution Act of 1982. any Aboriginal right derived h m  the cornmon law could be 

extinguished unilaterally and without aie consent of Aboriginal people, if an act of 

Parliament contradidecl il (Asch 8 Zlotkin, 1 997, p. 21 0). In CeMer v. Attorney GenemI 

of 8 M h  Coîumbia (1973), Justice Hall acknowleâged that ,Aboriginal title being a legal 

right, it could not themafier be extinguished except by surrender to the Crown or by 

comptent legislative authority, and then only by specific legislation" and he goes on b 

Say that intention must be %bar and plainn (Calder v A. G.B. C. [1973] 34 D.L.R. (3d) 

145 S.C.C.). Justice Hall rejecteâ the prernise that Aboriginal rights and Me can be 

extinguished unilaterally by legislation. This was later reinbiced in R. v. Spenow 

([19Qû], 1 S.C.R. 1075). 

While aie courts acknowledged that Aboriginal rights and title could not be 

unilaterally exünguished, groups such as the James Bay Cree would deny that they 

freely agreed to such clauses in the James Bay Agreement of 1075. In the more recent 

setüements, such as Nunavut, Aboriginal groups have agreed to termo that indude the 

exünguishment provision. The federal govemment is insistent on this pmision, which 

has led to dMsivenem among Aboriginal peoples. 



Dan Ryan, aie Gitxsan Chief negotiator, comments on extinguishment: 

In fact the whole requirement for extinguishment and surremder has not 
changed. F i s  is] the objective in the land daims settlement process and 
the treaty pmcess in B.C. and aie Gibcsan are not prepared to do that. 
That was part of the reason why we dM Delgamuukw. was to say îhat the 
whole issue of how Aboriginal rights and tiüe have been accommodateci in 
this country is the coexistence of the two... the Gitxsan title and rights and 
the C m ' s  rights have evoivd and they can coexist and it isnY required 
for people to cede and sunender. Canada is ceiteinly not going to cede 
and surrender its sovereignty to us, but we are expected to do that. 
(January 18, q999) 

Dam Culhane, author of The PIeasum of the Cmwn (1998), also feels that 

extinguishment is still problematic, even though the federal govemment has changed 

the wording set out in the recent Nisgaa agreement: 

Certainly the issues of extinguishment continues to be problematic and 
there's a lot of debate about wheaier the new language of 'certainty' as in 
the Nisgaa trea @...as you know does not use the woids, 'ceâe' and 
'surrendet or 'exünguish', but rather uses the terni 'certainty' or the goal 
of achieving 'certainty of titlea. Now you know some people feel saUsfisd 
with that and others Say it's just old wine in new bottles. It's still 
extinguishment. So certainly aie issue of extinguishment is still 
problematic. (Febmary 10,1999) 

The issue of extinguishment in land daim settlements continues to be 

controversial and divisive. Asch and Zlotkin (1 997) propose the negotiation of 

settlements without extinguishment. The process should be one where Aboriginal 

rights and tiüe are affinned. They believe that this approach is consistent with 

recommendations of reports either commisskneâ by, or agreed to, govemments within 

the last decade (p. 225). As Don Ryan points out, the co-exlslenœ of the two, 

Aboriginal title and rights and the Clown's iights, ha8 evoIved and il shouiânt be 

requirsd that people cede and sumender (Januaiy 18,1999). 



I ls  a concept without a foundatbn. 
(John B o r n ,  November 5,1998) 

lhere are many issues that get caugM in the cornplex web of Aboriginal rights 

and title litigation and negotiation. One issue is often very much interconnecteci to the 

next through legal precedent, historical events or constitutional change. It is difficult to 

talk about the extinguishment of Aboriginal title and rights without addressing the 

Crown's assertion of sovereignty. 

When and how Crown sovereignty was asserted seems to be a matter of debate 

and judicial opinion. Brian Slattery (1983) describes four stages in the evolution of the 

Crown's right (or the Crown's ratbnalization of their right) to Aboriginal lands3. He 

describes the second stage as beginning at contact between Aboriginal and non- 

Aboriginal peoples. During this stage, according to Crown assertions of sovereignty, the 

udiscovernign country gained exclusive rights to the land (p. 3435). 

The evoluüon of Cornmon law precedent is often based on the assumption that 

the C m  asserted sovereignty, which in tum exthguished Aboriginal rigMs or Utle. 

Even though a group like the Gitxsan and Wet'suwet'en may go airough a trial on the 

basis of trying to pprve that they can meet the criteda set out in a test such as ûaker 

Lake, the judgment often goes back to when and how the C m  asserted sovereignty. 

It is the view of a number of academics that common law precedent tounded on Crown 

assumptions of sovereignty needs an uiümate mveml of bgic in order fw Aboriginal 



rights and ütle to be litigateâ justly (Bell 8 Asch, 1997, p. 55; Bomws, November 5, 

1998; Ryan, January 18.1999; Dockstator, November 1 1.1998). 

Richardson (1 993) points to the judgment in the St. Cetherr'ne's Millittg (1 888) 

case as a starting point for the Crown's assumptbn of sovereignty in law: 

In short, the St. Catherine's Milling judgment legitimized the law's 
assumption that simply by anjving hem, Eumpeans legally became 
owners of the lands of Canada. Right up to the pressnt dey, the law has 
leaned on that judgment. When lndians enter Euro-Canadian courts to 
argue land issues, they are not, to use the current catch-phrase. on a 
level playing field. One side is assumed from the beginning to have 
simply taken ownership of the land of the other side, and the law 
interprefs everything in Iight of that assumption. (p. 290) 

Macklem (1997b) sîates that, "the fiction of original Cmwn ocwpancy was 

originally developed to legitimate feudal land-holdings in England, akng with another 

fiction that actual occupants of land at the time enjoyed rights of ownership as a result 

of grants fmm the Clownn. Macklem continues this historical narrative: 

Since the law had imagined the Clown as granting lands to landholders, 
the Crown was no longer the full owner of granted land. Owneiship, or 
fee simple, passed as a result of these grants to landholders. This was 
not ûue in fa& the Crown was not the original occupant and therefore 
owner of the land. At the outset too, there were not, by and large, actuel 
grants eff8Cfed by the Crown to landholders. These wem fictions 
developed to rationalize the existing pattern of land-holdings in England, 
and they served this purpose well. (p. 133) 

So, upon coming to Canada, the Clown 'brought with it this imagined tn~th... that 

they wem the original occupants of all of Canada, not recognizing original occupancy 

and grantîng third party interest to whornever il chose ton (Macklem, 1997b, p. 133), 

hence gMng C m  sovereignty ultimate authority. 

The one thread that wove in and out of all the interviewci is everyone stated in 



his or her own way that this assumptbn of C m  sovereignty needed to be mvemed if 

aiere was evet going to be a truly just legal system in Canada wiai regards to the 

liogation of Aboriginal rights and üüe. Most interviewees, in fact, were damant that 

the basic assurnption of Crown sovereignty was very problematic and irnpoæd a banier 

to the types of changes that would make a difference to Aboriginal rights and title 

Gary Potts, the former chief of the Teme Augama Anishnabai at Bear Island. 

stated that: 

[Crown sovereignty) is there to ensure that their instiMions have a 
ciedible attachment to our lands, even though it is an imposed one h m  
England, based on their notion of discovery. That doctrine of discovery 
gave the land to the European who discovered it, which is absolute 
nonsense. But that is still being applied, [and] that is still the basis of 
Canadian law es being applicable to lndigenous lands. 
(Novernber 24.1098) 

6.23 ]n ~umrnarv 

Four issues, the testing of Aboriginal rights, fiozen rights, exthguishment of 

rights, and Crown assertions of sovereignty are certainly not new or revelatory to criacs 

of the way that Aboriginal rights and title are litigated. As one can see fiom pfevious 

references, many have articulatecl the flaws in how these concepts are litigatd in 

relation to Aboriginal rights and üüe and also in extension, how land-daims are 

negotiated (Bell & Asch, 1997: Bomws, 1999b; Culhane, lW8; Kulchysl<r. 1994). The 

analysis of data in this study identities the four salient issues as a fiarnewoik lior 

appreciathg the mie of Aboriginal oral histories in w s s u ~ l r a l  settîngs. While the 

foais of this thesis is Aboriginal oral histories as evidenœ in legal cases. many of the 
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issues that have eme~ed  are relevant in a variety of cross-cultural settings such as 

treaty negotiations, environmental assessments or anywhere that Aboi(ginal oral 

histories are being evaluated and comparai, particulariy outside of Aboriginal 

communities. 

A M  the final judgment in Delgamuukw (1 991 ), there was a lot of mason to be 

discouraged about the Mure role of Aboriginal oral histories and tradition in the courts. 

In the end, Judge McEachem wmpletely disregarded the history and knowledge 

contained in the recitation of the Gitxsan and Wet'wuwet'en oral histories. So, how the 

rule of law was interpreted by Judge McEachem in the DeIgamuukw case (1 991) did 

not bode well for the future of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts. But since then 

several cases and reports have corne out that have given Aboriginal communiaes and 

others sympathetic to the cause of Aboriginal rights and land~laims cause for 

encouragement. Two events that have had an impact on pncedent, and hence the 

use of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts, are the Final Repott of the Royal 

Commissiion on AborigimI Peoples (1996) and the Supreme Court of Canada 

recommendations in Deigarnuukw (1 997). 

Both the Supreme Court Recomrnendations in De/gamuukw 1997 and the F M  

Reporf of the Royal Commissiion on AhriQinai Peoples advocate changes to the way 

that Aboriginal rights and title are liügated, and in fact advocate negotiation over 

litigation. It remains to be b e n  whether judges in Mure cases will take heed, and 

whether more Aboriginal groups wiW cbum negotiation over liogatbn. The four issues 

identifid hem (testhg for Aboriginal r igb  and Wle; righb fiozen in oim; 

extinguishment of Aboriginal rights and aswmptbns of Crown oovereignty), all remain 



complex issues ingrainecl in the legal system. 

8.3 ConGxtual lssues: Integbtion, Evaluatlon and Cornparison of 01.1 and 

Issues such as interpretation, evaluation and amparison of the written and the 

oral loosely fall within the category of contextual issues. These issues take us away 

h m  the way in which Aboriginal rights and title am litigated, to the contextuel 

differences between the culture of the courtmm and the culture of Aboriginal 

communities. At this point the discussion also becornes relevant to otheer crr#rs-cuitural 

settings where Aboriginal oral histories are being compared and evaluated. 

The interviewees in this study were asked to discuss the advantages and 

disadvantages of Aboriginal oral historical evidence k ing  evaluated equally abngside 

written historical evidence. The concems represented in the following chart provide a 

reference point br the discussion in aiis section. 



What do you believe a n  the advantages and dlsadvantagas of Aboriginal 
oral historical evidence king waluated equally alongsida of mitten 

historical evldence? 

2 Educatlng the judiclary. 

3* Important as a symbdic statement. 

1 PmMems of intemtatkn: 
a) cultural screen Mat üm information has to pam 
Ihmugh. 
b) no fonnal training in ~ ~ i t u r a l  intwpmtation 
or oral histories, 
c) time limitation put on understanding oral 
histofbs in the courts. 

2, QnrMems of evalum 
a) context outside of Abfiginal community. 
b) no equality of power and maurces 
c) the M e n  and oral are separate and distinct. 
d) communal nature of validation is not present in 
the courts. Rules which exist in the community do 

3. Conlpgrison: 
a) oral hisbry is out of conte& in the courts. 
b) like trying to compare apples and oranges. - n'sk of oral histories king treated like 

data. - pub into confrontation two diffmnt 
modes of language and thinking. - rfsk #al histohs being treated with kM 

4. Treatment of oral histwks: 
a) risk the courts not trdrtg Eldm with 1'6~peCt~ 
b) risk of ûeating al1 oral historCss as if aiey an, 
based in the same tradition. 

Issues emerging through c108&cultuml interpretatbn of non-literate cuituns 

have been discussed extensively in anthropoioglcal field work stuâies, but not as much 

in connecfkn to the couitroom (Henige, 1982; Tonkin, 1992; Rmgan & Hocton, 1973; 
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RosaWo, 1 989; Basso, 1 990; Cruikshank, 1 990). 

After the judgment in Delgamuukw (1 991 ), Julie Cniikshan k wrote that: r)ie 

inescapable lesson seems to be that removing oral tradition from a context wfrere it has 

sekvident power and performing il in a context where it is open to evaluation by the 

state poses enomus problems for understanding its historical valuen (Cruikshank. 

1998, p. 64). This sentiment was also miterateci by the intewiewees. There are a 

number of remsons why the evaluation of oral tradition by the state poses problems. 

Perhaps the most obvious is simpiy the inequality of decision-making power and the 

access to resources that aie state has, in comparison to Aboriginal communities. 

Dam Culhane (1 998) makes the point that cultural difference in interpretation 

may not be the main problern, but the 'unequal distribution of wealth, power and 

property may ben (p. 179). This unequal distribution of power is an over-riding reality 

when pursuing legal appmaches to land daims, but the fa& still remains that 

Aboriginal oral histories will continue to be bmgM into the courtmm when it is 

necessary to prove issues such as land-use or societal orgeniration. 

On the level of cross-culturel interpretation of Aboriginal oral tradition in the 

courtroom, there are two questions that shouM be asked: What are the impediments to 

cross-culhiral understanding of oral tradition in the courtroom? Are there ways to 

encourage cross=cuitural understanding of Aboriginal oral traditions in a legal ætting? 

In temw of impediments. there are a number of fadors that were discussd by 

the intewiewees. One of the best sources of current debate conceming these questions 

ames out of the TaIking on the Page: EdMng A6odQinaI Orel Te- conference that 

was heid at the University of Toronto in Novernber of 1996. Several of the interviewees 
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gave papem at ais conference, including Julie Cruikshank and Ted Chambeln. 

Ted Chamberlin pointed out that: "just as we leam how to mad, so we leam how 

to listen; and these leamings do not corne naturally. Nor are they the same acmss 

different traditions, listening to which may be as different as reading English and 

Chinese and Arabicw (Chamberlin, 1999, p. 76). Leaming to Iisten and the time it takes 

to ttnily leam about and understand Aboriginal oral histories was cited by the 

interviewees as an ama that needs more attention. It is also important not just to leam 

to listen, but to leam about the specific Aboriginal culture, as al1 oral traditions are 

unique to that particular Aboriginal culture. 

A number of people have written about the specific crosscultural factors mat 

need to be taken into consideration for a fuller understanding of Aboriginal oral 

traditions such as Ross (1 992), Spielmann (1 W8), Rosaldo (1 989), Dumont (1 993) and 

Brant (1990): 

Simon Ortk (1977) says that as participants in a story. *we must listen for more 

than just the sounds, listen for more than just the words and phrases; we must try to 

perceive the wntext, meaning, purpose" (p. 9). Taking Aboriginal oral histories frwn 

aie community to the courtioom is not an easy transition. S o m  of the interviewees 

advocated îaking the judge to the Aboriginal community to paiodpate in signficant 

cuitml events such as a potlatch. While this is no doubt a step in the right direction in 

trying to get the judge to #ink oulside of his or her own culture. it does not necessaiarily 

ensum identical understandings of oral histories. 

Mayôe it is impossibîe to create the perf8Ct drcumstances k r  understanding 



when so much is dependent on the skiH and background of the listener and aie cultural 

conte* of the original telling, but it is possible to idenafy some elements that encourage 

crosstultuml understanding of oral histories. 

Part of understanding oral histories in their proper conte* is knowing that they 

oRen corne with a cornplex set of tubs. These niles stipulate when stories should be 

told, who has the right to tell the story and restrictions as to how much interpretation the 

teller can add (Spielmann, 1998. p. 184). In the context of the courtmom some niles of 

this type may be compromiseci particularly due to time limitations. In c W n g  

circurnstances that are tnie to oral histories being told outside of the context of the 

community, concessions must be made for non-Aboriginal listeners and for the courts in 

particular. 

One of the biggest challenges to cmss-cultural interpretation of Aboriginal oral 

histories b the variety of interpretations. The courts have a tendency to make a 

distinction between what is viewed as 'historical fact' and what is viewed as 'beliefs' 

(Culhane, 1998, p. 123); thus differing interpretations of Aboriginal oral histories risk 

king categorired as 'beliefs' which do not hold the same legitimacy in the courts as 

'historical facts'. 

Cruikshank a h  identifies the difference between 'beliefs' and Tacts' as an 

important interpmWe issue: 

The judge doesnt necessarily bellem, people....[m y emphasis] he may 
believe Mat people belW it. [For] example. the belieb that paople in the 
Yukon have about glaciers and glacial surges and 80 on. I don? thnk 
judgbe wwld believe that the glaciers listen, that the gladen, rwpond to 
humans, but he might believe that people believe that, but then he is 
assemin9 the beliefis raaierthan understanding thatthese aie ways of 



thinking about things. They am not just beliefs. They are ways of thinking 
productively about how humans relate to each other and to the land. 
(Cruikshank, January 13,1999) 

In trying to get away h m  this imposed differentiation btween beliefs and facts, 

are there ways to accommodate the variety of stories and the variety of interpretations 

of events within Aboriginal oral histories, wiaiin a court setüng? 

This question takes us back to considering varying interpretations. Even if the 

courts provide the the, and are willhg to consider stories in their community contexts, 

this does not necessarily ensure understanding. But at the same time, providing the 

opportunity for the judiciary to hear Aboriginal oral histories, or introducing an Aboriginal 

perspective to history should not be underestimated or given up due to the limitations of 

time and context. Foster and Grove address some of the pmblems of educating the 

judiciaty : 

Controlling, or more accurately, educating, the imagination of the fad- 
finder therefore becornes key. A judge who equates oral history with his 
or her own experience of family history may not appreciate that pre- 
literate culture 'have a more highly developed and instiiutionalized oral 
history capacv (1 993, p. 223). 

While educating the judiciaty was s e n  as being an advantage to including 

Aboriginal oral histories as evidence, aie interpretation given by a judge is still likely to 

be based on his or her own experience and background. 

Greg Sams (1993) comments on how our cultural and pemnal situation af fas  

how we listen: 

Basically, in whatever f m  or manner we deal with oral te*, whether 
orally or literally, we continue their Iifë in very spedfic ways. This is just 
as tm about an oral exchange wiaiin a single cuhm as it is about an 
oral exchange üiat is cross cultural. No hnro pemnal worlds am identical 
anywhere. This does not mean that we are not, or cannot be, distand 



or critical, k r  critical response is part of hearkig. We sort out what we 
hear, unconsdously and consciously, and thb sowng has to do with our 
cultural and personal histories and the situation of our hearing. 
(P- 40) 

Many of the interviewees advocatd some training in Aboriginal oral histories in 

law schools andlor as an area of specialkatbn. 

6.3.3 Commrlron of the wdtten and the on[ 

Street (1 984) makes the point that literacy is not a neutral technology detached 

from social contexts (p. 3). The same could be said of Aboriginal oral tradition. Each 

cornes with its own social, historical and cultural contexts and it is difflcult, if not 

impossible and inappmpriate, to compare them outside of those contexts. 

A number of the interviewees felt that th8 wtitten and the oral should not be 

compared side by side; that they were two very distinct modes of language and 

thinking. Belich (1989) also discuss this point: 

Unlike a document, it [oral history] is not fiozen in time at the p in t  of 
wrîting, but bars the added impfint of those who passed it down thrwgh 
the generations. Nor is il necessarily the function of oral tradition to 
r d e d  empirical reality. Religion, geneabgy, and support for daims of 
land ownership rnay be more important. The scholar who uses such data 
without due caution is in danger of forcing a square peg into a iwnd hole. 
(P. 13) 

While it rnay not be the fundion of Aboriginal oral history to reflet3 empirical 

reelity, it is being called upon in the courts for that purpose. This is reflected in aie way 

that oral history is compared to othet types of evidenœ. Don Ryan in parümlar links 

the cornparison of W e n  and oral histor[cal eviâence to the aikuml context h m  which 

they came: 



I think that the oral histories shouiâ be treated as a discreet body of 
evidence and it shouldn't be put up against m e n  history to amipare il to 
see whether they are valkl. I don? think that we should do that. We 
should try to separate them. So if you are going to put them akngside of 
each other for weighing the evidence, thaYs sort of a disadvantage for the 
oral histories, because the people that you are dealing with in tems of 
written history are corning h m  anothet perspective. I am advocating that 
we look at oral histories in the context of the culture, of the people that are 
involved and how those oral histories are used, how are they recaunted, 
what is the context of munting those oral histories. Those are the 
things that I think that are important for people to understand, rather than 
to weigh written history. 
(January 13,1999) 

Pemaps the participation of the community in validating differing interpretations 

of oral histories before it gets to the courts would strengthen community controt and 

reflect Aboriginal modes of evaluation, systems of ownership and jurisdidion. 

6.3.4 Communlty validflon 

Alice Hofhnan defines validity as, "the degree of confomity between the reports 

of the events and the event itself as recorded by other primary resource material such 

as documents, photographs, dianes, and lettemm (Hoffinan, 1996, p.89). von Omet  

(1 996) classifies tests for validity into two types: intemal and extemal. Intemal tests 

evaluate an oral history in ternis of its own self.consistency. This may involve cross- 

checking and collation of multiple versions. Memal tests compare oral history with 

other evidence. such as written acmunts or archeokgical data (p. 5.3.3). 

nie inteniiewees propose a break particularly from extemal testing for validity to 

models where the community validates and evaluates its own oral histoiies on its own 

cultural tems. For one community mrtain types of oral histories swh as ûeaty stories 



can only be validated through a particular family line, as they are the keepers for those 

oral histories. For another community it may be a House or clan group that validates the 

oral histoiy. 

In an article called Living BetW8en Weter and Rocks: Fiisf Nations, 

environmental planning, and democmcy, John Bomws (1 997b) says that a fuller 

'understanding of Rrst Nations law will only occur when people are more familiar with 

the rnyriad stories of a particular culture and the surrounding interpretations given to 

them by their people" (p. 455). Perhaps then the differing interpretations of stories 

could be viewed for their rich intemven context that involves the mole culture of the 

community, instead of being seen as a weakness. 

So far what the couds have done is they received evidence of Aboriginal 
history, law etc., to prove that they were a society, to pmve that they had 
rights etc. That's only maybe a quarter or haIf of the story because it@s 
when those stories are evaluated by their own stories, not necessarily just 
by legal stories about evidence etc., that you actually move on to new 
ground. That's where the promise lies for me is that perhaps at some 
point there will be a recognition that in evaluating these stories, those 
stories themselves have criteria within them by which you c m  then judge 
and make sense of what's being heard. (Bonows, Novernber 5,1998) 

Marlene Brant Castellano (1999) describes how the communily boai creates the 

oral history and validates it: 

That in an oral society the valiâatkn of paidicular perspectives on events 
is testai, rnodified and confirmecl within the oral comrnunity, wiüi people 
talking about what is being talked about. And then a8 aie event recedes 
in the, what emerges from the disairdon in the community becornes the 
oral hisbry. If you don? have those hinctkning small communities who 
understand their possibilky and th& msponsibility to talk about and to 
syntheske the communities pempecthre on that event, to soct of solidify 
the history. The written mord üHm takm on, jurt because of king 
attacheci to a Iiterate tradition of authenticity and authority, the written 
verdon becomes aie mal thing. (February 1 1.1999) 
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Julie Cruikshank discusses how oral traditions have social histories and they 

acquire meaning in the situations in which they are used. Meanings shhR according to 

how fully cultural understandings are shared by the teller and the Wstener (Cruikshank, 

1998, p. 40). In other words, ti Aboriginal oral histories are treated like data or simply 

compared to aie written historlcal evidenœ in the courboom, they Rin the risk of losing 

something when they are not valWated by the community. On the other hand, one 

could also make the case that the courtroom is just a new situation where a new 

meaning or understanding could take place. Cruikshank underlines the importance of 

acknowiedging that interpretation can and should be contested by other community 

membem (Cruikshank, 1998, p. 41). 

6.4 Chapter Summary 

The first part of this chapter identiRed some of th8 contentious issues in 

Aboriginal rights and ütle litigatbn, issues systemic to the legal system. These 

contentious issues emerged both frorn legal precedent and h m  the interviews. These 

issues included: testing for Aboriginal rights, fiozen rights, exthguishment of rights, 

sovereignty asseition, and some analysis about how these issues dictate and infonn 

the use of Aboriginal oral traditkn in the courts. 

The next section, 'Interpretatbn, Evaluatbn and Cornparison of Oral and Written 

Eviâencem, twk a critical look at the advantages and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral 

histories being evaluateû equally abngside of written historical evidenœ. S o m  of the 

amas iâenüfieâ as impedimenb, to wes-ailral understanding of oral histories in the 

oourtiwm indwle: leaming how to listen to Aboriginal oral histories; leamhg the 
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uniqueness of individual Aboriginal cuRuures and their oral histories; how to bring 

Aboriginal context into the courtmm andlor how to bbng the courtmm to the 

community; how to aaccmmodate variation in interpretatkn and the importance of 

community validation. The interviewees also felt that the M e n  and the oral foms of 

evidence should not be compared side by side, that oral histories should be evaluated 

on their own merit along with other comrnunity oral histories. Many of these amas are 

relevant to other forums where Aboriginal oral histories are k i ng  interpreted and 

evaluated in crossaltural settings. These were some of the amas identifid for futther 

discussion. 

The recommendations in the Supreme Court judgment in Defgamuukw v. British 

Cdumbie (1997) represents positive movement within the Canadian legal system in 

beginning to accommodate the uniqueness of Aboriginal oral histories as evidence. 

While many of the recommendations in ûelgamuukw v. Bmsh Columbia (1997) show a 

willingness to move forwaid into new interpmtations of the law's handling of evidence, 

only time will tell how far, and how quickty. thb will occur. 



CHAPTER 7 

7.1 Conclusion 

One of the threads woven in and out of this research and particulady the 

interviews was optimism. This was not so much optimisrn about the legel system, but 

optimism about the strength and tenacky of Aboriginal peoples. No matter what 

happens with Aboriginal oral histories in the courts In the Mure, they will remain an 

integral part of Aboriginal communities; the stories, the testimonles, the reminiscences 

will continue on Cw their own purposes and in their own ways. 

While the issues that emerged h m  this research are not new or revelatory, they 

do represent a unique blending of research at a speciRc time in histoiy. The eigM 

people whom I interviewed gave their thoughts and opinions about the use of Aboriginal 

oral tradition as evidence, using the Supreme Court recommendations in Delgamuukw 

(1997) as a focus. All the people interviewed are well aquainted with the use of 

Aboriginal oral histories in the courts andlor issues of community valMation and 

evaluation of oral histories. Their opinions represent a particular segment of infomied 

opinion post-Delgamuukw (1 997). 

The combination of the issues that emerged fiom the legal research and the 

interviews contributes to two main M i e s  of research and literature. The fimt is the area 

of Aboriginal law and Aboriginal rights and title litigatbn in particular, and the second is 

the ama of interpretation, ctvaluaüon and cornparison of wri#en and oral evidence in 

cross-cuItural settings. The issues discussed in aie second a m  are relevant in a 



variety of settings such as treaty negotiations, environmental assessrnent or anywhere 

where Aboriginal oral tradition is being called upon as evidence in cross~uitural 

settings. 

It should also be noted that there was a change in research focus part way 

through the thesis. When the research began, I was interested in exploring the origins 

of the 'primitiveu versus 'civilizedw debats and the connections to M e n  literacy as a 

syrnbol or step towards being wcivilized', and examples of that wmiin Aboriginal rigMs 

and title litigation. As the interviews were completed. however this area of interest 

seemed less important in relation to the issue amas that were idenafled by the 

interviewees. At that point I decided to pumue the areas that sHted down from the 

interviews. The area of cross-cultural interpretation, evaluation and cornparison of 

written and oral evidence is relevant not just in the courts, it is also relevant to 

community-based projects that involve the collection of Aboriginal oral history 

7.2 Aboriglnal u h b  and Titta -Ion 

Chapter 3 deals solely with a paiacular evolution of Aboriginal rights and Wle 

cases within the Canadian @al system. Two cases mentkned are fmm the U.S. and 

Australia, as they are cases that have infomied Canadian legal cases involving 

Aboriginal rights and Me. Riat review of cases is only the tip of the iceberg but it is 

meant to illustrate the cornplex nature of Aboriginal rights and title litigaüon and how 

outcornes and legal definitions have been dependent on piecedent Several cases such 

as Bear lsllend (1985) and De@amuukw (1991) introduced Aboriginal oral histories as 
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evidence alongside th8 written historical evidence and expert witnesses etc., but in the 

end the judges in both these cases dM not give il equal weight. 

60th the literature and the intewiewees addmssed issues in Aboriginal rights and 

title litigation that presented systemic banienr, such as testing for Aboriginal rights, 

fizen rigMs, how rights can be exünguished by the Crown and how the C m  

mtionalizes assertions of sovereignty. Essentially, Aboriginal oral histories may ôe 

granted equal weigM akngside written historical evidence, but if the foundaffons of 

Western legal principles do not change. then the inclusion of Aboriginal oral histories as 

evidence will not make much of a difference. 

In pafticular, the assumpüon of C m  sovereignty in Aboriginal rights and ütle 

cases was seen as being a major stumbling block. All the interviewees felt that there 

needs to be a different starting point for Aboriginal rights and ütle Iitigation in order to be 

on a level playhg field. Should rot the Crown have to pmve its sovereignty, too? 

The following are some of the recommendations that came fiom the intewiewees 

thernselves: 

The Com~rehensive Land Claimr process must be chanm: specifically the 

prerequisite of extinguishment of Aboriginal rights should be changed (Don Ryan, 

January 18, 1999). Land daim settlements should be able to take place without 

extinguishment or sumnder of rights, but a recognition or acknowkâgment of rights 

instead. 

assun\gtbns of so verekntv: need to be chalknged. This is the key to 

shifüng the coknial basis of sovereignty asseitkn and Aboriginel rights and üüe 
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litigation (Don Ryan, January 18,1999; Mark Dockstator, November 1 1,1998; Gary 

Potts, November 24,1998; John Bomws, November 5,1998). 

There needs to be trainina in cmss-cu)tural intemretation of Aboriginal oral 

histories for lawyers and judges. This should al- be an area that is covered in law 

schoolsl. 

While the identification of issues within the Iegal system were central to the 

interviews, il was the contextual issues that push the discussion furthet, into other 

cmss-cuttural forums. The contextual issues touch on questions that people at the 

comrnunity level are dealing with when Aboriginal oral tradition is compared or 

evaluated with written historical documents. This is a discussion that has more to do 

wHh the nature, content and mle that Aboriginal oral histories play not just in the courts, 

but as a tool for community change more generally. 

This is an exciting, yet challenging area because so many communities are now 

looking to Aboriginal oral tradition as a form of historical evidence to be used in a variety 

of forums connected to seîfgovemment and community change. At the same time that 

communities are looking to Aboriginal oral tradition as a fonn of historical evidence as 

well as an educatknal resoum, it opens up many questions regarding interpmtaüon 

and community validation. Each community has its own cuttwal and historical 
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traditions. It would be impossible to corne up with standardized niles fbr ththe use of 

Aboriginal oral tradition in cross-cultural setthgs. yet aie areas that the interviewees 

identifid are universal enough, in a sense, for communities to have their own 

discussion and identify their own speciRc cultural rules and strategies for wlleding and 

sharing their oral tradiaons. 

Also, how the community deddes to control what is shared and how il is shareâ 

are important amas for further discussion. Many Aboriginal cultures have their own 

distinct ways of validating oral histories within the community. Many communities are 

now grappling with how to adapt traditional methods of validation to contempomry 

issues and settings. This is a fascinating community-based process that will ben- f i m  

a sharing of knowledge and strategies, and fumer discussion and research. 

The following aie a few recommendations h m  the interviewees themselves: 

The use of storieg: to be evaluated by their own stories, not necessarily by legal 

stories about evidence. There should be a recognition that in evaluating Aboriginal oral 

histories and oral tradition. that those stories have criteria within them by which you can 

judge and make sense of what's being heard2. 

e use of Abriciinal oral histories as ev (a) then needs to be 

consiâerable community preparation ôefore the oral histories get into the courts or into 

negotiation. It should be the mmuniQ that decides and validates what will be heard in 

' John Barnm. Novcmbcr S. 1998. 
Julit C- Iliiurry 13.1999. 
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the courts3; (b) the community context of the telling and validation of Aboriginal oral 

histories needs to be taken into consideration. 

7.4 Amas for Furêher Rowarch 

While it is impossible to corne up with solutions or sûategies that wouM be useful 

in all Aboriginal comrnunities and cultures, perhaps examining: how specific cultures 

pass on oral histories and tradition; cultural rules for the recitation of oral histories such 

as when, where and to whom; the experiences of comrnunities that have brought their 

oral traditions into cross-cultural settings; experiences of evaluating and cornparhg oral 

traditions hrside and outside the community setting; and, some lessons leamed or broad 

principles that may be useful across cultures. 

Understanding the cultural context of the community and how oral tradition 

operates within that setting is key to cross-cultural approaches to Aboriginal oral 

tradition. Also understanding the individual situation and location of the community is 

important. All Aboriginal communities are at different stages regarding the use and 

retention of their oral traditions, as wel as economically, politically and socially. It is the 

unique culture, history and oral traditions of the community that should be examined in 

order to strategke and c o r n  up with ways b share, interpret, evaluate oral ûadiaons in 

The interviewees al1 talked about 'shifüng" the relatknship between Aboriginal 



and non-Aboriginal societies. Whether that means shi9ang Crown assumptions of 

sovereignty in Aboriginal rights and ütie cases, or using Aboriginal oral histories to 

confinn the sdentific story', the basis of this shM in thinking is aie acknowledgment of 

the rightfhl place of Aboriginal rights, knowledge and oral traditions within Canadian 

Society* 
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Abrtr.ct 
(Given to interviewees before the interview) 

Between 1987 and 1991 Chief Justice McEachem, in the case of Delgemuukw v. 
BMsh Wumbia (1991), listened to a multitude of &esses, many of whom wem 
giving testimony in the form of traditional oral histories. In the now famous final 
judgment, Judge McEachem rejected oral histories saying, '1 am unable to accept 
addaawk, kungax, and oral histories as mliable bases for detailed history, but they 
could confimi findings bas4 on other admissible evidence." The other admissible 
evidence was based on written records of Euro-Canadians h m  the post-contact 
period. Judge McEachem makes it clear in hb final judgment that he thinks the Gitxsan 
and Wet'suwet'en were 'by historical standards, a people without any hm of writing, 
horses, or wheeled wagons ... The defendants.. . suggest the Giksan and Wet'suweten 
civilizatkms, if they qualify for that description, fall within a much lower, even primitive 
order" (Delgamuuûw v. Btitish Cdumbia [1(1Ql], 3 W.W.R.97). 

When does the idea originate that a people who traditionally had no system of wriang 
equal a primitive peoples? I want to explore the origins of the 'primitiie' verws 'civilized' 
debates and aie connections to m e n  literacy as a symbol or step towards civilkation. 
Do aiese notions stil permeate the legal system in the 199ûs? In lights of the 1997 
Supreme Court rscommendatbns in the DeIgarnuukw case, what a n  the advantages 
and disadvantages of Aboriginal oral histories being granted equal weight along side of 
written historical evidenœ? 

Within Canadian society, Aboriginal oral tradition is being called upon as historic 
evidence in a number of legal cases. In most cases, Aboriginal traditions am expecteâ 
to provide answers to questions created by modem states in tenns convenient for 
modem states (Cruikshank, 1894, p. 405). Within the legal systern, aie power and 
contrd of inter-cultural interpretation remains m i n  a Euro-Canadian framework. The 
integretkn of Aboriginal oral tradition W i n  many academic disciplines, legal cases and 
land-use disputes means that Eum-Canadian institutions mw have ta examine their 
relationship to and their understanding of Aboriginal oral tradition. Alaiough a central 
focus of this research MI be within a legal setting, Debarnuulm v. BMsh Cdumbia 
(1991,1W7), the research and the condudons have implications br Aboriginalinon- 
Aboriginal relations in Canada more genenlly. Issues sudi as cross-cuitural 
interpretation of oral and wmen historical materlab and the possibilities for new forums 
for negotiation of land daims which incorporate Aboriginal oral tradition in a fair and 
equitabie way, are part of the bigger picture which loorns over mis reclearch. 



I am a graduate stuâent in the Department of Aduit Education at the Ontario lnstitute for 
Studies in Educatkn (OISE), which is the Graduate Department of Educatbn at the 
University of Toronto. As part of the requirement for the Ph.D program in Education, I 
am required to complet8 a research study. 

The purpose of my research is to review aie advantages and disadvantages of 
Aboriginal oral histories being granted equal weight akng side of written historical 
evidence; and to expkre the origins of the 'primitive' verses 'civilized' debates and the 
connections to written literacy as a symbol or step towards 'civilkation'. 

As part of my m a i c h  I will be intewiewing a number of people who have been 
involved in legal cases where Aboriginal oral tradition has been used as historical 
evidence; or who have done research and writing in this area. Thek interviews will 
provide personal and professional perspectives and opinions on the issues involved in 
using Aboriginal oral tradition as evidence. 

For these intewiews, l will need to use a tape recorder to ensure accuracy. The 
intewiewee can decide at any time to withdraw h m  participation in this ressarch. 

This research will add a broader perspective to the mview and analysis of the issues 
that both encourage and possibly limit the use of Aboriginal oral tradition in Aboriginal 
rights and title cases. In the process I hope this research will contribute to current 
debates on the use of Aboriginal oral tradition and judicial decision making. 

I agrw to k intarviemd and mconkd for purposes of nsearch and rcholarly 
pu bllcaüon. 

Signature ......-... 8.........-.-.....m......~~~..~-...~...-...e..~~~.......~..... 



APPENDIX C 

Guidelino for Inbwlaw Quastion~ 

1. What is your experience of Aboriginal oral histories in the courts? (Have you 
participateci in a court case where Aboriginal oral histories were head as evidenccr? Or 
is this an area you have done some research and wriüng on?) 

2. Do notions of 'primitive' venus 'civilized' parbulady in Aboriginal rights/ütîe cases, 
still exist in the legal system in the 190ûs? Explain ... 
3. Are these notions tied to the way the courts evaluate Aboriginal rights and the 
assertion of Crown sovereignty? 

4. What do you believe are the advantages and the disadvantages of Aboriginal oral 
historical evidence being evaluated equally akng side of written historical evidence? 

5. What is your opinion regarding the Supreme Court recommendations in 
Delgamuukw, particularly with reference to the use of oral histories in the courts? 

6. Do you think that judges need a 'cultural hearing aid' sa to speak, to evaluate 
evidence such as Aboriginal oral histories which are typically outside their own culture 
and experience? (For example: more training or what type of training?) 

7. Do you think it is a mal possibility that fundamental changes will eventually be made 
to the legal system, so that sovemignty cannot be judged/measured by the C m ' s  
mere assertion? 

8. Where do you think the Mure of comprehensive claims settlements are going? 
(Outside the courts? Changes to the system?) 

9. Are you optimistic about the future of Aboriginal rights in the courts? 




